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Nuclear Abolitionists Pray at 
Los Alamos Nuclear Laboratory 

by Diana Winston 
From September 5-8, we held a retreat 

and vigil at Los Alamos National Labo
ratory (LANL). The retreat was orga
nized by people from the Los Alamos 
Study Group, Mountain Cloud Zen Cen
ter (both in Santa Fe, NM) and the Bud
dhist Peace Fellowship (BPF). The re
treat had originally been planned for May, 

but had to be rescheduled due to the fires 
in New Mexico. 

We met at Ponderosa Pine Camp
ground, pitched our tents, spent several 
hours organizing, as many of the details 
had not yet been worked out, and intro
duced ourselves. In a parking lot in the 
isolated nether-regions of the lab we were 
(See Winston, continued on page 6) 

Some of the retreatants from California & New Mexico meditate in the parking lot 
designated for a week of quiet abolitionist activity at Los Alamos Lab. 



(Winston, continued/rom page J) 

to set up our "zen do" which consisted of a 
giant blue tarp and many brown zabutons and 
zafus (pads to sit upon while meditating). Very 
few of the 12,000 workers would get to see 
us; nevertheless, we persevered. Our only 
shade in the ninety degree heat would be from 
the shadows emitted from our carefully posi
tioned RV, which we rented when the lab re
fused us access to their toilets. The RV was 
fondly dubbed, the Protestmobile. On the first 
morning Greg Mello, Director of the Los 
Alamos Study Group, gave us a tour around 
the-lab, showing us where plutonium was 
stored, where the original bombs had been 
developed before they exploded over 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which pueblos had 
been destroyed to set up the lab, and where 
genetic research was being done. 

The retreat had a beautiful low-key com
munity feel where the twenty of us grew quite 
close. Many of us were from BPF , including 
Maylie Scott, Trena Cleland, Donald 
Rothberg, Kaz Tanahashi, Greg Mello, Sarah 
and Stefan Laeng-Gilliat. In addition, there 
were several Christians affiliated with the Cen
ter For Action & Contemplation (Albuquer
que, NM), the Sisters of Loretto, and Nevada 
Desert Experience. 

Three morning sits (meditation sessions) 
and breakfast were held at the campground. 
This was followed by meditations and ser-

vices at the Lab. We took a break for lunch 
and a daily field trip, and resumed our sitting 
about 2:30 till 5:30. Later we returned to the 
campground for soup and an evening pro
gram. As this was an interfaith retreat, several 
people had never meditated before. So we 
combined sitting and walking meditation with 
dharma talks, a beautiful Christian prayer ser
vice with readings from Dorothy Day's auto
biography, and powerful chanting led by Ed 
Rippy from Soka Gakkai International. Maylie's 
dharma talk had us inquire into "who" was 
meditating and performing this vigil. Donald 
talked on structural violence and why it's hard 
to respond to. One morning we did Christian 
meditation, on another, metta, on another, 
zazen. 

One ofthe most striking pieces of our time 
was lunch when we ate at the cafeteria with 
the lab workers. Most of us felt it was an ex
tremely odd experience in that we were eating 
in a setting much reminiscent ofa college caf
eteria, with thousands of workers all dressed 
in casual clothes, looking very much like any
one else. Yet. there was something slightly 
off-- the fact that these people were either 
working dir~ctly on or in support of the ma
chinery for weapons of mass destruction. As 
Kaz said, the suffering here is not obvious 
like at Auschwitz, it's too beautiful and cheer
ful here (incidentally, Oppenheimer chose Los 
Alamos because he liked to go hiking in the 
area). Instead you have to interpret it to real
ize there is just as much if not more suffering 

(or capacity for it). There were several discus
sions among our group around the delusion 
needed to maintain the facade and where was 
morality in all of this? How does one live with 
the disconnect between one's values and 
one's work? Many of us sat with lab workers 
during lunch, two to four at a table, some of us 
debating our political agenda, others listen
ing solemnly to the "other's" point of view. 

Did our presence make a difference at all? 
For LANL workers, retreatants, the nuclear age, 
or socially engaged Buddhism in general? 
FOR THE LAB WORKERS: It is hard to say. 
They were definitely aware of our presence 
through their intranet and the obvious wan
dering hippies with large sun hats in the caf
eteria. They were somewhat confused by us 
as we definitely didn't fit the classical mode of 
protester-- we weren't shouting, we didn't 
have signs, no police were detaining us. But 
our sitting site was very isolated, far from the 
majority of workers. I often wondered if we 
were having any impact at all. On the first 
morning, however, a woman, clearly a lab 
worker, walked into our parking lot, and stood 
in front of each of us and bowed. It was an 
extremely poignant moment for all of us. Later 
she came back and offered a bouquet of flow
ers which we later offered to the earth in a 
healing prayer. 
FOR TIIEJNDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATING: 
Yes. Several of us felt we had learned a lot 
both about the issues and about what it meant 
to sit in meditation and solidarity for our be-



liefs, even if at times it was humiliating. I per
sonally had insight into the ways in which my 
inner struggles mirror those of the people who 
create nuclear weapons. We are alI.fearful and 
are seeking ways to make the world seem un
der our control. We all want power and fear 
powerlessness. I do too. One group member 
said when she was sitting on the tarmac in the 
beating-down sun, as embarrassing as it was, 
in that moment there was nothing else she 
wished she could be doing. Sitting there rep
resented the perfect synthesis of her dharma 
practice and her wish for peace. 
FOR EACH OTHER: Unquestionably yes. 
This was a tremendous time of community 
building and strengthening of ties, particularly 
among ourselves as a socially engaged Bud
dhist community and among the interfaith 
groups. Everyone agreed that we wanted to 
hold the event again next year, and many 
people volunteered to work on it. We worked 
together, strategized together, spent hours in 
logistical debates, painted together, talked 
about the deeper issues together, and grew in 
community together. 
FOR SOCIALLY ENGAGED BUDDllSM: 
Definitely. The retreat represented a new form 
ofBuddhistlinterfaith protest where we prac
ticed and sat for our beliefs. I think it is cer
tainly worth replicating as our tradition devel
ops, and can be a powerful form of protest for 
other issues, and an offering to the activist 
community in general. This experiment in form 
and in practice is clearly one extremely valu-

able expression of socially engaged Bud
dhism. 
FOR THE FUTUREOFNUCLEARISM? Well 
it certainly was a way to make us feel like a 
tiny pebble in a vast ocean, but this is where 
my trust in the dharma is vast. Here I surren
der to the mystery and say, who knows? The 
dharma is mysterious and as we used as a 
refrain many times on this retreat: sometimes 
we forget that the power of love and compas
sion is stronger than the power of violence 
and destruction. The earth was happy we 
were there. This much we knew. 

Diana Winston is part of the Buddhist Peace 
Fellowship. 
[EDITOR'S NOTE: This retreat gave birth 
to a desire for regular, monthly vigils & medi
tation at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL). The vigils are now on the last Thurs
day of each month (except December). LANL 
failed to give permission for such an activity 
for the October prayers and employees were 
quite upset when three people stood in front 
of the Lab entrance sign holding an NDE 
banner proclaiming "Abolish Nuclear Weap
ons ". Upon contact with Lab Security, the 
vigil ceased and was voluntarily moved off 
ofLANLs property for the day. In November, 
permission was obtained from LANL for 
prayer, leafletting, and vigilling on LANLs 
property. Contact the Los Alamos Study 
Group to get involved with this faith-based 
resistance: (505) 982-7747.] 

First monthly vigil at the entrance to Los Alamos National Laboratory on Oct. 26, 2000. 
On left is Marcus Page of NDE, on right is Vilma Ruiz of Los Alamos Study Group. 
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Sitting in the Dragon's Lair 
An Interfaith Retreat at Los Alamos National Laboratory 

by Trena Cleland and Diana Winston 

A
arge blue tarp lies on the grounds of Los 

Alamos National Laboratory. On it sit sever
al rows of silent, unmoving figures, all wear
'ng wide-brimmed sun hats and facing fire

scarred mountains. Three chimes of a meditation bell 
ring in counterpoint with the beep-beep-beep of a 
Caterpillar tractor up the street that is breaking 
ground for the world's largest computer. 

Forty minutes pass and no one moves. The bell 
sounds again. The people stand up, bow to their cush
ions, and slowly walk together in a silent line around 
the blue tarp. Then they sit back down. 

The two of us were among those sun-hatted med
itators who traveled to New Mexico in September for 
a five-day interfaith witness and meditation retreat at 
the lab, the cornerstone of the nuclear weapons 
industry in the U.S. Most of us had participated in 
anti-nuclear marches and demonstrated at weapons 
facilities, but none of us had ever brought our spiritu
al practice directly "into the lair of the dragon." The 
brochure prepared by the retreat's organizers, the Los 
Alamos Study Group (LASG), promised an opportu
nity to do just that: 

We will sit and pray in solidarity with each other, 
with laboratory workers caught in a destructive sys
tem, with the surrounding communities and tribes, 
with generations born and yet to be born. In an age 
of cynicism and despair, caught between irresponsi
ble power and the futile politics of blame, we will 
demonstrate another way. Each person's powerful 
presence-dignified, profoundly introspective, and 
deep--will have consequences that cannot be fully 
foreseen, affecting visible and invisible worlds. 

The retreat was planned by former BPF board 
member Greg Mello and his colleague Vilma Ruiz, 
who run the LASG. BPF also helped organize the 
retreat. It was originally planned for May but had to 
be rescheduled to September due to the fires that rav
aged the Los Alamos area. 

Loose pre-planning made the event frustrating at 
times but also magically spontaneous. The low atten
dance (about 20 core participants) was somewhat dis
appointing, but it also meant that the retreat had a 
beautiful, low-key, community feel, and participants 
grew quite close. Many of us were from California, 

almost all BPF members, while other Buddhists came 
from sanghas in New Mexico. We came from different 
traditions: Vipassana, Soka Gakkai, and a couple of 
flavors of Zen. There were a number of progressive 
Christians present, representing the Sisters of Loretto, 
the Nevada Desert Experience (which organizes wit
nesses at the Nevada nuclear test site), and the Center 
for Contemplation and Action in Albuquerque. 

Our typical day consisted of an early-morning sit
ting and breakfast at our campground at Bandelier 
National Monument, after which we shuttled to our 
"zendo" at the lab for more sitting and walking medi
tation. We took a break for lunch and resumed sitting 
for two or three hours in the afternoon. At the end of 
the day, some of us took showers at the local public 
pool. Eventually, we all gathered back at the camp
ground for a soup supper-provided daily by the sup
portive members of the Mountain Cloud Zen Center 

in Santa Fe-and an informal evening program. 
Our hearts sank when we first saw the area 

assigned to us by lab officials for our meditation 
retreat: a newly blacktopped parking lot next to a ura
nium handling building-blazing hot, unshaded, and 
completely unnatural. Back in May, when our retreat 
was supposed to happen, the place was still a grassy 
knoll. By the time September rolled around, it had 
been paved over and turned into a parking lot. 
(There's a song in there somewhere.) 

The lot was located at the margin of the 43-acre lab 

The Parking 
Lot Zendo at 
Los Alamos 
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Our little train had a 

dignified air, but a 

couple of us couldn't 
help wondering 

whether we looked 

like nuts to the lab 

employees. 

property, separated from the road by lines of parked cars 
and out of sight of most of the 12,000 workers. The pro
portions of the place began to sink in. We were a tiny 
group with an enormous project: to take on the nuclear 
weapons industry. Our "zendo" consisted of a giant blue 
tarp topped with many brown zabutons and zafus, sur
rounded by ominous "No Trespassing: Nuclear Facility" 
signs and safety cones. Nearby, a pleasant lab guard kept 
tabs on us-while enjoying the air conditioning gener
ated by his idling vehicle. This had to have been the 
world's most uneventful security gig. 

Over time, we came to feel empathy for this tor
tured patch of property that reflected the disrespect 
for nature demonstrated by the lab's existence. Our 
zendo was surrounded by buildings devoted to 
nuclear and biological weapons research and plutoni
um storage. Below the oily blacktop was the living, 
beating pulse of the earth. Sitting on it strengthened 
our witness more than sitting on a comfortable tree
shaded lawn might have. 

The lab refused to provide toilet facilities and 
requested that we bring only one vehicle per day. So 
Greg and Vilma rented an RV-shuttle and toilet in 
one! The RV served us in another way by casting 
much-needed shade when carefully positioned next to 
our meditation tarp. 

We shuttled back and forth from our campground 
and around town in this lumbering van, bouncing 
around among piles of zafus and zabutons, gallons of 
drinking water, backpacks, and straw hats. 

This was a multifaceted retreat. We combined sitting 
and walking meditation with dharma talks, powerful 
chanting led by a participant who practices with Soka 
Gakkai International, and a beautiful Christian prayer 
service that included a water healing ceremony and 
readings from Dorothy Day's autobiography. Maylie 
Scott, a Zen priest and BPF board member, gave a 
dharma talk that had us inquire into "who" was partic
ipating in· this vigil. Longtime BPF associate Donald 
Rothberg gave a talk on "Ten Reasons Why It's Difficult 
to Confront Structural Violence" (see page 34). 

Our spiritual diversity raised inevitable questions 
about practice forms. One of the Christian participants 
was confused by the practice of bowing to zafus. Some 
of the Buddhists, at home with silence, had to accept 
that dialogue and social bonding are an important part 
of Christian peacemaking. So we improvised: one 
morning we did Christian prayer; another, metta (lov
ingkindness) meditation; another, zazen. At one point, 
artist Kaz Tanahashi led us in using paints and brushes 
to illustrate and describe our visions of the future. One 
night we held a Native American-style council to talk
with tears, laughter, and prayers-about our experience. 

In our RV, nicknamed the "Protestmobile;' Greg 
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took us sightseeing around the Lab. He showed us 
where plutonium was stored, where the original bombs 
had been tested before they exploded over Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, where pueblos had been destroyed to set 
up the lab, and where genetic research was being done. 
We drove through neighborhoods flattened by the 
recent fire, through charred remains of ranch houses 
that echoed a post-atomic Hiroshima. 

A high (low?) point was a trip to the Bradbury 
Science Museum. There, we watched a videotape 
about the history of Los Alamos, learned about the 
beneficial effects of radiation, and "played" with inter
active exhibits. ("Press here and watch a bomb go 
om") Diana took the Plutonium Quiz and scored 60 
percent correct. ("Is it worse to touch, swallow, or 
inhale plutonium?") 

Each day at lunch time, we walked slowly in single file 
to the lab's main cafeteria, half a mile from our parking 
lot. Our little train had a dignified air, but a couple of us 
couldn't help wondering whether we looked like nuts to 
the lab employees. It was painful to admit they might 
dismiss entirely our mindful pilgrimage. 

Los Alamos National Lab is technically a "campus" 
of the University of California, and it does have a col
lege feel. The employees like to think of themselves as 
academics, computer nerds, and pure scientists; 
although 80 percent of the work of the lab involves the 
design and manufacture of nuclear weapons, few 
employees perceive themselves to be "bomb-makers." 

Nowhere was this collegelike ambiance more in 
evidence than in the company cafeteria. Since there is 
no dress code at LANL, shorts and tee-shirts prevailed. 
Some of the men had long hair and pierced ears. One 
had a copy of Mother Jones on his tray. There were 
about equal numbers of women and men. Although 
most employees were white, there were quite a few 
Asian Americans and Latinos (the latter seemed to be 
blue-collar workers), and a handful of African 
Americans. Most of the people were friendly and 
approachable. 

On the one hand, we found this comforting; it 
broke down distinclions in our minds between "us" 
and "them." On the other hand, the apparent normal
cy was chilling. There was a surreal sense of business
as-usual, while all around were the tools and materials 
of poison, fire, and death. 

Our group pondered the level of delusion needed 
to maintain this facade of normalcy. How did people 
live with the disconnection between their values and 
their work? 

One day at lunch, two of us approached a woman in 
her forties, Tracy, and asked if we could join her. She was 
willing, and immediately began to talk nonstop about 
her life, her dog, her friends, her book club, the restau-
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rants and shops we should visit, the aftermath of the Los 
Alamos fire--everything but her work as a computer 
programmer. Efforts to steer the conversation to her lab 
work and our retreat were mostly unsuccessful. 

However, we did learn that Tracy and her cowork
ers feel defensive when anti-nuclear protesters come 
with their signs and chants; the employees feel slan
dered and unfairly attacked. She and her friends con
sider themselves liberal, and they believe strongly in 
the freedoms that U.S. citizens have (for example, to 
demonstrate). They see their work at the lab as a way 
to protect these freedoms. Tracy expressed the opin
ion that our group might fruitfully work on some
thing "more important," like violence in children's TV. 

Listening to a stranger like Tracy chat about her per
sonallife--"bearing witness" to her experience and her 
perspective--is a different kind of activism than most 
of us are used to. Our challenge was to give her our time 
and attention, not a piece of our minds. But of course, 
thoughts interrupted. Is this activism? Wouldn't our 
time be better spent with that other employee sitting 
over there? Maybe he'd be willing to talk about the Real 
Issues. Maybe we should excuse ourselves and go 
over ... No, come back to the present. Be here with this 
human being, this conversation, this moment. 

After a few minutes, Tracy waved a couple of fellow 
computer scientists over to our table. One of the men 
asked questions about Buddhist history and politics. He 
said, "I used to be idealistic. I was an antiwar protester 
back in the '60s. But now I think we need to be strong. 
Look at evolution; it's all about survival of the fittest:' 

Actually, current understanding of evolution sug
gests that it is not strength but creativity, flexibility, 
cooperation, and response to feedback that character
ize survivability. We talked about this and about new
paradigm thinking, systems theory, and "emotional 
intelligence." Something must have resonated, because 
at the end of the meal, he asked us to recommend a 
good introductory book about Buddhism. (Our sug
gestion was Jack Kornfield's A Path with Heart.) 

Greg Mello, the eloquent and respected director of 
the LASG, gave our group several excellent mini
teach-ins on the lab's history and culture. He said, 
"The primary function of nuclear weapons is in the 
mind. They are meant to detonate in the imagination. 
As such, they are in use all the time. 

"They can't be used in the real world, but the threat 
of them, the thought of them, the fear of them, is what 
makes them so effective. Perception is everything. The 
lab's essential work is the construction of ideology." 

Greg has good relations with people on the lab 
staff. His opinion is that the lab is quite weak and vul
nerable, and that our presence was-well-disarm
ing. "The best-kept secret of Los Alamos Lab is the 

mediocrity of its thinking:' he said. According to 
Greg, the lab's right hand doesn't know what its left is 
doing, and the whole organization wobbles on a foun
dation of deception and incompetence. 

Did our presence make a difference to the lab 
workers? It's hard to say. They were informed of our 
presence through a posting on their intranet, the in
house computer bulletin board. Those we talked to 
seemed somewhat confused by us, as we didn't fit the 
classical mode of protester-we weren't shouting, we 
didn't have signs, and no police were detaining us. 
And because our meditation site was very isolated, far 
from most of the workers, we often wondered 
whether we were having any impact at all. 

On the first morning, however, one employee of 
the lab; ID badge hanging from her neck, drove up in 
her car, walked quickly over to where we were medi
tating, put her hands together and bowed deeply to us 
several times, and then was gone. It was a poignant 
moment. Her courage led us to think that there were 
probably others on the workforce, too timid to show 
their support, for whom our presence was significant. 
The next day she came back with another gift of 
encouragement: a bunch of wildflowers in a jar. 

Did our presence make a difference to us as indi
viduals participating? Yes. We learned a lot not only 
about nuclear issues but about what it means to sit in 
solidarity for our beliefs, even when it seems absurd 
to do so. We saw that both we and the people who cre
ate nuclear weapons fear that we lack power, and we 
all seek ways to control the world we live in. 

One group member said that when she was sitting 
on the tarmac in the beating-down sun, as silly as it felt, 
in that moment there was nothing else she wished she 
could be doing. Sitting there represented ~e perfect 
synthesis of her dharma practice and her wish for peace. 

Did our presence make a difference to each other? 
Yes, unquestionably. This was a tremendous time of 
community-building. We worked together, strate
gized together, spent hours in logistical debates, creat
ed art together, and talked about the deeper issues 
together. Everyone agreed that we wanted to hold a 
similar retreat again next year, and many people vol
unteered to help arrange it. 

Did our presence make a difference to socially 
engaged Buddhism? Definitely. To sit in meditation 
for our beliefs is an unusual form of Buddhist/inter
faith protest. It has real potential as a way to demon
strate our concerns about a variety of issues, and as an 
offering to the whole (primarily secular) activist com
munity. We were required. to bring our spiritual prin
ciples into every moment of the retreat, even when we 
were scoffing at the absurd museum dioramas or eat-

(continued on page 37) 

"The primary func

tion of nuclear 

weapons is in the 

mind. They are 

meant to detonate 

in the imagination. 

As such, they are in 

use all the time." 
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percent of the U.S. population agreed that they would 
be safer if no country had nuclear weapons (1997). 
We can remember the potential of the present 
moment: the end of the Cold War and thus of most of 
the earlier rationales for nuclear weapons, and the UN 
support for a decade of nonviolence in this first 
decade of the new millennium. One scientist who has 
worked at Los Alamos since 1966 told me that most 
who work there would like to see nuclear weapons 
abolished-if they could feel safe without them. 

9. In this culture, Buddhist teachings often focus on 
the more personal rather than the structural sources 
of suffering. 

Often our concerns about structural violence are 
not supported by our spiritual communities. Even 
though Buddhists claim to be addressing suffering (or 
dukkha), there is typically an emphasis on my suffer
ing rather than suffering as such. We need to make 
clearer the connections between structural violence 
and personal suffering. We also need to question the 
extent to which individualistic spiritual practice rein
forces a sense of separate self. We can learn in this 
regard from our Christian and Jewish friends, espe
cially from the prophetic tradition of concern for the 
"other" that passes from Isaiah through Jesus down to 
contemporaries like Abraham Joshua Heschel, Martin 
Luther King Jr., and liberation theologians. 

10. We tend to forget that love, wisdom, and non
duality are deeper than violence and denial. 

Dragon's Lair, continued from page 33 

ing cardboard-like cafeteria pizza. In this moment, are 
my actions contributing to peace and nonviolence? 
Am I patient? How is my equanimity? Am I mindful? 
Can I be awake in this moment? The sitting support
ed our inquiry. 

Did our presence make a difference to the future of 
the planet? Though we felt like tiny pebbles in a lim
itless ocean, our trust in the dharma is vast. Here we 
surrender to the mystery of the dharma and say, who 
knows? We must not forget that the power of love is 
stronger than the power of destruction. The earth 
benefited from our presence. This much we know. 

P.S. It's worse to inhale plutonium .• :. 

[Special thanks to participant Mark Pringle of Arcata, 
California, for his contributions.) 

Trena Cleland, a BPF board member, was part of a group that 
walked across the u.s. in 1981 to promote nuclear disarmament. 

Diana Winston, associate director of the Buddhist Peace 
Fellowship, is a regular contributor to Turning Wheel and other 
Buddhist publications. 

Being in the presence of entrenched structural vio
lence certainly "tests" us. We may often think ourselves 
weak in comparison with the systems that we contest. 
We may feel isolated and forget the deeper love and 
wisdom that is at the heart of our beings. 

This suggests the vital importance of both com
munity and spiritual practice. We need to find refuge 
within the "beloved community." And we need to 
return to our own lived experiences of love and wis
dom. Such continual access to spiritual nourishment 
is what sustains us for the long haul. In 1967, Martin 
Luther King Jr. said: 

Our only hope today lies in our ability to recapture 
the revolutionary spirit and go out into a some
times hostile world declaring eternal hostility to 
poverty, racism, and militarism ... This call for a 
world-wide fellowship that lifts neighborly concern 
beyond one's tribe, race, class and nation is in real
ity a call for an all-embracing and unconditional 
love for all human beings ... When I speak oflove .. .I 
am speaking of that force which all of the great reli
gions have seen as the supreme unifying principle 
of life. Love is somehow the key that unlocks the 
door which leads to ultimate reality .• :. 

Donald Rothberg is on the faculty at Saybrook Graduate 
School, where he has developed a program in Socially Engaged 
Spirituality. He has written and taught widely on socially 
engaged Buddhism, and is the co-editor (with Sean Kelly) of 
Ken Wilber in Dialogue: Conversations with Leading 
Transpersonal Thinkers. He has been a mentor for BPF's 
BASE program since its inception in 1995. 
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Abraham, acohservativeRepub~ and (Gen.) John Gordon." 
licarl; at the helm won't make a Gordon, who was hand-picked . 
bitofd~fference in the :way the by Doinenici, heads the National 
laps are,managed. ' N uclearS¢cutity AdIl}il1i~tration 

The, Department' of Energy, ~nd cannot be rerilOved from his 
owns the nation's hucleaJ:'-, Job for three years. , 
weapons laboratories, including If approved for the job; Abra
Los Alamos National Laboratory. ham would succeeds former New.: 
and Sandia National Laborato- Mexico Rep. Bill Richardson. 
ries in Albuquerque. However; a Some critics say' Abraham has 
semiautonomoiIs agency called: too little experience at public life 
the National Nuclear ~ecurity ~and energyiss'ues - to be sec
Administration has taken a large retary of energy. Abraham served 
c.hunk of the DOE's responsibili- as chief of stafffor vicepresideIit 
tIes over the labs. Dan Quayle and served one term 

"I ~m' pleased. toengorseand asa U.S. senator from Michigan 
pledge to support the candidacy until being ousted by a Democrat 

. of (Abraham) to be the new Sec-' in November's ele'ctions. . 
retary of, Energy," Sen. Pete' On l;1is Web sit~ Abraham 
Domenici, R-N.M., said in a news doesn't· list national security, 
release. "This is good news for weapons or other energy prob-

. New Mexico as Senator Abraham lems as his top issues, , instead 
and his staff have worked with offering Internet seekers his 
me and mY staff on a variety of views on a date~i:ape drug, edu
issues, including energy issues; cation; food safety and health 
during his tenure in the Senate:' care. However, he was active in 

But others are skeptical any- high-tech ,issues during his term . . 

in the Senate, and several people . 
suggested that played a role. in • 
Bush's decision to appoint him. 

"This is anunex.pected ChOice,:; 
but certainly Senator Abrahani. 
is welllfked by members of ·both " 
sidesoftheaisle/'sa:id Sen. jeff : 
Bingaman, o7N.M~' . '. .• 

The Senate will have to apprQve : 
.' Abraham's appointip.eilt." Bingac. " 

man is ranking Democr,at on the 
Senat~Energy' and.·· . .Natural,: 
Resources Committee .. DomeniCi: 
also sits on that committee. 

Greg .Mello,4ire~t6r of the Los • 
Alarp:9~·S.tudy ,Group, " a lab .• ' 
watchdog, said it's possjble lhatf 
Abraham might do 'll. gteat·job.·: 
However, he said, managing the' 
Jap&iir ~uch ~ hatcl)J)bS9~t~;psh , 
~shouftl\appomt $oitieone:Wltlh a , 
backbohe':who wbil't bdwlb 'lab' 
managers:' wishe~:.. .'. . 

"Assectetary of energy, you .' 
rarelyha:ve a:nyidea what part of· : 
thenpclear complex is going to 
erupt 'in ·sCandal.and don't have 
any control over it," Mello said~ 

Richardson, who plans' to 
return to New Mexico for a 
"breather," issued a statement 
Thesday, saying he' believes 
Abraham's appointment is.' a 
"positive development." 

"I have worked with him in the 
past on immigration issues' and 
have always admired his eff.orts 
in that arena,'; Richardson said 
through a spokesman. 
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secretary," he ,said. "He hact'aioi:~f ' 
politi<;a), skills a~d'he needed all !of 
them just to survive." , . 

~'O~grgeJjush 's han,dlers have anagen4a, aridihi{" 
appointment expresses that. Whaf can we say ?" 

OR'EQ MELLO, LOS AlAMOS STUDY OROUP 

\ Abraham>' . a Laxlsing, Mich., ' , . . . . . 
native, was an attorney and Repub-: st~tement TUesday but went. on to purelY~olitical., 
lican party ~eader before he ran for ;;,-sh Abraham well andyronused t?,. !', "He ,essentially ,has' zero I e~eri-
the'Senate m 1994, He serv~d one dowhat r c~ t? help him .succeed. . encet Goghl~s~d. "Wh~t kin~ of 
term a:n,d'was defeated by Democ- New M~cosRepubliCilll Sen, appomtment lS this? Attbisparticu-
rat Debbie Stabenow in November's Pete Domenici, chairnian. of the tar tinie,.w'l:rich is quite sensitive' 
election .. Abraham also. served 'as' . SeiiateEnergyandWater:pev~lop- with'respect to where the world"is 
charrman of the Michigan Republi- me.ht ApproPnatiOlls .SubcoIIlll11t- going with nuclear matters; It Just 
can PIlItY, oo-chairman of, tl),e' tee) whicp funds . the ,DOE, w;l: doe~n't seem.nght thaith.ereshould 
National Republicair Congressional . comedAbraham.... . :.be some inexperienced personas 
Committee and was' f,ormer' Vice"r believe New 'Mexicans wU1 .' secretary;" . 
President ". Dan . Quayl<fs 'deputy h~ye a speci~ ~rie~d in. Sen! A?ra-, . Me1l6 ,: said ,he feared' Abr,aham 
chief of staff .. ', :, ,,'.' ham/'DomeI1lCls~dThesd~~ma wOuldweakenenji!onm.ehtal con
! ,In~e Senat~, Abr,aham s~t,?n::the , preP8!ed sta~e1I1.ent. DomemCl als?, tro~s at the DOE. Most importantly, 
Budget, S~all BUSlIl~ss"JUcli,011WY . proffi1s~d, to en~orseandsupl'0rt he, said,Abrahlim doesn't appear to 
an~ conulrier~~ c0mn1ltt~e~,non:eof ~~rahafu scandi~acy.", have the backgrOUnd necessary to 

"whIch have direcLoverslg1,ltover' 'He ha,s.served ably on·~yBud-fix some well-publi~ized 'security, 
the Department b! Ener~, The get Comnntte~ for the l~st s~ rears and safetY ,problems in: the. depart
Commerc.eComnutt,ee,. h.0w:~v,~r" andlamconf~dent~;lrisabil;i~es~o ment's facilities, including Los 

" has somel?o~er overIl1anagenal~e a, good secretary", Domemclsald Alamos Nationru Laboratory. 
d~cisions Wlthinthe DOE~ ,m his statement. .,., i ' ' " . B' h' h dl h 

Abraham also cb-spcinsored .. sev- ,Jay Coghlan, founder Of. NucH~ar Gedorge dUS this . an ers. atmve ;:l.n
t
. , . ..' . , ,,' . " '.' . '.' agen a an s ,appom en 

. eral. measures., to . dismantle the, Watch of N~w ,~eXlco m Sant.a Fe, .. th· t" h 'd "Wh t . 
Department ;of Energy. ,,"~,aid Abraham's alllpleexpenence : expres~~sa ," esa;. . a can 
. New MeDco's Democratic <Sen, in the Republican Party,iuid his reI" we say. , 
Jeff Bingaman caJ.iedtM,iioIiima- ' atively,ligbt pi1stjri~energymatters ,Representatives of Abraham did 
tign '~an uriexpected choiCe"in a suggests ,Abraham's n~tnination is ",not retUrn pho:n,e cCllls TUesday, 
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N.M. reaction to new energy czar is 
mixed 

The Associated Press 

LOS ALAMOS -- Loca! officia!s say the 
appointment of Sen. Spencer Abraham as 
secretary of the U.s. Department of Energy 
could have a substantial impact on the future 
of New Mexico's two weapons laboratories. 

Or, as others believe, his appointment won't 
make a bit of difference in how the labs are 
managed. 

Abraham, a conservative Republican from 
Michigan, was picked Tuesday by 
President-elect George W. Bush. 

.'~ 

"Whoever they appoint is sort of irrelevant, " 
said Chris Mechels, a Los Alamos National 
Laboratory employee-turned-critic. "As we 
found out, the real Secretary of Energy is 
(Sen.) Pete Domenici. If the DOE wants to cut 
the budget of the lab's pet project, Pete puts it 
back in." 

Domenici, an Albuquerque Republican, said 
Tuesday he endorses Abraham's appointment. 
The senator said he spoke with Abraham, who 
said he knows he's inheriting a difficult job -
ranging from the energy crisis to dealing with 
security issues at the weapons labs. 

If approved for the job, Abraham would 
succeed former New Mexico Congressman Bill 
Richardson as the nation's energy chief. 

Some critics say Abraham doesn't have 
enough experience to be secretary of energy. 

Abraham served as chief of staff for vice 
president Dan Quayle and served one term in 
the Senate until being ousted by a Democrat in 
November's elections. 

Abraham was active in high-tech issues 
during his term in the Senate, and several 
people suggested that played a role in Bush's 
decision to appoint him. 

"This is an unexpected choice, but certainly 
Senator Abraham is well liked by members of 
both sides of the aisle," said Sen. Jeff 
Bingaman, a Silver City Democrat. "The job of 
Energy Secretary is enormously challenging, 
dealing with matters as diverse as cleaning up 
in the aftermath of the Cold War to electricity 
deregulation. " 

Bingaman is ranking Democrat on the 
Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, which will hold hearings to quiz 
Abraham before his appointment can be 
approved by the Senate. 

Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos 
.study Group, a lab watchdog, said managing 
the labs is such a hard job that Bush should 
appoint someone with a backbone who won't 
bow to lab managers' wishes. 

"Because (Abraham) doesn't have much 
background (in nuclear-weapons or other 
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energy issues), it might be hard for him to 
exert managerial control over the labs,« Mello 
said. "It's a very hard job, and it's not for the 
faint of heart. 

11 As secretary of energy, you rarely""hctve ., 
any idea what part of the nuclear complex is 
going to erupt in scandal and don't have any 
control over it." 

Abraham had tried to abolish the 
Department of Energy. He cosponsored 
legislation to eliminate the agency in 1999, 
when it was mired in the controversy over 
security problems at Los Alamos Lab. 

And in 1996, he was part of a small group 
of Senate Republicans who cospohsored 
legislation to close the departments of Energy, 
Commerce, and Housing and Urban 
Development and privatize or assign to other 
departments the functions worth preserving. 

Both attempts died in committee. 
Officials at Los Alamos Lab had no comment 

on the choice of Abraham, and a spokesman for 
the University of California, which manages Los 
Alamos Lab, said the university will work with 
anyone-picked for the job. 

Richardsonl who plans to return to New 
Mexico, issued a statement Tuesday saying he 
believes Abraham'S appointment is a "positive 
development. " 

= 
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Confusion in DOE 
Leadership Reported 

By JENNIFER MCKEE 

10urnal StiljjWriter ' 

Management malfunctions and 
blunder-filled budgets within the 
Department of Energy plague the 
country's nuclear weapqns stock-

, pile, according to a federal report ' 
released Thursday. , 

The report, conducted by the 
General Accounting 'Office at the 

' requestor, thecongressigqal Sub" 
coniiiliftee on Energy and Water 
DeveloPmerit, examined the depart
ment's Stockpile Stewardship Pro
gram,- the eight -year-olq policy of 
mairitain,ingaging nuclear weapons 
as opposed to builQ,ingand testing 
new ones. 

The report examined planning, 
budgets ~d management of the 
progratp,and con<;luded that all are 
in need of ()verhaul. '" " " , 
, "Several studies have found that 

the Office of Defense Programs ' 
, (within the POE) has a dysful}ction
al organization with unclear lines of 
authority that lead to a lack of 
accountability," the, report reads. 
'''The program remains fragmented 
at the headquarters level and the 
division of roles and responsibili
ties between headquarters"!llld the 
field is unclear.", 

The department's ,Office 'of 
Defense Programs\oversees the, 
nation's nuclear weapons complex, ' 
including Los Alamos National Lab~ , 
oratory and Sandia National Labo
ratory in Albuquerque: Manage-

ment of part of the complex is divid
ed into eight private contractors, 
including, for example, the Uni¥er
sity of CalIfornia which manages 
Los Alamos., But those contt;~y!ors 
don't all answer to the same, DOE 
higher-lfps. ' , 

, When auditors checked in""0cto-
ber,' for example, three of the ,con
tractors -reported to DOE offices 
other than, the 'Office of Defense 
Programs., " " , 

In addition-; the report found, 
almost 65 percent of management 
jobs are vacant' within the O.ffi~e.~f 
Defense Programs' - a situatlOn 
that has 'sidelined needed decisions 
on stockpilest~wardship for years. 

The department also, has numer-
, ousfield offices, inclUding a large 
One in AlbuqUerque. ~ut just wh~ch 
offices, am<mg the nest Of ~uthono/ 
in, the complex, control what IS 
unclear. " ' " 

"One key problem .•. is the exis
tenc:eof 'two headquarters,''' the 
report reads. "One in the Office of 
Defense Programs (in Washington, 
D;C.) and one in the Albuquerque 
OperatiC:)Ds OffIce. This. situation 
exists because dearly defmed roles 
and responsibilities are lacking." 

The report goes on to say that 
"officials in both offices noted 
uncertainty about, what managers 
are authorized,to do;" ' , 

'Illustrating the confusion, the 
Offic~ of Defense Programs has 
developed more than 70 dUfetent 
pliins for the Stockpile Stewarqship 
Program,according to the report, 
but not a single ,one is complete. 

The report offered the first, test ' 

See GAO on PAGE 4 
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Nuke Report Vexes Activists 
Jennifer McKee Journal Staff Writer 

Group Fears LANL Will Become Warhead Producer 

Local activists fear Los Alamos National Laboratory could be the new home for a potential warhead plant 
alluded to in a State Department report released Friday. 

Retired Gen. John Shalikashvili, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was tapped last year to 
review the failed Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty by President Clinton and Secretary of State Madeline 
Albright. He released his report Friday. 

While much of his findings centered around the global spread of nuclear weapons, a small portion of the 
report focused on maintaining the nation's existing and aging supply of nuclear weapons, also known as 
"the stockpile." 

"The National Nuclear Security Administration (a semi-autonomous arm of the Department of Energy) 
should make a decision as soon as possible about the need for a large scale plutonium pit remanufacturing 
facility," the general wrote. 

Plutonium pits are the nuclear guts of a warhead and contain radioactive plutonium, which is known to 
decay over time. The United States currently has no manufacturing plant for nuclear bombs. Los Alamos 
National Lab has been designated as the official source of new or remanufactured pits, said lab 
spokesman Jim Danneskiold, although the lab hasn't built a weapons-ready pit in the four years since DOE 
officials christened it the nation's new pit center. 

Greg Mello, of the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group, said the report all but points to Los Alamos 
as the site of any new larger-scale pit plant. 

"That's been DOE's constant plan for the last eight years," said Mello, chairman of the lab watchdog 
group. 

He pointed to reports from the DOE's Albuquerque Operations Office that call for an additional $500 
million over the next 15 years for new buildings and facilities earmarked for expanded pit production. 

He's vowed to oppose the growth tooth and nail. 

"We will fight pit production at any level, other than simple maintenance of the technology, with all 
means at our disposal," Mello said. "The northern New Mexico community has fought this in the past." 

But according to Danneskiold, Mello needn't arm himself just yet. True, Danneskiold said, Los Alamos is 
the only source of new pits in the country right now. But the lab was charged only with maintaining the 
know-how and technology to make new nuclear weapons, not the full-scale rebuilding of the nation's 

1113/05 2:09 PM 
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nuclear weapons. Under the grandest projections, Los Alamos scientists will only be making 50 new pits a 
year, he said, and so far they haven't made a single one fit to be implanted in the nose of a warhead. 

"There have never been any plans for large-scale pit manufacturing at Los Alamos," Danneskiold said. 

Another anti-nuclear activist agreed. 

Jay Coghlan of Nuclear Watch of Northern New Mexico, also based in Santa Fe, said Friday a pit plant 
on the mesa is the least of his fears. 

More upsetting in Shalikashvili's report, Coghlan said, was the general's argument for both the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which would forbid nuclear testing among member nations, and the need 
for new or remanufactured pits, which are part of the national Stockpile Stewardship Program. Stockpile 
stewardship, by rebuilding and making slight changes to the weapons, violates the 30-year-old Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty, Coghlan said. 

11/3/05 2:09 PM 
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LAN~ scientist ~s. :pla.yingpubliG7.fE;la,tions'·, 'g,qlne 
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'0' .' . ave Kraig"s·letter.of Dec. 
',' (,31. C,Qtic~r.,n,.i~g::th~ i,n .. i~~a

.. ' . ..gency.qeqQ (ir'\n:d~ r1s.k-
assessment. meetWg. .. or;;J;)~J:;, 1,8 . 
~. and the little, bij;gso(rilClfgac
tive plants); brouip.tt9J).1a,t . 
meeHri:g:a:ndgav~ to' ... \ :' . 

· .erivi!0nn1t!ht8;lr.e~~~ators:.a~ ~ 
,remmder Qfthelr'l'esp:ouslbih
ties .~. was,>sCieI'ltif,icaHy·,·wrong 
in ,almosre;li:ei'Y wiiy;,DavtHs a 
l;ANLenvironrii'enthl~$dentist 
and o,ughttp kno\v'better; Per
.haps he does.. .' .. , ... ' 

First, Dave alleges that people 
at that meeting ,could.ha,ve 
received a, dose of-radiation 
fromtho~e plants. Yet, at 
distances greater than about· 
2 feet, there was a zero dos~ of .... 
radiation from those bags. They' 
emit betaradiati(jn only, which 
is stopped completely by air ... 
Dave, who experimented with· 
our surveillance instrument and 

.';. 

~~~:e~t~S, co~ld see that for '.. .~~~~ti:~!~i~11~~d~: >' 
Dave all~ges that ,1 do not'f.earg:bitig:tO'be(on.t!l!il'!gehd;a;*t;th~t ". '.' 

small radiat~op: dose.s frpm those ,.:m~$J;g::In:\fl¢t,:th'~t~:ar~tn~i:>:: 
· bags, and' goeS,on rosay. that: .' biil(;lijigi(;leanup>'p!ans foreonta-,. 
small, dOses 6f-ragiatio,n?:rcdn .mfrilit:ertf:~.ilB#:4~~t~i'<?~ . . ..... 
fact not of,cQncern:~or:.human .... ·ih'undreds .6f.,con.taillID.atedsoil .... 
neal~h;OHioui ,,; U~ar5I1lirlr·, ..... sitesatL/}.NL;d.espitelm~xpen
dbses (if radiation, as'weall' ,', '. <.ditute ofniCirethan$50.o mUUon' 
should; in proportiondqtEte.tisk'··dcillarihi "cH~iiriup" so fiii:: it 'is ,a . 
they p()~e.bespl.te a blizzard of . ·.scan.dal on a.terrific scaie." . 
in.dustry~s,ponsored.rese~17cn· .' . ' Yes,LANJ:;,liascreated an . 

· tryingtopro=veoth~wise';.t.he e:ri,\!irQnm~.nt: where some of the 
highest autho~it~e~in';hea:lt:l:t ,'.' w):ldpiari:ts.ate dangeroQ.s. Dave 

.' physics :--j.:mCi~t:9~1VhQ:n:).·work;;: ·a'fri;Uus,qC)l,le./tgiIes should do ' 
for the nuClear iniIustry" ip one , .sorq¢$iiig,l'l.pout them instead 9f 
way or another, of:()Qurse'..-. spendirlg<s'O,much:moneyon. 
have neve,r fo'un.~~y.threshold .~\Vh~tJ§,;}ii .. ~ffect, "public-rela- . 
below whlGh radlation·c~ases to ... ,. ti'ons SCIence." :. ,.' '.' . . 

, be:~i!r~~~;:~~terth~~e~:b.: ':.,.' .. ;' . ' .. ' . : :Gr1t~~~~ 
Grande fire; it was a.revelation ~os AlamosStudy:Group 
that many scientists atLAN:L - Santa Fe 

~ 
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Las Vegas SUN 

January 11,2001 

Group reveals covert NTS blasts 
U.S. may be using tests to develop nuclear warheads 

By Mary Manning 
<manning@lasvegassun.com> 
LAS VEGAS SUN 

The United States is quietly searching for new uses for old nuclear weapons in research at the Nevada 
Test Site. 

Department of Defense documents unearthed by a California anti-nuclear group show that explosions 
conducted in underground tUIlllels at the Test Site, 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas, may be used to 
develop small nuclear warheads capable of penetrating underground bunkers. 

The explosions at the Test Site so far are conventional, not nuclear, so they do not yioIate international 
test-ban treaties. The documents do not indicate whether future nuclear explosions are planned. 

The documents show the government is planning to experiment with deep-penetrating bombs.this year, 
Andrew Lichterman, director of the Western States Legal Foundation of Oakland, Calif, said. The 
foundation acquired the documents through a Freedom of Information Act request. 

The military could make new battlefield uses from old nuclear warheads, Lichterman said. 

"It is clear they are researching how to make nuclear weapons more usable," he said. "I have to wonder if 
they will push the envelope based on what is in the defense budget." 

The Energy Department and other weapons experts say there are no nuclear experiments proposed at the 
Test Site. Former President George Bush declared a moratorium on all underground nuclear blasts in 
September 1992, and the ban has been extended by President Clinton. 

Since then the DOE has conducted 13 subcritical underground experiments, which do not create a 
nuclear reaction. In part, government scientists are learning how plutonium behaves when: it is subjected 
to a blast from high explosives. 

The tests are part of a program to maintain the existing U.S. nuclear arsenal, according to the DOE. 

The DOE and the Defense Department teamed up in the 1990s to continue research into weapons' 
effects, building computer models to replace nuclear testing and filling in gaps of knowledge about 
nuclear weapons using the Test Site and other facilities. 

Part of the Test Site's mission is to remain ready to resume nuclear weapon testing if the president orders 
it. 

Independent nuclear weapons experts said the government is not crossing the line and is obeying the 

1/12/01 9:00 AM 
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nuclear test ban. 

"Certainly the Defense and Energy Departments are stepping right up to the boundary on everything 
permitted short of nuclear testing," said Steven Aftergood, government secrecy project director for the 
Federation of American Scientists, a national watchdog group. 

Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group in New Mexico said the documents Lichterman released 
Wednesday are important to the public's understanding of how nuclear weapons fit into the nation's 
future military plans. 

.., 

"They document the keen interest of the Defense Department managers of developing advanced nuclear 
weapons for a broad range of battlefield uses," Mello said. 

The Test Site has been scrambling to fmd new projects to replace nuclear weapons testing, Mello said. 
The tunnel experiments with the Defense Department are part of those new directions. 

The defense budget contributes roughly $12 million to the Test Site each year to keep the facilities ready 
to return to nuclear testing and to allow defense experiments such as those in the tunnel, he said. 

"The Nevada Test Site is a good place to blow things up," Mello said. 

Chris Paine, a scientist for the Natural Resources Defense Council, said the research at the Test Site and 
at defense facilities across the country is an effort to find new uses for old nuclear weapons. 

"They are certainly studying new ways to repackage nuClear weapons components," he said. 
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News 
Mini-nuke tests go virtual 

By Michael Stoll 
Of the Examiner Staff 

Sometime around 2008, physicists at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory plan to sparl 
fusion reaction in a large dome, using the world's most powerful laser array to heat a BB-sizec 
pellet to 100 million degrees - hotter than the core of the sun. This will be no academic 
exercise: the data could lead them someday to a source of clean and plentiful power. But it wi! 
also demonstrate what happens the instant a thermonuclear bomb ignites, which the 
Department of Defense hopes will aid the design of miniature, ground-penetrating nuclear 
weapons that can take out an underground bunker without also killing everyone for miles 
around. Saddam Hussein and Osama bin Laden beware: America is looking at ways to make 
small-scale nuclear "smart bombs" practical. 

One hurdle for our military had been the end of testing. The United States has not exploded 
nuclear bomb since 1992, and the 1996 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty signed by United 
States and 159 other countries, would, if ratified, prohibit nuclear testing forever. So governme 
scientists are trying to show, through elaborate physics experiments and computer simulatiom 
that new weapons and new uses for old weapons will work. As long as those bombs do not 
actually exist, the military can avoid running afoul of the test ban or Congressional prohibitions 
on building "low-yield" nuclear warheads. 

Anti-nuclea( activists angrily object. saying that smaller nuclear weapons would be more likE 
to be used in battle. But defense officials justify this line of research by saying they need a nev 
generation of weapons to maintain a technical edge over rogue nations and terrorists. 

Though the experiments at the half-finished $3.9 billion National Ignition Facility at Livermor 
will be the most ambitious, they are just a small part of this effort. Similar research is happenir 
right now at more than a dozen other national labs, as computer programmers and technician: 
piece together an elaborate model of the damage hypothetical new munitions could do to 
tunnels, buried command-and-control centers and other so-called "hard targets." 

The Livermore lab. 35 miles east of San Francisco, is also home to the world's fastest 
supercomputer, IBM's ASCI White, which can produce 12 trillion calculations per second and' 
be used to simulate three-dimensional models of nuclear explosions of any size. At the Nevad 
Test Site, where 928 nuclear bombs were exploded above and below ground over 41 years, 
scientists are carving tunnels into the desert to test nuclear shock patterns using high-yield 
conventional explosives. And at Arnold Air Force Base in Tennessee they use the Decade 
Radiation Test Facility to expose bomb parts to levels of x-rays found only in a nuclear blast. 

All this research is being done in the name of the Science-Based Stockpile-Stewardship 
program, the $5.1 billion-per-year Department of Energy effort to ensure that the U.S. nuclear 
weapons remains "safe, secure and reliable." Proponents of the program say its goal is merel~ 
to make sure existing weapons work and are refurbished when they age. 

But internal Defense Department documents. released to the Western States Legal 
Foundation, an Oakland-based anti-nuclear group, show that the military's view of future uses 
the program includes the creation of new weapons systems. 
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"Precision engagement requires development of more discriminate weapons that have the 
lethality needed to hold difficult-to-kill targets at risk with minimized collateral effects," defense 
officials wrote in the Defense Technology Area Plan, dated February 2000. 

Testifying before Congress this fall in hearings on funding for the Stockpile Stewardship 
program, Brig. ~en. Thomas F. GiQconda, acting deputy administrator for defense programs c 
the National Nuclear Security Administration, said the Department of Energy has so far 
dismantled 12,000 nuclear weapons. And he insisted that Army and Navy are not creating any 
new weapons, nor have they done so for 11 years. In 1994, Congress specifically prohibited 
research and development on low-yield nuclear weapons, which produce a blast of five kiloton 
or less -- about a third the power of the bomb that devastated Hiroshima in 1945. 

But another senior defense official familiar with nuclear strategy said part of stockpile 
stewardship is the ability to design new weapons quickly if the United States were to change 
policy and authorize low-yield weapons development. 

.. , 

"It's really a 'what-if,'" the defense official said on the condition his name not be used. "We'd 
be prepared to have the answer, if and only if we were given permission in the futur-e to proce( 
on such a course. They're only concepts and we don't have any permission to ask the 
Department of Energy to build new weapons." 

Andrew Lichterman, a researcher at Western States, said that while this research does not 
seem to violate any law, it treads close to the line that Congress drew in 1994. He also said it 
undercuts efforts to achieve a viable non-prO/iferation treaty, which calls on existing nuclear 
powers to de-emphasize, and eventually eliminate, nucle.ar weapons. 

"The broad representation to the U.S. public of the Stockpile Stewardship program is that it 
merely to maintain the eXisting stockpile as we move toward their elimination," Lichterman saic 
"This is the clearest and most specific evidence we have found that they are using this progral 
to make nuclear weapons more usable." 

The Defense Technology Area Plan, an annual internal policy review, became restricted as 
three years ago. Lichterman filed a request with the Defense Department through the Freedor 
of Information Act last July. 

The documents also discuss other weapons, such as the B61-11 gravity bomb, which has 
been modified to work as a ground penetrator. The senior defense official said that was 
permitted because it was not a "new" weapon. 

"The nuclear part of the B61 was unchanged," the official said. "So the fact that we put a ne 
case on an existing weapon, I don't consider that a new weapon. I think it's permissible to cree 
a capability with an existing weapon." 

Pentagon critics say this contradicts public statements about what Stockpile Stewardship is 
about. 

"If we were just maintaining the existing stockpile until such time as we could eliminate 
nuclear weapons pursuant to an international agreement, would we need the current Stockpile 
Stewardship program?" said Christopher Paine, who has researched the program for the Natl 
Resources Defense Council. "The answer is no. We would want something that is far smaller 
and simpler. It was sold to a cadre of Democrats and liberals who supported the test ban as a 
essential ingredient of the U.S. capability to maintain weapons under the Comprehensive Test 
Ban Treaty. The truth is the stockpile program is the capacity to maintain weapons -- and a lot 
more." 

Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe, N.M., said the Departmen 
of Energy is misleading the public about the work of the program. 

"There is definitely active deception going on with respect to Congress and ordinary folks ar 
employees," he said. "The lab people know what to do to sell their bombs. They've adopted ar 
industrial paradigm, and they have an industrial culture that searches for new niches for nude; 
bombs." 
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The Department of Energy, which runs the National Laboratories and builds nuclear weape 

for the military, says it has no plans to build new bombs anytime soon. 

"We are not developing any new nuclear weapons," said Floyd Thomas, a spokesman for tt 
department's National Nuclear Security Administration. "If somebody's up in some other agent 
thinking of new weapons, we wouldn't know about it." 

Some scientists, while sympathizing with activists' political complaints, dismiss their attack~ 
on experimental and computational modeling of nuclear explosions. Wcilfgang Panofsky, the 
retired director of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in Palo Alto, said that even though hE 
and other physicists are opposed to producing low-yield nuclear bombs, he sees nothing wron 
with basic research short of designing new weapons for production. 

Raymond Jeanloz, a professor of Earth and planetary science at the University of California 
Berkeley and a Stockpile Stewardship consultant for the Energy D,epartrpent, said the progran 
also necessary to train a new generation of nuclear scientists. In the next 10 years, most 
government physicists with experience in nuclear testing and design will retire, so a large part 
nuclear weapons research is meant to keep that nuclear know-how alive. U.S. scientists must 
practice their skills, he said, lest they forget how to maintain and build new weapons systems i 
a time of need. 

"If we as a nation have nuclear weapons, the scariest thing would be to let the weapons dec 
and the expertise of the people who are handling them decay," he said. Yet he questions 
whether secrecy about the research is the best policy for the long term. 

"This is a fact of our country and we have to keep examining this," Jeanloz said. "We are 
participants as taxpayers. The worst thing would be for the public to forget that we have nucle. 
weapons." 

E-mail Michael Stoll at mstol/@sfexaminer.com 
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LANL· •. ····cks Off NuktV\Vaste'Transmtitation Project 
n Some scientists and 
activists, however, think 
this approach is not the 
answer 

yO.u~re left" ~th a . s~~ amO.unt ()f· w~ste and. say itcO.sts mO.re and .gene~- invO.lved iIi n~w technO.lO.gies sur-
highly., radiO.active; 'althO.ugh shO.rt- atesIt16re,new waste. than it's WO.rth,. . rounding nuclear PO.wer," he said irian 

· lived,.w.aste anda:·big pileofJO.w-level' DO.meriici secured $34 'million to' interview with the JO.urnal. '''In order. 
'. ram.O.~c.tLvegarbage ~hat can be sa~ely . fun~~a ;tewptO.gram at1?s:41amO.~ . f?r the WO.;-ld to.grO.w:andhave. Clean 
buneam many landfills.· ." Nati.O.nalLa~O.rator¥ .to' see. If the teCI:l~ . aIr, W,e dO.n t havernany alternatlves." . 

It's called the "transmutatiO.n O.f IlolQg'yWill,woi:~.'1'he lab officially Nuclearpbwer plants, unlike their . 

By JENNP.'ER MCKEE 
. Journal Staff Writer 

'. riuc!ear :vaste,'; 1iterall,Y t~ans~O.rming·. . . dl,ri~t.eIled 'pIe prO.gr.am· ~ast • ,,:ee~~. .' ;qa1-b~ning . 'CO.usins) dO.n't. really 
raruO.activemlclear mater.lals l1lto' O.th_na.mmgEdy;tardi\r.t~tl~tp.e new 4u:ec- burp, ~my1:hing. M1stead, they gener-

.' . er~less pr()1l1eJ;rtatic~Qpp.s., Suppcirt-.t?t?~ .tl1~.~x;p~ritn~nta1 ~rO.g'raml}O.w .ate energy .?y ,cn~ating . ~ontrO.lled 
ers;likeSen.peteDo.n,iel1icii R~N.:M., . c.a1led A1~~nced ~cceleratO.r..;\pplica~ nu~lear chal!). reactiO.ns - the s~me 

It sO.unds like a simple, almost inge
nious idea: Take .. the nation's 30,000 
tons of spent nuclear fuel. BQmbard It 
with neutrons to' eat uP. the nastiest 
stuff in th~ garbage ~eap. In the end, . 

· sayitjustniighqake~eofoneJhe' tio'l]S,.O.r.~. _..... .... :.. .prO.cess that. PO.wers nuclearbO.mbs 
l1atiO.n:s mO.st pressmg nuclear p;I:'ob, H~ w,asjn Albtlquel'que O.nTU'esday but much tamer; The prO.cess changes 

· leins: What,to do. with the radiQactive to.aIlI1QuncetheprO.gram~ . ,the reactQr fuel mto' a SO.UP O.fO.ther 
left~yers6f micl,ear.pqwer, critics c~ . ·'~i.ha!;e CO.me. t9 th¢ Co'llclusi0Il: that .. radiQacti~e elements~ including plutQ
tne l,dea.a"sh~1l.:gtlme1' df nuclear theUmted States has to' get ltself . . See LAB on.,PAGE 6 

DOMENICI: 
Secured $34 
m1.IIIO.n to' fund 
experiment 
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Lab Kicks OtlWaste, ProJect 
'", . 

~inPAGE;' ) it' less:.. radioactive. The proce!?s What's more, sw.d Hisham Zerris~ 
shoUld also generate electriCity, si, a: consulting s¢niorscientist.(or 

nimn. , '. some of ·which would power the" ." the' Institute of Energy and En'v:i~ 
Other" countries, especially, >.accelerator"but.the extra could be . tOlimental Research" .the tech.!1Olo-' 

France;, take t:luit glob of spent mix, "soia on ilie;opeiim~ket.. .' . ..' ,: gy '. d~sJ;i't '. actUally' "red1).ce!' 
matched nuclear fueJ,reprocessit ·LyonsCaUtioii.~dthatthep~Q{~I;imi· huClear waste at all.' .' .' ' 

. and. lise it:oyetilgajp,~d ,Pete .. isian¢~rimetit.' The pto?ess lI1~r' . lIe doesn't' ~ethe PDmtthat . 
Lyons,pomeiii'ci's:sdence adViser·p,rove tooC?stlyor tp<>enVlro~~en~ plutoniiIiri will "fission. off" if satll~ 
The United States, however, plans 0 tally questionable to work li1 the rated in neutron!?; But you're still . 
on burYing it.. ...... real wodd. '. ..', .. ' left wiilia bunch of radioactive ura~ 

But that sohition has problemll. Still; both he' and the senator said nitllri,he ·said. . ., 
Fqr;olle; Lyotl.s.sai4, IiQone particu- . theyb¢lievethe techllology'holds '.' Under' current law, only 
Jarlywants fh~ w~ste fntheir back tQQmttch promise to be 'ignored .. ' , ''trcwsuranic~' waste.is considered 
Ycird. And: for another; thewas!e i'We'V~' got tq find,a much befter"hi:gh"iev.el,'; whichm~'only ele
contams:plutonitim{wmch' has a sbhition to the p¢rirtanent disposal ments heaVier thanuraniufu su,ch 
·half-lifeof 24,Q()() years, which of nuclear waste," DQnieriici said.' as plutonlummust ~e but;.ediQ spe~ . 
Under . government . guidelines Some scientists and . actiVists, ciM, highly:controlled repositories. '. 
m..eansthe· waste must be bUried in .' hOWever, think AAA is not an UrruuUIil, .no matter ho. VI .radioac-
h~positorles"guatiulteed",for at aiiswer. '. tiye it is, iseonsidered "l~w-level.", . 
least 10,000 years. "It smacks of pork barrel politics" . 

, ,·."Tiilldng·a1;>out wbafs,goipgto., between Domenici and the lab," "It's a loophole;" Zerrissi said;· 
· ... h .. a.· p' p" en ill.·thene. xt. 10,000 .. ," ·Y¢a.rs .. is'·dJ f" hl fN' l' W t h.·' Andundet that loophole, theurimi .. 

sal . aY'YO'g an,O llC ear .. a c. '.,urn'·· ·left.o·ver from' ·AM ... ' .. tee.· ,buo.l.o.gy .. . ·m·· ote theo.logy·· than SC.I.·enee,". he of N'ew' Me·XI·co· a Santa' Fe" based 
. said. ' ., , . - . can . be: buried in less s(,cute 'land,~ 

'" Tlie AAA technology,i£- suceess- gr~~~. United States need~ t~ learn fills, even though it's. as ' ra,dloactive . 
-".ul, woul' d use.up' ... 11 the, waste'splu- h·' ak' . f ". '1' ":as' some of the materiaIburied at . 
1 ~ from t e filSt· eso :)lUy ear,.pow

c 
.th·· e ~Ii.aste· Isolatl·on· Pil' .• 'ot",nl'an' t,'. th·.e t.'Oniu .. m,.·· leav.in ... · g' ma.te.l1i,al· with a 'r' ·d· Gr' 'Mell'o"of the Los 'n,x-

e ,Sal .. eg ' .. ', .. ... ' ... ,'t.ep .. osit.ory for de. f.e.n. sec..' gene.'i',·.a. teo d . half-life of only lOO¥~S. '. . Alamos Study Group, a,notherSanta 
I ·Lab scientists propose to build, a fegrou.p,not chase "fantasy" tech. miClearwaste inCarlsbaq. ,. ". 
'i . special partiCle ~ccelerator that nologies.-. .. . . . '" '. . "This is going to create more dan

would hilrl neutrons at the wask . "There is no technical solution . gers thanit'spr'oposed to solve,"h€i 
.' ldeatIy, the plutonium wouldab~orb . tMt will take away theresponsii,>ili- . said .. ' "There's nof a clear; dear 
these Ileutrcins, which w:owd make ty for nuclear weapons;" he said'~ 'argumentfortraIi~niutation." . 
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VVhiIe some officials 
lintain new contract 
II boost morale, critics 
nain skeptical 

By TOM SHARPE 
For The New Mexican 

n his last day as energy secretary, 
Richardson endorsed extending Los 
mos National Laboratory's 47-year 
tract with University of California 
.12005. . 
wanted to get this agreement done 

)re r left because I think there's no 

more important arrangement that "Ies not appropriate for an institution 
. exists," Richardson said. of higher learning to lend objectivity to 

"In the past year, we saw that we a weapons factory." 
needed to be even more. vigilant on .. The new contract, inked Thursday by 
issues of security at our defense labs," the UC board of regents, calls for the 
he said. "The new framework is what school to hire a new vice president for 
the . department needs because it lab management and to subcontract out 
addresses to day's unique national-secu- some security responsibilities at Los 
rity challenges." . Alamos and Lawrence-Livermore labs. 

,Weapons critics said the changes are Sen. Pete DQmenici, R-N.M., said it 
superficial. . should boost morale at Los Alamos in 

"To us, it's like· rearranging the deck the· wake of last May's. Cerro Grande 
chairs on the Titanic," said Jacqueline fire, which burned more than 40,000 
Cabasso of the Western States Legal acres around Los Alamos; the disap
Foundation in Oakland, Calif.pearance for about a month of two clas-

"To renew this· contract on the last sified hard drives; and the Wen Ho Lee 
day of the Clinton adininistration is.. affair, in which the former LANL. 
really sleazy," said Greg Mello of the . employee was charged with S9 counts 
Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe.. of mishandling classified information. 

"To be honest with everyone, in the 
past, we've had a contract with the Uni
versity of California that wasn't very 
specific," Domenici said. "We didn't 
know in many cases what their respon
sibility was and, in hindsight, we would 
look to them and sa.y the University of 
California failed. But if you looked at 
history, they weren't' even expected to 
do anything in some of these areas. 
They're expected to now." 

Richardson, a Democrat who was 
.Northern New Mexico's congressman 
until President Clinton appointed him as 
U.S. ambassador to the United Nations 
and then as energy secretary, said he 
has briefed· President-elect George W. 
Bush's choice for energy secretary, for
mer U.S: Sen. Spencer Abraham, R-
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extensioIi" 
Mich. . .. ' . ".', .'. 

"His team is ready," RiCllardson said. 
"I am convinced that we have coordi
nated well. They're ready to act." 
. Domenici wished ,Richardson well 

with his new teaching job at Harvard. 
"Frankly, I hope you have a great 

time, and I hope YOl!,don'th:~ve to think 
back at whatwiol'i:edbing nef,e too often; 
because it isatoughJo ""':pe said,'''I 
told your successori';th~ ight, \\lith 
the energy..qr~slsthlit's:.",,,.,. us, ?ethe 
hardest jobinthe pi'e'side*~s Cabmet:':'; 
. Richardson::andQciIJ1~n1¢i,'spokeaf a 
media availability 'at ,~iiergyhel?dquai~ •. 
ters in Washinit6n,1'h'ei'w~re joine<l,by, 
John. Gord~ri;;l;1ead:cif,tl}e 'National,' 

. ,) .. :',~, ... 

pre~s~'s~e¢ONtflAPT, Page ~5<}l 

'/ ·.~"()"ATTD> AIC'''''''---l',:' 
~: ": ·;·.l:~,<l.·:~:. ,", ," ," . 
," .' . ... , ..... ':':.~ ....... :.:.:~;-r: .. :::·t~"·:tf!:;.~·· 

~()ijtirlti~df~bm"pag~;B-~, fall. He said privacy and person- emproy~~'ftoihEhergYD~P~ri:c' 
• nel regulations forbid him from merit-fuhiieq Work,subtly 
Nu¢leat~~9udtyA,'qmip.istration; saying what those actions were inct~~~i.i)g;dtsquthority6ver the 

. 'jJ;~.l{e.p;~~eh'ta,us.ch~r,:J)-Calif., . or how many staffers' 'were uni&~t~~/. ......, : ...... ' •.. ' ...•. . 
.ruJ.d;pyphop,e, ;UniversitYofcali- involved.' U;S:.Sel),:Jeff Birigaman,D~' 
{orniaPrQvosi;CJuds6n$'itig: The New York Tj.mes, qu,oting N.M;;i'~A~d~:ip.'afn~wsreleaseJhat 

·:', • ./\&keq,.,:itb()l!t.i:rhursday's . anonymous sources, reported on duringThursday1scQn(jtthation 

'~d&KN:rh~~:~~~~a~~hoeiF~Itnd~' a~f,stcctl~Pe' nf;tnl' estt~,.~strteeap~h~e~n~IM:.~. °y,~o~u~nl.~grebkre", ~c· goennaa,:.'t~:,:::'d:.:,·~,e',;'.·~.· .• t~ ..•. ,.',~,·:.~,~,·~,:."h'~,~."a" .. ~.: .• n\i .•. 'gJi. p'·',:.·s;.';" •. al.~ni~.·t,.eh·Je:, • .t.:u·.t.s'-Oed".·,u,e.:,· .. ·o\.d.·
f
'.-, •. ·.···, 

., ~n:a·,ts .. ,e,er,·" •• :f,·ee.,.·f':r,'.·"et·, .. '.·:r,·",c,·o;' .• ,:.·.e .... ·r.·.o'·e',rs··"tt¢:.:,s,.,·.l.,Pc: •. ;.'ti6e··.',:,nd:.·.~.·a,'hg.i".a·~.",··r.idn,'.· .• ·dJhr .• ·l~ g, . '" v 
!"'," _ .. - head of the nuclear-weapons pro- polygratinsS():as,tQifuprovesck 
ves.}est;for abOilt-Ai' month last gram; and John C. Browne, lab' enti~~st:ni()raie:'" ' .. 
summ&r"lje'rdt¢"~:B~ing found director. Fl9Yd"Thomas, director- of 
behind a copying'nulchine:QQr- King said a search process has commuhicafi'(jri.sfor the National 
donsa~d ,the.Fl;3,lw~s.llriableto begun to hire the new vice presi- Nu~~eaj<$ecurity A:dministra~ . 

·"pd.ee,.·,tn.eerd~.,.l.·n. ·,e ..• · .• ,','. e~.a:ct.lY .. :.,'. W,·. ',h,.·.q, t. ha, P: dent of lab operations by next tiOlvtieated, in Match, saip 9'0r-
; . summer. The university is "to dori~atetited, Air Force general; 

. "InurQ~dovnqQ~i~very vex- bt'reagcitnl'nigmmfOerdieaxtpeleYrtWl'siethl'nSubarCeOans- . htha, eS,' ... i.",~:s:.';«.'e,,:,t""m',:.h .. ;'.r'·l'.:.:a,e.'.:u.~t",.yo.'.·.·ne.: ... aO,rlll' 'op.ua.sS.S/"a··~gOe'nr.Uc'·'ny"'· 
ingproblei'n,"hesara~"Whilt we . 
do' haVe isa little information such as'security," he said. with:jtirisdlotlOllOver seclp:'ityiil 
w;hicpwe'really cal1't·goihto·in Marylia K¢l1ey of Tri-valley Ene'fltY:Qepaftment defense pro~ 
puplit;" ' .. '. ..": Communities Against a Radioac- graf!;l:s/W~lMtng. weapons lilbs: 

·King,"silid·tb,e.1..l.nlv¢rsitywill tive Environment in the Oak- . B~ltTl(!1ina$~<i.idCongress, riot 
'sttldylh~El?th~V9r{,btitiheuni- land, CaliL, area said the new Gord()(l,;~l1:hlla~eIy mU,st'setthe 
versityoiiwestigatedtpesituation contract has a provision that policyori;'Which lab stafflllelll
froffia managementpetspective gives the Energy Department bersWill;J~e required to take rou
and took'persoQl}elactions last the ~ight to remove any lab tinepo!ygtaphs. 



Paper: New Mexican, The (Santa Fe, NM) 
Title: About radiation fears, bags of radioactive plants 
Date: January 22, 2001 
Section: Opine 
Page: A-5 

I'm confused about the issues that really concern Greg Mello (letters, Jan. 10). He stated that he fears low 
levels of radiation, yet he admits to bringing bags of radioactive plants to a public meeting and exposing the 
people present. Greg said that the bags were emitting only beta radiation and that at a distance of about two 
feet there would be no radiation dose. Anybody who professes to be knowledgeable about Los Alamos 
National Laboratory hazards and radiation should know that both these statements are false. Although the 
dose from the bags may have been small, it certainly was not zero. 

Greg states that it was a revelation that many scientists at LANL think low levels of radiation aren't harmful. 
Many scientists at LANL have studied radiation, its interactions with matter and its effects on people and 
other systems, and they have enough sense to believe the preponderance of evidence that low doses of 
radiation aren't harmful. If low levels of radiation were harmful, we would see increased cancers in 
populations such as those in Santa Fe or Albuquerque because of the increase in natural radioactivity at 
higher altitudes. These increases are not seen in spite of numerous studies. 

Greg accuses Dave Kraig of practicing "public-relations science," yet Greg appears to be practicing what 
he's preaching against. The risk is only enough to seek publicity -- not to actually cause harm -- and Greg 
Mello appears to know this. 

Brian Rees 

Santa Fe 

via e-mail 
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DOMENICI PROPOSES SPENDING UP TO $1 BILLION A YEAR ON FACILITIES 

Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., last week proposed spending between $500 million and $1 billion 
annually during the next five to 10 years to upgrade an aging infriiStructure within the National Nuclear 
Se.curity Administration, a move that DOE watchdog groups called. a tragedy. 

Dome.tlid, who called for the increased funding during a speecn to Sandia National Laboratories, said 
the additional money would help address concerns often cited by lab officials and accenruated in a report 
issued earlier this month by the General Accowlting Office (IE/FL, 8 Jan, 9). That report criticized the 
department for inadequate planning in detennining how much funding it needs for weapons activities. 

"The recent GAO report on stockpile stewwdship provided many exampks of facilities that. are no longer 
capable of supporting the missions for which they were designed.," the senator said. As an example, he noted 
that one of the beneficiaries would be a "compound semiconductor research facility," Domen.ici said. 

While Domeruci quoted the $500 million figure in a speech to SNL, he later expanded that number to 
$1 billion in a meeting with reporters. DOE received $5 billion for weapons activities in FY-Ol, $600 
million more than the previous fiscal year and $400 million more than the deparuuem's request. 

The ~nator said National Nuclear Security Administration chief John Gordon, who sh.aI't:s his concerns, 
support'i the increa,ses. Congress created NNSA in 1999 as a semiautonomous agency to coordinate weapons, 
nonproliferation and naval reactor programs. "General Gordon II1ld I h<tve discussed the issue and we've agreed 
to kick off a major initiative focused on infrastructure renewal in the weapons complex," Domenici said. 

Domenici did not say how the additional funding would be allocated. But two nonproliferation groups 
blasted the notion of seeking more money for NNSA - arguing that it is unnecessary .• grsL¥f~U9J~ 

~Q!!~!Q£pft[t~J".2sAlru!l9!,§!!l~!oup, Santa Fe. N.M., said in an interview Thursday that DOE 
~ shoJlliUocus on m~imizing use of existin£l~m!ie§. ~ther~than"seeTIng~fu~as-tO-bul1dnew'ones~"i'Many 

of the facilities atLOS Aliimosare-notoid:" The real piOblemh; fu~t1hey"'feundei-uimzea;' MelIosard~ ~~,~ 
--\VhiJe D~;enko;;a;~~dthat;;i;'p;~;;nnfr1lst~uct;r~ isrltaJt~-~~~emp~e. 
Mello had a far different view of the· reasons for building new facilities. "Most of the budget growth at 
LANL is not driven by mission need. It's driven by pori< barrel politics." 

Mello cited the Accelerator Transmutation of Waste program at LANL and at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory's National Ignition Facility aslwo unnecessary projects. In the case of NIF, Mello said 
the proposed increase will encourage DOE to develop a new generation of nuclear weapons, instead of 
trying to maintain the ~xisting stockpile. "What we need is a thorough inventory taken of DOE facHities to 
determine where we stand," he said. 

While DOE has studied the facility needs of individual programs. it has not done $0 comprehensively, 
Mello said. "What the department needs in a independent audit that b not conducted in a political 
environment," Mello said. Mello acknowledged that Domenid's influence in Congress is extensive when 
it comes to DOE because the senator chairs the Senate Budget Committee and the Appropriations subcoma 
mittee on energy and water development. "While Senator Domenici may be able to get funding for 
programs like SSP and NIF, that doesn't mean that he can get them to actually woIk," Mello said. 

And that reality could lead many fiscally conservative members of Congress, especially Democrats. to 
tty to thwart any ltrrge increases in SSP, Mello said. ''There are a lot of people who believe that stockpile 
st.ewardship is a joke and that it's nothing more than a poorly thought out enterprise," he said. 

Marylia Kelley, exccutive director of Tri-Valley Communities Against a Radioactive Environment, 
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Waste 
Found In 
Water 

, Tritium Traces 
InLANL Well 
By JENNIFER McKEE z.~ftt 

, Journal Staff Writer 

Scientists at Los Alamos National 
Uiboratory have found trace 
amounts of radioactive waste in the
ground water near the lab's nuclear 

, storage area, which may suggest 
the facility is leaking. ' 

A monitoring well near lab Area 
0, a collection of dry nuclear waste 
stored above ground in oil drums, 
showed contamination by tritium, a 
radioactive form of hydrogen that 
seamlessly blends in With water., 
T~e findings were announced last' 
week at a meeting of the lab 
Groundwater Integration Team. 

The contamination was tiny -
109.2 picocuries of tritium per liter 
of water --:- and a minuscule fraction 
of the Environmental Protection 
Agency's drinking water standard 
of 20,OOO'picocuries. " 
" Nonetheless, said lab spokesman 
James Rickman, the lab takes the 
finding seriously and hasn't ruled 
out the possibility that the tritium is 
leaking from Area G - the first 
time any deep ground-water conta
mination has been tied, to the dump. 

"It underscores our need for con
tinued inonitoring and ,surveil
lance," Rickman said. ' 

Greg Mello, of the Santa Fe-based 
Los Alamos Study Group; said the 
contamination is cause for concern. 
, "We, have a huge, I.lUclear waste 

dump (at Area" G) to which more 
waste is added every day;"he said. 
"It's located right next to a wetland 
and above a drinking water 
aquifer." 
, Area G 'is ho~e to the eqttivalent 

of 45,000 drums of dry, solid nuclear 
waste, Rickman said - all of it 
eventually bound for the federal 
government's Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant near Carlsbad. 

The tritium, which was probably 
produced as either steam or water, 
is absorbed into a special kind of 
resin to make it solid. Then, it is 

See TRITIUM on PAGE 3 

TritiulD Found in Water, 
from P~GE 1 man' said. Scientists will ~ntinue 

watching the well to see if the cont-
seru~d in drums and stored in'shafts amination levels change. " 
drilled 65 foot into the' ground; Rick- ' The tritium definitely came from 
man said. The shafts and barrels the lab,Rickman said. Both he and 
are designed to be more or less Mello agreed that the tiny amounts 
waterproof. " ' found inthe well aren't dangerous~ 

But older tritium storage wasn't The. contamination was found in 
so sound, he said, leading scient\ists ," one of 10' monitoring wells on the 
to believe the tanks miglit be leak-lab to help scientists map the under~ 
ing. Still, Rickman said; the mesa' ground geology of the lab ~dhow 
where'Nett G,sits ~ very dry and ground water moves through it; 
composed of volcanic rock that Eickman said.' Such :apicture will 
would not give water any easy path~ help sciel1.tists predict where possi
way to the deep ~quif~r where the ble lab-generated pollution may 
tritium was found. Such water appear next and in wMt amoUnts; , 
nligration would <;iemahd nioreThen, Rickman sajd, they will be 
water than typical Los Alamos .. able to clean up the source of the ' 
rains. ' , contamination or plug it to k~p it 

The tritium also could have trick- from further seeping into the 
led into the aquifer from some place " aquifer. 
else near the lab and merely ended So far, the.lab has drilled 10 such 
up in the aquifer nearArea G, Rick- wells, with plans to sink 22 more. 



Bio-Weapon Work 
At Labs Criticized 
Sandia, LANL Oversight Faulted; 
Public Health Not Jeopardized 

2..11)1'1 By JOlIN FLECK 

Journal Staff Writer 

'Sandia and Los Alamos national laboratories have 
been handling potentially dangerous biological 
weapons materials without proper scrutiny from the 
Department of Energy, according to a report by feder
alauditors. 

After more than a year of investigation, the auditors 
criticized the department's oversight of the potentially 
dangerous work at the labs, but they said worker health 
and public health were never jeopardized. 

Safety officials and senior managers at the depart
metlt's Albuquerque Operations Offic~ were in some 
cases not even aware the work was going on, according 
to the report. " 
, TlJe' investigation was done by the Department of ' 
Energy's Office of the Insp~ctor General, which does 
independent audits. 

The lab research, aimed at defending soldiers or citi
zens from biological weapons attack" uses deadened 

Auditors Criticize Bio-WeaponWork SuperVision 
from PAGE A1 

forms of plague" anthrax and other 
dangerous tmcrobes. ' 

In some cases, the materials are 
fragments :Qla microbe's DNA. In 
others, deadened microbes similar 
to those in vaccines are used in lab 
research. 

The materi<us areu.sedas a stand
in for the rew thing in development 
of devices to' detect and neutralize 
the microbes used in biological 
weapons. 

Live microbes were never used at 
the laboratories, according to John
Olav Johnsen, manager of the DOE 
Albuquerque office's biological 
safety program, though there are 
plans to use live anthrax bacteria at 
Los Alamos at SOme point. 

Regulations for handling danger
ous microbes are set out by the fed
eral government's Centers for Dis
ease Control and Prevention. They 
are aimed at preventing dangerous 
microbes from escaping and threat
ening workers or the public. 

"People here are extremely care
ful in' complying with the CDC 
requirements," said Sandia 
spokesman Nigel Hey. 

Los Alamos also follows CDC 
rules, said lab spokeswoman Nancy 
Ambriosiano. ' 

The Inspector General's report 
cites several isolated incidents in 
which safety regulations weren't 

followed; but in general the prob- , 
lems identified in the report focus 
on DOE oversight of safety proce
dures;rather thaj},the1safetyitself. 
, "We' found' no: evidence that the 
health of workers Or: the public was 
adversely affect~4/' the report con-
cludeq., , ' , 

Los Alamos and Sandia are among 
seven Energy Department labs 
doing more than $90 million per 
year in hiological research. 

U.S. work on biological weapons 
is banned by treaty. "No offensive 
biological weapons work has taken 
place in the United States since 
1972," Johnsen said. But U.S. 
researchers are active in efforts to 
defend against biological weapons' 
attacks by others. 

The work at Sandia and Los Alam
os is primarily in two areas - devel
oping sensors to quickly detect bio
logical weapons, and DNA analysis 
of the microbes. 

Johnsen aclmowledged the accu
racy of the Inspector General's 
report, but said it didn't mean the 
Department of Energy was 
unaware of the biological defense 
work going on at the labs. 

DOE officials lower in the chain 
of command, at offices at Kirtland 
Air Force Base and in Los Alamos, 
were aware and providing over
sight, he said. 

The department's sometimes con
fused chain of command over the 

labs involves twolayets ofover-': 
sight ~ the Albuquerque Opera~., 
tions Office and two §m~er local 
offices, the Kirtland ~M Office at· 
Sandia and the Los Alamos Area' 
Office in Lo~ Alamos. ' 

While the Albuquerque Opera
tions Office safety officials arid 
managers were in some cases" 
unaware of the biological defense 
work, their subordinates at the Kirt
land and Los Alamos offices were 
aware and providing Qversight to 
make sure the work was safely 
done, Johnsen said. 

Johnsen acknowledged one case 
in which even that oversight broke 
down, when a Sandia researcher 
used deadened plague bacteria in an , 
experiment. 

In that case, the researchernoti
fied the CDC and followed its guide
lines for handling the material but 
didn't notify the Department of 
Energy, Johnsen said. 

In addition, Johnsen acknowl
edged that a federally required 
environmental study for the plague 
research wasn't conducted. 

"That one just fell, through the 
cracks," Johnsen said. 

While the investigation was under 
way last year, the DOE set up a "bio
surety initiative" and placed 
Johnsen in charge of making sure 
there is proper scrutiny of aU' bio
logical defense work. 
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Anti-Nuke Pledge . Offered 
· By JENNIFER MCKEE "There are so many. for ethical reasons,has added his 

Journal St~.frWriter . signature. . 
Scientists created nu~i~r 'extremelyimportant and Another signatory is Atidreas 

· . d 't' . . '.. '. ' TOttpadakis, a scieritist who once 
. wea1?ons, an 1. ~ sCIenCe,sttysa interesting thingsfior worked at both the LosA!' amos' 

, " gI'9Up of phYSICIsts and nuclear . ' -· . r' h ." 'd ki ' and Livermore labs. He quit for' 
· .·weapons <;IC IVlsts, t .at must Wipe sClentlsts to . 0, ta ng e.thical·reasons 'and n·. ·o·w.'t·ea· ches ' 
· the weaponsout.-' '. / 

. During a Sltn~ancisc0!ll~t- care ofnuclearwea'pons is at a Community cbUegt'l. Thehead ' 
lUg oOheAmerycan Assqclation '. . " physicist of Pakistan, a 'country 
fortlleAdvancement of SCienCe; not one of them. eagerly pursuing '. nuclear. 
G M II 1 d . f Sa .. Fe' . weapons, has also signed on, Mel-
.~It-~ 0, ea er 0, ,nta S GREG MELLO, 10 said. ..' 
~Los.,_;~lamos Study. Group, will LOS ALAM,.OS STU.bY GROUP 'Chr' .' . 

unveil SaturdllY a pit'idge for lStopher Paine, a seniorariac 
p~ysicists.arid engilieers to sign' .. ' .' Iyst of· the Natural Resources . 

. sweating .... to not· work with ··like showing the public that sci- Defense Council's riuclear. pro-
nuclear weapons. . . . entists have ethics. gram; said he doesn~t·expect the:, 
· "There are so many extremely "It says that we a,sa society pl~geto end nuclearw.eapo,ns 

· . important and interesting things .. have not resigned ourselves to research overnight. . 
· for scientists to do, taking care of . living under the threat of nuclear "Blit itisp~ of the process by' 

nuclear weapons jsnot one of . . ww forever," he said: . which the world gets rid:ofthem," 
tllem," h~ said. . . . The pledge is sponsored by the he said. "This i~ where the Amer-

Zia .' Mian, a physicist and· study group;' . the Naturat ican iluclear physics community 
· research scientist at Princeton -. Resources 'Defense COimcil,baS failed.: There is a sort of col- . 

UniverSity" nasaireadysigned Western States Legal Foundation lectivemoral failure; Scientists .. 
the pledge. . ' and 'lri-Valley CAREs, a nuclear have been' co-opted 'into,the' 

"There is a tradition going back weapons watchdog grOlJP that D,epartment of Energy funding 
· ~ to Einst~in that nUclear weapons . -monitors the Lawrence Liver- networJ,c. They ,offer' either no 

are a crime' against hiunanity/' mor~,National l;.ab,in'Liverinore;oppositionor -ll!k~warm ,support 
Mian said., "ILgoes against the·caJ.if. It·, will be formatIy _ atid get alot of research dollars." 
very spirit of what sCience is· announced this Saturday at the This is notthe.first pledge' of its 
about." . • San ,Francisco Pres~. Club, kind. A group of Japanese scien-

. Political will, doesn't. build although all the sponsors will also . tists have a similar agreement, 
'. nuclear bombs, he said, sc~eJltists have a· booth at the American . Mello said, and other movements 

do, Mian said scientists ni\tst be Association for the Advancement 'have circulated across Europe. 
a,wareof theu- enormous tespon~ of Scierice meeting. . Butthe pledge is the first com- . 
sibility to ciViliiation. Miap. isp.'t the orily scientist ptehensive Iaunehof such an 

"It's the scientists that matter," already signed on .. Joseph Rot- idea, Mian said.' 
he said: blat, winner of the Nobel prize in . "We need to. make a clear public 

Mello said· he hopes the pledge 1995 and the only Manhattan Pro- statement," he' said. "We expect 
'Will' prompt other effects, too, ject sci~Iitist to leave the project lots of support for it." 
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Activists take their case to 
Scientists 

Anti-nuclear activists across the 
nation, including Santa Fe lab 
watchdog Greg Mello, are launching 
a campaign next week 
encouraging scientists and 
engineers to sign pledges that they will 
never work on weapons of mass 
destruction -- namely, nukes. 

The kickoff for the campaign 
happens at the annual meeting of the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science in San 
Francisco, where anti-nuke workers 
will have a booth. 

Initial signers of the pledge 
include Nobel Laureate Joseph 
Rotblat, a physics professor at 
the City University of New York, 
Berkeley physics professors and 
others. 

The groups plan to ask working 
scientists as wxll as science 
students in the1nation's top 
universities to sign the pledge, which is 
a three-page document outlining 
why scientists should not use 
their skills to build weapons. 

The anti-nuclear activists include 
the Los Alamos Study Group, the 
Natural Resources Defense Council, 
Tri-Valley CAREs and the 
Western States Legal Foundation. 
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Laboratory christens new 
nuclear waste accelerator 

The Associated Press holds promise. 
The idea is to take highly "We've got to find a much better 

radioactive spent nuclear fuel and solution to the permanent disposal 
bombard it with neutrons that eat up of nuclear waste," Domenici said.: 
the worst of the problem, leaving Some scientists and activist§ 
only a small amount of highly believe the accelerator process is no~ 
radioactive waste and a large pile of the answer. . 
low-level waste that can be buried in The technology does not actually' 
landfills. ; reduce nuclear waste, said Hisham 

Supporters of the concept, called Zerrissi, a consulting senior scientis·f 
transmutation of nuclear waste, say for the Institute of Energy and Envi~: 
it might take care of the nation's ronmental Research. 
problem of what to do with radioac- Los Alamos scientists propose a 
tive waste left by nuclear power. special particle accelerator that 

Crjtics say it's a shell game that would hurl neutrons at the waste. 
costs more and generates more new Ideally, the plutonium wouldabsoro 
waste than it's worth. the neutrons, makingitless radioac~ 

Nuclear power plants generate tive. 
energy through controlled chain Zerrissi does not argue the point 
reactions. that plutonium will "fission off" if 

The process changes the reactor saturated in neutrons, but said the 
fuel into other radioactive elements, process still leaves ,radioactive ura~ 
including plutonium, which has a nium. f 

half-life of 24,000 years, meaning it Current law defines only ele
stays radioactive for tens of thou-... ments heavier. than uranium' as 
sands of years. "high-level" waste that must be . 

The United States plans to bury buried in special, highly c()ntrolled 
such waste. Under federal guide- dumps. Uranium, no matter how 
lines, the waste must be buried in radioactive, is considered low level 
dumps "guaranteed" for at least waste. 
10,000 years, said Pete Lyons, sci- "It's a loophole," Zerrissi said., 

. 'ence adviser to Sen. Pete Domenici, Under that loophole, the leftover 
,R-N.M. uranium can be buried in less secure 

"Talking about what's going to landfills, even though .. it's a~ 
happen in the next 10,000 years is radioactive as some of the material 
more theology than science," Lyons buried in the Waste Isolation Pilot 
said. Plant near Carlsbad, a federal dump 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, for nuclear waste generated by 
under a $34 million program, is weapons programs. 
researching transmutation technolo- "This is going to create. more 
gy. The lab officially cQristenecl the dangers. than it's proposed to 
experimental Advanced Accelerator solve," Zerrissi said. "There's not a 
Applications program - AAA - clear, clear argument for transmuta-
last week. tion." 

The. technology, if successful, The United States needs to learn 
would use up the waste's plutonium, from the mistakes of nuclear power 
leaving material with a half-life of rather than chase "fantasy" tech
only 300 years. nologies, said Greg Mello of the 

Lyons said the program.is ~~peri- .. Santa ,F,'e7pased ~os Alamos Study 
mental, and the process may prove Group. 
too costly or too environmentally "There is no technical solution 
questionable. that will take away the responsibili-

Still, he and Domenici believe it ty for nuclear weapons," Mello said. 
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Who wants to be a nuclear physicist? No one. 

That's good news for activist organi
zations such as the Los Alamos Study 
Group, the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, 'lli-Valley CAREs and the 
We~terh States Legal Foundation, 
which recently began a pledge cam
paign directed at scientists against the 
building of nuclear weapons. 

US Sen. 
Jeff Bingaman, 
D-NM, recently 
introduced a 
$238.8 million 
bill to recruit 
nuclear 
scientists over 
the next five 
years. 

BY WINIFRED WALSH 

When nuclear scientists attend next 
week's American Association for the 
Advancement of Science conference 
in San Francisco, they will be lobbied 
by activists to take a pledge against 
building any new nuclear weapons., 
The Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa 
Fe-based watchdog organization, also 
will be there, campaigning to discour
age the next generation of scientists 
from entering the nuclear field at all. 

But the point may soon be moot. 
A high percentage of today's 

nuclear scientists are nearing retire
ment age, and the number of college 
students majoring in the field is at an 

, all time low. To be precise, only 106 
freshmen nationwide chose nuclear 
science as their majors thisyear. 

The drastic decline may be one of 
the surest signs that the Cold War is 
over. Most math-and science-orient
ed students have found that a career 
in nuclear science has less potential, 
both economically and otherwise, 
than other disciplines. 

For example, upon graduation, 
students with bachelor's degrees in 

nuclear engineering can expect to 
make $45,000 a year; their computer 
engineering counterparts will start at 
$55,000, according to alumni 
statistics compiled at the 
University of California at 
Berkeley. 

Add a master's degree ora 
doctorate and the gap widens. 
Computer engineers who 
complete a Ph.D will likely be 
hired at $85,000 a year; a nuclear 
engineer. at $60,000. 

But it's not just the money. 
Students want to be in a dynam
ic industry with a future. Many 
students shy away from the 
nuclear job market because they 
perceive the industry as a thing 
of the past, according to David 
Lochbaum, a nuclear safety 
engineer with the Union of 
Concerned Scientists. 

The number of nuclear scientists Is dwindling at LANL -and 
around the country. 

"The jobs that are out there 
are to maintain the existing fleet of 
nuclear power plants. For most young 
engineers, the idea of building some
thing new is more exciting than 
maintaining something your father 
built," Lochbaum said. 

In today's climate, says Lochbaum, 
scientists are more likely to disman
tle, than build, bombs. ' 

And many of the industry's most 
challenging problems-what to do with 
nuclear waste, how to increase nuclear 

power safety and how to use nuclear 
power for medicinal purposes-fall 
under other disciplines, such as civil 
and environmental engineering. 

As a result, many nuclear science 
programs have been swallowed up 
and integrated into other programs. 
What remains are 25 nuclear-science 
programs nationwide-:-the lowest 
amount there's ever been. Further, 
two-thirds of nuclear science faculty 
are over 45 years old. 

But the nuclear scientist shortage 
is not just a few years down the line. 
Currently, the US is short approxi
mately 350 nuclear scientists, accord
ing to a Nuclear Research Advisory 
Committee report. Los Alamos 
National Laboratory has ~bout 25 
positions open. 

According to the NRAC, within five 
years, 76 percent of the nuclear scien
tists and engineers running nuclear 
power plants will be at retirement age. 

As a result, the government is 
pushing to recruit more young scien
tists. Department of Energy labs such 
as IANL have an internship program 
with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 

"We don't know where the new 
workers are going to come from," 
says Lochbaum. "It's hard to turn out 
young students if the industry is 
perceived as stagnant." 
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Terrorism Study Part of Bio Plan 
By Jennifer McKee Journal StajJWriter 

A proposed research lab at Los Alamos National Laboratory - one designed to handle live, 
dangerous organisms like anthrax - would not be used to build biological weapons, a group of 
lab and federal officials said Wednesday. 

The Los Alamos lab wants to do research on small quantities ofliving, potentially deadly, 
biological agents, said Jill Trewhella, director of the lab's Biological Sciences Division. Los 
Alamos scientists currently research the DNA of such organisms, but are not equipped to 
handle any live batches. The new lab, which is far from a reality at this point, would be 
specifically designed to safely handle small amounts of such organisms. 

"We're talking about teaspoonfuls," Trewhella said. 
The lab says its research in anthrax, for example, is vital to understanding its use in rogue, 

terrorist weapons. The lab also studies naturally emerging diseases like tuberculosis and 
influenza. 

Both she and John-Olav Johnsen, manager of the Department of Energy's Biosurety Initiative 
in the agency's Albuquerque office, vehemently asserted that the new lab would have no role in 
the development of biological weapons which would violate both federal and international law. 

"That is the government's position," Trewhella said. "That is our society's position. That is 
the position of this lab, and that is my position." 

Several lab and DOE officials spoke with the media Wednesday, detailing the kinds of 
disease-causing organisms that would be handled at the proposed lab and the safety measures 
the lab would use. 

The proposed new lab has upset many local groups, who say LANL's recurring safety and 
security problems, along with its history of secrecy and deadly weapons make the place a poor 
candidate for any kind of bioterrorism research. 

Los Alamos wants to build a Biological Safety Level Three, or BSL-3 lab, a designation 
assigned by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention which sets the industry'S 
standards. According to CDC information, there are four levels of research lab security. High 
school chemistry rooms typically have a BSL-l lab - they handle only agents not known to 
cause diseases and require simple safety precautions like protective glasses and lab coats. 

Slightly higher on the danger list lie BSL-2Iabs, which Los Alamos currently has, as do 
most hospitals and dentists' offices. These labs are set up to handle live, disease-causing 
organisms, but only things like measles or salmonellae, which do not necessarily kill people. 

The top tier of labs are BSL-4, and only three exist in the nation. These places are very 
secure and handle the most deadly and mysterious of diseasing-causing organisms, like Ebola. 

What Los Alamos wants is something in between. The proposed BSL-3 lab would be set up 
for batches of live and potentially deadly organisms, but nothing for which there is no vaccine 
nor cure. That includes live batches of tuberculosis or anthrax. 

Many local groups say they have no problem with the research but are very concerned about 
the Los Alamos lab, birthplace of nuclear weapons, working with any bioterrorist agent. 

Peggy Prince, executive director of Peace Action New Mexico, cited the lab's dubious safety 
and security history. 
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"They have absolutely no business doing this," Prince said in a phone interview. "They 
should not be taking on any additional work." 

Her group has publicly called for the Los Alamos lab plans to be "stopped immediately." 
Jay Coghlan, of Nuclear Watch of New Mexico, also questioned the placement. 
"We're not against strictly defensive research," he said. "But it's provocative to have it at 

what I would argue is the most aggressive nuclear weapons lab." 
Hundreds of other such BSL-3 labs exist nationwide; he wonders why one of them can't 

conduct this research. 
Greg Mello, of Santa Fe's Los Alamos Study Group, has also spoken out against the new lab. 

"Even ifthis particular building is open for public entry, its presence at the lab and the 
growth of biological sciences there suggests that there may be dozens of other labs in other 
buildings at Los Alamos that are not open," Mello said, questioning the expansion of Los 
Alamos's biological interest. 

Furthermore, he said, a "secret nuclear weapons lab" is not the place for any research on live, 
bioterrorist organisms. For decades, the lab has operated with secrecy, he said, but keeping 
secrets about deadly disease research would only stir suspicions. 

Mello did not question the value of the lab's proposed research, but said that some other 
government agency, like the CDC, would be a better place for it. 

Trewhella said she's sensitive to those concerns. She specifically requested that the new lab, 
ifit is built, be located on a part ofLANL property that is entirely open to the public. Nothing 
in the biological lab would be secret, she said. 

CDC measures also require that all the living agents be destroyed after they are studied, she 
said, so the lab would never accumulate a stockpile of bioterrorist organisms. 

In addition, she said, the building would be kept at negative pressure, so no spills could 
escape, and all the air in the building would be pumped and sifted through two special screens 
before it escapes into the outside air. 

For now, the proposed live organisms lab is in its earliest planning phase. The DOE is 
conducting its first environmental study, a process that also includes the wishes ofthe public. 
The department has scheduled just one public meeting, however, today at its Los Alamos 
office. 

~-···--g~~r}~~~~~r~L~~~:~~~;~ri~:a~~(~~LIAJi:7.fl."2_~.ZK(?JD 
All content copyright © ABQJournal.com and Albuquerque Journal and may not be republished without permission. 
Requests for permission to republish, or to copy and distribute must be obtained at the the Albuquerque Publishing Co. 
Library, 505-823-3492, or through Icopyright.com. 
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LANL: Lab Not for Weapons 

Jennifer McKee Journal Staff Writer 

Terrorism Study Part of Bio Plan 

A proposed research lab at Los Alamos National Laboratory one designed to handle live, dangerous 
organisms like anthrax would not be used to build biological weapons, a group of lab and federal officials 
said Wednesday. 

The Los Alamos lab wants to do research on small quantities of living, potentially deadly, biological 
agents, said Jill Trewhella, director of the lab's Biological Sciences Division. Los Alamos scientists currently 
research the DNA of such organisms, but are not equipped to handle any live batches. The new lab, which 
is far from a reality at this point, would be specifically designed to safely handle small amounts of such 
organisms. 

"We're talking about teaspoonfuls," Trewhella said. 

The lab says its research in anthrax, for example, is vital to understanding its use in rogue, terrorist 
weapons. The lab also studies naturally emerging diseases like tuberculosis and influenza. 

Both she and John-Olav Johnsen, manager of the Department of Energy's Biosurety Initiative in the 
agency's Albuquerque office, vehemently asserted that the new lab would have no role in the development 
of biological weapons which would violate both federal and international law. 

"That is the government's position," Trewhella said. "That is our society's position. That is the position of 
this lab, and that is my position." 

Several lab and DOE officials spoke with the media Wednesday, detailing the kinds of disease-causing 
organisms that would be handled at the proposed lab and the safety measures the lab would use. 

The proposed new lab has upset many local groups, who say LANL's recurring safety and security 
problems, along with its history of secrecy and deadly weapons make the place a poor candidate for any 
kind of bioterrorism research. 

Los Alamos wants to build a Biological Safety Level Three, or BSL-3 lab, a designation assigned by the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention which sets the industry's standards. According to CDC 
information, there are four levels of research lab security. High school chemistry rooms typically have a 
BSL-1 lab they handle only agents not known to cause diseases and require simple safety precautions like 
protective glasses and lab coats. 

Slightly higher on the danger list lie BSL-2 labs, which Los Alamos currently has, as do most hospitals 
and dentists' offices. These labs are set up to handle live, disease-causing organisms, but only things like 
measles or salmonellae, which do not necessarily kill people. 
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The top tier of labs are BSL-4, and only three exist in the nation. These places are very secure and 
handle the most deadly and mysterious of diseasing-causing organisms, like Ebola. 

What Los Alamos wants is something in between. The proposed BSL-3 lab would be set up for batches 
of live and potentially deadly organisms, but nothing for which there is no vaccine nor cure. That includes 
live batches of tuberculosis or anthrax. 

Many local groups say they have no problem with the research but are very concerned about the Los 
Alamos lab, birthplace of nuclear weapons, working with any bioterrorist agent. 

Peggy Prince, executive director of Peace Action New Mexico, cited the lab's dubious safety and security 
history. 

"They have absolutely no business doing this," Prince said in a phone interview. "They should not be 
taking on any additional work." 

Her group has publicly called for the Los Alamos lab plans to be "stopped immediately." 

Jay Coghlan, of Nuclear Watch of New Mexico, also questioned the placement. 

"We're not against strictly defensive research," he said. "But it's provocative to have it at what I would 
argue is the most aggressive nuclear weapons lab." 

Hundreds of other such BSL-3 labs exist nationwide; he wonders why one of them can't conduct this 
research. 

Greg Mello, of Santa Fe's Los Alamos Study Group, has also spoken out against the new lab. 

"Even if this particular building is open for public entry, its presence at the lab and the growth of 
biological sciences there suggests that there may be dozens of other labs in other buildings at Los Alamos 
that are not open," Mello said, questioning the expansion of Los Alamos's biological interest. 

Furthermore, he said, a "secret nuclear weapons lab" is not the place for any research on live, 
bioterrorist organisms. For decades, the lab has operated with secrecy, he said, but keeping secrets about 
deadly disease research would only stir suspicions. 

Mello did not question the value of the lab's proposed research, but said that some other government 
agency, like the CDC, would be a better place for it. 

Trewhella said she's sensitive to those concerns. She specifically requested that the new lab, if it is built, 
be located on a part of LANL property that is entirely open to the public. Nothing in the biological lab would 
be secret, she said. 

CDC measures also require that all the living agents be destroyed after they are studied, she said, so the 
lab would never accumulate a stockpile of bioterrorist organisms. 

In addition, she said, the building would be kept at negative pressure, so no spills could escape, and all 
the air in the building would be pumped and sifted through two special screens before it escapes into the 
outside air. 

For now, the proposed live organisms lab is in its earliest planning phase. The DOE is conducting its first 
environmental study, a process that also includes the wishes of the public. The department has scheduled 
just one public meeting, however, today at its Los Alamos office. 

Public hearing 

The Department of Energy has scheduled one public meeting on the proposed new research lab, 2-8 
p.m. today at the DOE's Los Alamos office, 528 35th St. Comments may also be sent to the office, 528 
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Ebola Expert Backs Bio Lab 
By Jennifer McKee Journal Staff Writer 

One of the doctors who helped identify the deadly Ebola virus said plans for a new research 
lab at Los Alamos National Laboratory - one that would bring live batches of dangerous 
organisms to the mesa - is "better" than safe. 

"There is absolutely no danger," said Karl Johnson, a virologist and adjunct professor of 
biology at the University of New Mexico. Johnson formerly worked with the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention's investigation of Ebola and reviewed LANL's plans for the 
new research lab. "I would be happy to live within 50 feet of it." 

Los Alamos lab wants to build a new laboratory - one specifically outfitted to handle live, 
disease-causing microbes - designated as a Biosafety Level Three, or BSL-3 in CDC lingo. 
The CDC has strong oversight in all such laboratories, including any to be built at LANL. 

The plan has drawn fire from local critics who say LANL has too many safety and security 
problems and too long a history of secrecy and bomb making to be a good home to any 
biological research. 

The new research lab is in the early planning stages. Los Alamos lab and DOE officials held 
the only scheduled public meeting about the proposed lab Thursday, where Johnson and many 
DOE and LANL officials milled with the public talking safety and microbes. 

Critics, like Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group, and Joni Arends of Concerned 
Citizens for Nuclear Safety, who both attended the meeting, said LANL is simply not the place 
for such research. 

Arends said she believed the presenters, but simply doesn't trust the DOE. 
"The DOE does what the DOE wants," she said. "The assurances ofthese good-hearted 

people doesn't assuage our fears." 
While the new lab may have no weapons-related role now, what's to stop the DOE from 

changing the lab's mission in the future, she asked. 
Mello agreed. 
"It's just not a good idea to put a bioweapons facility of any kind in a secret nuclear lab," he 

said. "This isn't a good place for it." 
James Freyer, acting deputy director ofLANL's biosciences division, which would control 

the new lab, said Los Alamos lab officials would not have the final say on anything that goes 
on in the new research laboratory. The CDC lays the rules for how the lab must be designed 
and also keeps tight tabs on all live biological agents everywhere in the nation. Furthermore, he 
said, the biosciences division has an Institutional Biosafety Committee, made up of both lab 
and local people. That committee makes all decisions for LANL's current biological research 
and would make all decisions about research for the proposed lab. 

Not even Los Alamos National Laboratory Director John Browne can overrule the 
committee, he said. 

"That's unique in all (of LANL)," Freyer said. 
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With billboards, studies and a new campaign to foil recruitment, tiny nonprofit takes aim at the national lab 
SANTA FE The sign on Greg Mello's door mockingly shouts "Fallout Shelter." 

On his top shelf are "radioactive active plants" collected, he says, from polluted lands 35 miles to the west. 

There, in the picturesque Jemez Mountains, is the object of Mello's frustration: Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

It is the birthplace of nuclear weapons and still the world's premier nuclear weapons lab one of three administered by 
the Department of Energy. 

Some 60 miles to the south, along 1-25and Albuquerque's Gibson Boulevard, those frustrations are expressed for all to 
see. 

Along these roads are several giant billboards, put together by Mello, that display (at a cost of about $4,000 a month) 
the infamous atomic mushroom cloud and describe New Mexico as "America's nuclear weapons colony." 

"It's true," says Mello, executive director of the Los Alamos Study Group, which has been bird-dogging Los Alamos 
Lab since 1989. 

New Mexico, he points out, is easily the nation's top nuclear weapons state, with installations that include Los Alamos 
and Sandia national laboratories, the Department of Energy's Albuquerque Operations Office and one of the nation's 
biggest nuclear weapons storage depots on Kirtland Air Force Base. 

While lab defenders and proponents point to the billions offederal dollars these facilities bring annually into the state, 
Mello and the Los Alamos Study Group counter that New Mexico fits the classic definition of a colony in which 
imperialist capital is invested to extract a local resource at the expense of the colony's overall health, economy and 
social well-being. 

He argues that it is no coincidence that New Mexico, even during the greatest economic expansion in U.S. history, 
continues to rank near the bottom in most economic and social measurements, including per capita income, education, 
child welfare, drunken driving and health care. 

The mild-mannered Mello says that long after the Cold War has waned, New Mexico's nuclear weapons culture 
continues "to hold hostage not just the Congress and the people of the United States, but the whole planet." 

The study group has been ardent and audible in its criticism of Department of Energy plans to consolidate the nation's 
far-flung nuclear weapons complex in a miniature, virtually self-sufficient version at Los Alamos. 

Citing DOE plans to use Los Alamos Lab to produce perhaps hundreds of plutonium pits the atomic triggers for 
thermonuclear bombs Mello says simply: "This is not nuclear disarmament." 

Mello said he believes nuclear weapons, in and of themselves, are as evil as the mass murder technology used by Nazi 
Germany, and should be opposed by all people on fundamental humanitarian and environmental grounds. 

Still, Mello is not a stereotypical rabid, anti-nuclear activist. Instead, he challenges Los Alamos with a growing 
portfolio of analyses and arguments that raise questions about what the lab is doing and where it is going. 

Long known on the hill as the thinking anti-nuke group, LASG, quite naturally, isn't embraced by the lab, which is 
frequently bashed in LASG news releases and besieged by the group's Freedom of Information Act requests. 



Officially, says Christina Armijo, Los Alamos Lab community relations director, "the study group has been an 
important element in advancing constructive dialogue." 

She said the group's scrutiny has stimulated "interest in the diverse opinions about the laboratory's mission." 

"Our mutual interactions and dialogue, despite our differing stances on the work that we do, have proven to be 
appreciatively respectful and civil in nature over the years," Armijo adds. 

Mello's group was reserved during last year's Cerro Grande Fire, during which other environmental and anti-nuclear 
critics raised questions about radioactive contaminants in the smoke plume. 

Still, the study group has produced its share of heat on the hill. 

Mello's group won a battle with Los Alamos' Bradbury Science Museum, which chronicles the nuclear era at the lab. It 
got wall space to display an alternative picture: the human ravages and devastation endured by Japan's Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, the only cities bombed with nuclear weapons. 

A Los Alamos veterans and lab retirees group countered with its own claim for museum space to present a view of a 
prewar, barbaric Japan. They got half of the wall. 

Still, the confrontation, like others LASG has forged, forced the lab and its proponents to at least engage in the debate 
and defend their views. 

An engineer by training, Mellohasn't favored confrontation. He has taken an intense analytical approach to assessing 
the lab's programs, plans and budgets exposing what he believes is a mentality of "nukes forever" and "a colossal 
waste of resources." 

Indeed, much of the time, he sounds like Don Quixote in his quest to rein in the lab. 

"We are interested in social justice, stewardship ofthe EaIih, human dignity and economic sustainability," he says of 
the study group. 

These fundamental values, he says, cannot be squared with the development, threat or use of nuclear weapons. While 
he appreciates the need for the United States to safeguard and maintain its current nuclear weapons stockpile, he firmly 
believes it is a role, that along with the stockpile itself, ultimately can end. 

Equally opposed to the continuing nuclear engineering mission of nearby Sandia Labs in Albuquerque, Mello 
nevertheless says it shines in contrast to the entrenched Los Alamos. 

He offers praise albeit faint for Sandia, saying that unlike Los Alamos, it at least has made substantial strides in 
broadening its core mission to include energy and environment as key national security components. 

But in his David-and-Goliath struggle, Mello has no illusions about winning a public relations war with Los Alamos. 

The lab has some 6,800 employees working on a 43-square-mile federal reservation and a $1.2 billion annual budget. 

In contrast, Mello's nonprofit group has an annual budget of about $150,000, the bulk provided by grants from some 
17 civic foundations and by "many small donors." 

Housed in a back-hallway, three-room office off Santa Fe's Marcy Street, the study group has just two full-time staff 
members, several paIi-time volunteers and four outside people who do "contract" writing or analysis work. 

"Not," he muses, "the stuff to launch a revolution." 

But just enough to follow the environmentalist's mantra of thinking globally while acting locally. 



The Los Alamos Study Group draws strength from its affiliation with the global Alliance for Nuclear Accountability. 
It also maintains strong ties to East and West Coast anti-nuclear organizations, including: 

*The Natural Resources Defense Council, in Washington, D.C., a broad environmental watchdog with expertise in 
nuclear issues that is considered the best independent source of nuclear weapons information. 

*Tri-Valley Cares, Inc., in Livermore, Calif., which monitors Los Alamos sibling Livermore National Laboratory. 

*Several other anti-nuclear organizations in Santa Fe and Albuquerque, which have primarily focused on opposing the 
DOE's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, near Carlsbad, and on environmental issues at Sandia Labs. 

*Western States Legal Foundation, in Oakland, Calif., an independent watchdog, which like NRDC, tackles a broad 
range of nuclear weapons issues. 

In 1997, many groups, including the Los Alamos Study Group, collaborated in filing a lawsuit against the DOE, 
charging that its nuclear stockpile stewardship program violates environmental law. The lawsuit failed to stop 
construction of the controversial National Ignition Facility, a nuclear blast simulator at Livermore Lab. But it did force 
DOE to agree to several reforms, including providing $6.25 million for community and tribal monitoring of its 
environmental programs. 

Last month, several of the same groups collaborated again in issuing a public challenge to all scientists and engineers 
to renounce weapons of mass destruction, signing a pledge promising never to work on them. 

Mello, who helped coordinate this effort, says it is primarily aimed at young scientists, whom the weapons labs have 
already acknowledged difficulty in recruiting to replace retiring weaponeers. 

Like many of the group's efforts, "the pledge" aims to force Los Alamos to justify what it is doing. 

It also is an 0ppOJtunity to publicize what Mello sees as the post-Cold-War nuclear contradiction: the almost 
exponential growth of nuclear weapons research and development to levels that he says now exceed nuclear weapons 
spending at the height of the Cold War. 

While many New Mexicans applaud the infusion of funds as a sign of healthy national labs, Mello says it is a ruse. 
Much of the money actually gets spent outside the state on unique materials, equipment and programs, he argues. And 
the trend has made it difficult, if not impossible, for the state to even consider economic alternatives, he says. 

Mello, who recently recruited Colorado College Economics Professor William Weida to the LASG board of directors, 
believes it is appropriate to challenge Los Alamos Lab on economic, as well as national security, military and 
philosophical grounds. 

Weida, a retired Air Force colonel and fonner Air Force Academy professor, couldn't agree more. 

In fact, Weida said he believes government-financed economic studies have misrepresented the true impact of the labs 
in New Mexico. 

The incoming federal dollars are "unevenly spread across the state, and unfortunately it doesn't trickle down," he says. 

Weida, who spent years in the non-nuclear contingent at the Pentagon, says many military leaders see nuclear weapons 
as an egregious waste because their is virtually no chance they will actually be used. 

They "are way beyond being moral weapons," he says. 

Weida said he likes the study group's eye-catching billboards because in a small but frontal way they are "raising 
consciousness in several quarters, not the least of which is among the physicists themselves." 



Mello acknowledges his group has had practically zero impact on ever-increasing nuclear weapons budgets and 
expansion at Los Alamos and other nuclear weapons facilities. 

"Maintaining the stewards," he observes, chuckling, "has become more important than the stockpile." 

"We don't know if we will be successful," he says. "But there are those with greater insight than me who are quite 
optimistic about the human spirit and the power of our good side to overcome our dark side." 

Watchdog on the Web 

To learn more about the Los Alamos Study Group's concerns about Los Alamos National Laboratory, go to its 
Internet Web site: www.lasg.org/ 

Among the concerns expressed there: 

*Details about hundreds of radioactive and hazardous waste sites at the lab. 

* A report on slightly radioactive ants and plants contaminated by lab operations. 

*The lab's role in future nuclear weapons development. 

*Criticisms ofthenation's nuclear weapons Stockpile Stewardship Program. 

* A pledge scientists can take promising not to use their knowledge and talents to help develop weapons of mass 
destruction. 

Author: Lawrence Spohnlspohn@abqtrib.com I 823-3611 
Page: Al 
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Pricey Lab Project 

Under. Attack 
":': . ..;r.-

; ,Need fofMachlne' 
"Disputed'by,Siudy:, 

.... 

gr~sf, ro.lltend that theliwV'e of the lllul
timilllon-dollilr, macl1ine is eV;en a Jllere 
pro.gaining chlpin; th~ 1argereff~ to 
pass a federal budget. ' 

The AtlaS PtiIse&Pow~r Experimentai 
; " Facility' C<une oniineatLos' Aiamos 

BY'JE~RMcKEE Nat~onal : Laboratory' jn: Pecember, 

"'1.p'urliqlStajjW.rit~r" " ,; , a~fdingtoanauditrePQ,rtpublishedip 

" ':J~stt\Vi>'mo~~'after\he Department' February, by the DOE Inspector Gener-

,cjf Energy:. unveiled ,a, $49 million al's Office.' ' '" 

, ;'" ' , , AlAMOS NAtiONAL lAB , machine at Los Alamos - and as it pr~' 'At}qs stOres uP elecirlcitY;then shoots 

DETONAnON TEST: The Atlas machin~, Which storeS . par~ to NspenddanotheOOf $~,~illio~'m?v-' it out iii intense :bursts that simulate 

electricity' .and shoots it out In burstS to simulate· lUg It to eva a - a !llvestig~tion,:p&-ts ofnu6Iear" weapOnSdetonatioris, 

parts of ~uclear WE!apons detonatlons,,\S slat~ to be ,released last month questions whether ,', accOrding; to ,.Jab 'infonli,atioIi. The 

moved from ,LoS Alamos'NatIOnaILaboratorytoNev.themachlne is neCessary ~t all. macl$e was deSigned' to help test 

da. ' ,; , ' ' ' ':, Critics, , suPPOrted, bY some in ,Con- ,weapons', reliability, ,Aside from t~t 
.. "." -... 

"'_. 

runs; however --:" all ofwWchshow tbebuild," the audit says, ''then it shoul~ 

machine works exact;ly asplanned~ ,Pave received enough: priority ranking 

Atl,as has never beeri used. to allow it to operate~'! , " , , 

That's because the DOE never allOcat~ A ~i>OkeSlnan for the National Nuclear 

ed any money to run Atlas, <mly tQ buUd Security Administration, ~h~ seIDI< 

'it, accordipg to thi, audit. ,The audit autonomous arm of the' DOE that Qver, 

:reported thattl}e DOE stjIr'ha:;n't set sees parts'of the weapOns labs~ sirid th~ 
aside funding to'operateAtlas; although "ageneydisagrees with the reportr 

tne agel}.cy noW proposes to, move the "The p' eoplethat are involved in pro: 
,machine to its Nevada Test Site ata cost . 
of $12 Il1Ulion. ject management see (Atlas) as' an 

impOrtant tool," said DarwmMorga.n;an 

The Inspector General's al).dit ques" 'NNSA spOkesman. ' 

. g~;~ just how valuable Atlas is to "the :Some outsi<;le th~ lab, however,prais~d 
the report. 

"If Atlas was important enough, to See PRICEY on PAGE 2 
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Dropping bombs on Los Alamos 

With billboards, studies and a new campaign to 
foil recruitment, tiny nonprofit takes aim at the 
national,lab 

Greg Mello and Trish Williams-Neusch of the Los Alamos 
Study Group look over budget numbers for a project 
designed to discourage people from going into nuclear 
weapons work, The study group, an anti-nuclear weapons 
organization based In Santa Fe, has become one of the most 
vocal opponents of work done at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory , 

By Lawrence Soohn 
Tribune reporter 

SANTA FE -- The sign on Greg Mello's door 
mockingly shouts "Fallout Shelter." 

On his top shelf are "radioactive active 
plants" -- collected, he says, from polluted 
lands 35 miles to the west. 

There, in the picturesque Jemez Mountains, 
is the object of Mello's frustration: Los Alamos 
National Laboratory, 

It is the birthplace of nuclear weapons and 
still the world's premier nuclear weapons lab -
one of three administered by the Department 
of Energy. 

March 19,2001 
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Need for $49 Million Machine Questioned 

Jennifer McKee Journal Northern Bureau 

SANTA FE Just two months after the Department of Energy unveiled a $49 million machine at Los 

Alamos and as it prepares to spend another $12 million moving it to Nevada a DOE investigation 

released last month questions whether the machine is necessary. 

Critics, supported by some in Congress, contend that the move of the multimillion-dollar machine is a 

mere bargaining chip in the larger effort to pass a federal budget. 

The Atlas Pulsed Power Experimental Facility came online at Los Alamos National Laboratory in 

December, according to an audit report published in February by the DOE Inspector General's Office. 

Atlas stores electricity, then shoots it out in intense bursts that simulate parts of nuclear weapons 

detonations, according to lab information. The machine was designed to help test weapons' reliability. 

Aside from test runs, however all of which show the machine works exactly as planned Atlas has never 

been used. 

That's because the DOE never allocated any money to run Atlas, only to build it, according to the 

audit. The audit reported that the DOE still hasn't set aside funding to operate Atlas, although the 

agency now proposes to move the machine to its Nevada Test Site at a cost of $12 million. 

The Inspector General's audit questioned just how valuable Atlas is to the DOE. 

"If Atlas was important enough to build," the audit says, "then it should have received enough priority 

ranking to allow it to operate." 

A spokesman for the National Nuclear Security Administration, the semi-autonomous arm of the DOE 

that oversees parts of the weapons labs, said the agency disagrees with the report. 

"The people that are involved in project management see (Atlas) as an important tool," said Darwin 

Morgan, an NNSA spokesman. 

Some outside the lab, however, praised the report. 

Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe watchdog organization, called it "a small 

measure of truth bubbling up to the surface." 

Moving Atlas to Nevada when the machine has been completed for only a few months at Los Alamos 

is a waste of money, Mello said. 

11/3/05 2: 14 PM 



Group Plans Weekly Prayer Vigils at Lab 
Co-Leader Says Events 
Will 'Begin Thursday 

By JENN~E~ MCKEE*1J) 
lournalStaffWriter . , 

A group.of activists and religi.ous 
pe.oplewh.o said they wartt t.o c.on
nectWith Los Alam.os Nati.onal Lab 
w.orkers as !!fell.ow human beings" 
are planning silent prayer vigils in 
a parking l.ot in the center .of the 
weapons lab every week starting 
Th4rsday. 

The gr.oup will als.o pass .out fliers 
in fr.ont'.of several lab· buildings 
questi.oning· nuclear . w~al?ons 
research, said Greg Mell.o,.of the 
Los Alam.os Study Gr.oup,a c.o-orga
nizer ,.of' the prayerm.ovement. 
Harbld Wheat, an intern from the 
MethOdist Church, is an.other .orga- ' 
nizer. 

Every Thursday m.orning at 6 
a.m., thegr.oup will meet in the 
DeVargas Mall parking lot in Santa 
Fe, Mell.o said. Tl1ey will c;rrp.o.ol t.o 

the lab, and distribute their leaflets 
f.or 90 minutes in fr.ont .of several 
lab buildings, including TA-SS, 
where plut.onium Js handled. Mell.o 
said any.one is welc.ome. 

After passing .o\1,t fliers, the group 
will have breakfast in the lab cafe
teria, p.ossibly with lab w.orkers, 
and then set up pill.ows and f.olding 
chairs inaparkirig lot near the 
Chemistry and . Metallurgy 
Research buildin'g, r.oughly in the 
middle .of the weapons lab, f.or sev
eral h.ours of quiet prayer. 

They plan .on hosting the vigils 
indefiriitely. " . " 

"People may cOlUewlth different 
m.otives .or different perspectives," 
Mell.o said; "but we will all be UJJit
ed by(I, c.oncern ab.out an ec.on.omy 
and p.olicies directed at maximum 
vi.olence and 11.otat maxunumdigni
ty." 

Mell.o said the events are n.ot . 
planned. as rallies.or pr.otests~ 

"We Will be sittmg' there in soli
dari~ with the lab w.orkers· as. fel
low human beings," he ~aid. "They 

are struggling with the same moral 
questi.ons we are." 

Lab sp.okesman James Rickman 
said .the lab will acc.omm.odate the 
gr.oup as l.ong as they want t.o(l9me. 

. As perlab p.olicy, the gr.oup will be ' 
assigned a security guard t.o,~sc.ort 
them, Rickman said. He said,tpe lab 
respects . and acc.omm.odat~· any~ 
.one's First Amendment right t.o 
assemble as l.ong as the assembly is 
peaceful. 

The study gr.oup has b.oth distrib
uted fliers and prayed .on lab pr.op~ 
erty before; Mell.o said, but .only for 
a few dayntt a time. The gr.o4P's 
current' eff.ort is its m.ost aggre's: 
sive. , . 

"The heart .of (the lab) embodies 
tn;e contradicti.ori and pain in our " 
society," he said. "We have t.o c.o[lle 
t.o;grips ~th that." 

Rickman said he~s never heard 
any complaints ab.out the prayers in . 
the· past,and, s.orne lab w.orkers 
enj.oy taking part.' ,. 

"I think a l.ot .of pe.ople d.on't even' 
n.otice/' Rickman said" ' ' 
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Sandia Labs Boss 
Seeks 2-Tier Defense 

By JOHN J. LUMPKIN 
Journal Staff Writer 

War world, outlined a two"tiered ' 
capability' he urged the' United 
States to develop. Hiscotnments 
came atthe Nuclear Security Deci
sionmakers'Forum being held this ,', 
week in Albuquerque. , 

small, relatively low-yield nukes 
ti).at would be satellite-guided and 
therefore extremely accurate. Cur
rent nuclear weapons avoid satellite 
guidance and other complex sys
tems, as the electromagnetic pulses 
in the' opening stages of a nuclear, 
war would' disable most sensitive 
electronics on Earth and in orbit. The United States should develop 

a class of nuclear weapons geared 
tpward deterring small aggressors 

, with big ideas, Sapdia National Lab
oratories director C. Paul Robinson 
told weapons e~erts Thesday. ' 

Robinson; seeking Ways for the 
nation's nuclear weapons complex 
to remain relevant in, the post-Cold 

The firsf is continuing the capa
bility of the Cold War - many long
range nuclear weapons that balance 
U:S. forces with "the only nation in 
the world that can threaten the actu
al existence of the United States" -
Russia. 

The second, however, would be 
new. 

Robinson proposed ,a class of 

, These weapons would prevent sile defense program, backed by the 
these countries from using any of Bush adininistration, could incite 
their own weapons of mass destruc- 'such a buildup, as China would b,uild 
tion, including chemical and biolog- more nukes to overcome' any 
icalweapons,he said. , ' defenses, he said. 

f'The highest goal is to deter Robinson had some dissenters at 
aggression,"he said. Thesday's forum, which drew lab 

Robmson and others have cOrrie ,officials, contractors and arms-con-
,out in support of "mininukes", trol activists. One speaker told 

before, But,earlier pitches had not ,\RObinSOn he didn't 6elieve that an,y 
framed those weapons as a way to nuclear weapon could' be used on, 
prevent War. " . underground bunkers without mas-

, In an aside, he said China could, sive collateral damage. . 
conceivably ~uild up its nuclear Robinson's comments about the 
forces tor,!"proach those of Russia ,role' of nuclear weap()ns in the 
and t"', united States. The U.S. rriis- emerging world situation struck a 

But these new weapons would be 
used to deter the Irans; Iraqs and 
North Koreas of the world, because 
they would enable the United States 
to kill those countries' leadership 
arid,military without killing a lot of 
civilians, Robinson said. 

sharP contrast to the familiar set of 
laments pronounced by other 
speakers at the forum. 

Morale at the labs is low; talented, 
experienced scientists are retiring 
and 1;>eing replace<i with those who 
have not taken pl;U1:' in actual 
nuclear tests; and not enough f~tiq" 

, ing is being put into infrastruct'u,re 
and weapons maintenance, speak~ 
ers said.';" 

They repeatedly hailed Sen. Pete 
Domenici, ~-N.M., for hiseffort~~() 
secure $500 million' for infrastntc
ture improvements at the natioli81 
labs and weapons plants. 



THE BATTLE OVER 
THE 'MONSTER LASER' 
Livermore's multibillion-dollar National Ignition Facility, a huge fusion reactor, was supposed to be the answer 

to testing U.S. nuClear weapons; now that blowing them up is banned. But the project has intense critics, . 

particularly here in New Mexico. The issue now is coming to ahead. 

By Lawren&,Sfj()hn 

A quiet war over the nation's biggest and 

most controversial science project, the gi
ant~ $3.6 billion National Ignition Facility 
fusIon Jaser, moves back into the open bat
tlefield this week in Washington. 

The project, several years late and a cou
ple of billion dollars over budget ~ de
pending on who's coUnting - is under 
construction at Lawrence Livermore Na
tional Laboratory, ~t of San Francisco. 

With a critical Department ofEnergy re
port on NIF's future due to Congress on 
Friday, the hefty laser was also being chal
lenged this week in a federal court hearing 
in the capitaL 

It undoubtedly will be a hot topic of con
versation as well this week in Albu
querque, at the Nuclear Weapons and Ma
terialsMonitor's Second Annual Nuclear 
Security Decision-makers' Forum at the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel. 

Many of the top officials, scientists and 
lab directors involved in debating the pro: . 

. ject's worth - incl~g from New Mexi
co's Sandia and Los Alamos nationallabo
ratories - are expected to attend the four
day forum, which begins today and ex
plores a range of nuclear-weapons issues. 

And arotll1d the world, Hoya, the Japan
ese lens company responsible for making 
half the special glass needed in NIF sus- , 
pended shipments to Livermore thi~ month 
imd is reassessing its role in the project. 

The project is getting heat from some 
Japanese critics and officials, who see NIF 
as a facility for continuing the development 
of nuclear weapons, a highly sensitive issue 
to the Japanese, whose industrial centers of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were decimated 
by nuclear bombs toward the end of World 
War II. . 

In short, NIP's mission is to generate tiny 
thermonuclear bomb blasts in the laborato
ry. Using the force oflaser beams from 
every direction, it aims to compress a fu
sion fuel pellet to generate fi.lsion-energy 
bursts. 

The DOE and its nuclear weapons labs 
see NIF as critical in replacing the tradi
tional tool of testing -'- undergrotll1d nu
clear bomb explosions, now banned. 

Critics, like Greg Mello of the Los Alam
os Study Group in Santa Fe, see NIF as a 
design tool for the next generation of nu
CIearbombs. 

Longtime NIF critic Leo Mascheroni, ari 
independent Los Alamos fusion physicist, 
insists that "NIF will not work," that it ac
tually represents a threat to U.S. national 
security and that it has been a costly diver
sion in the 50-year quest for a fusion ener-
gy power plant. . 

Concerned that the United States will be 
forced to return to nuclear testing when 
N1F fails, Mascheroni continues to push for 
~ head-to-head, independent and open sci
entific showdown among NIF, his pro
posed hydrogen-fluoride laser alternative 
imd any other alternatives. 

"What are they afraid of!" he asks, insist~ 
ing officials have routinely deceived Con- . 
gress. As recently as last month, he says, he 
was rebuffed by top DOE officials during a 
visit to DOE headquarters, though he be
lieves he made headway in visits to key 
congressional committees. 

The United States currently has a mora
torium on nuclear testing, but the Senate 
two years ago rejected the Comprehensive 
Test Ban Treaty, which has been approved 
by dozens of nations, including Japan, 

For years, the NIF battle lines have been 
drawn, with proponents and opponents 
squaring off over whether NIF is needed, 
whether it is cost-effective, and whether it 
is even technically capable of achieviil.g its 
mission of fusion ignition and studying the 
most detailed energy outputs of hydrogen 
bombs. ' 

How the coming battle plays out at the 
Department of Energy, in Congress and in 
the federal courts will have a substantial 
impact on the nation's entire nuclear 
weapons program and potentially on the 
budgets of Los Alamos and Sandia. 

Both of the state's U.S. senators, Repub
lican Pete Domenici, the powerful chair
man of the Senate Budget Committee, and 



Courtesy of Lawrence Laboratory 

Two workers stand inside the laser target chamber of the controversial National Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livermore National 
. Laboratory in Livermore, California. The $3.6 billion laser project is behind schedule and over budget. 



Democrat Jeff Bingaman, ranking minority 
member of the Senate Committee on Ener
gy and Natural Resources, are expected to 
play prominent roles as various pro-NIP 
and anti-NIP factions maneuver this year. 

Mascheroni, a former Los Alamos em
ployee who has spent nearly 15 years in the 
fusion front line fighting NIP and promot
ing his alternative with extensive technical 
arguments, says, "This is it. This is the big 
battle for NIP." 

At issue is whether to continue building 
the monster laser at full throttle, substan
tially alter NIP's marching orders by slash
ing its budget and reducing its objectives, 

or possibly discharge it all together, as 
Congress did with DOE' slast big science 
fiasco, the Superconducting Super Collid
er. 

Already, NIP has forced Congress, with 
Domenici leading the way, to repeatedly 
supplement DOE's defense programs bud
get to keep the ever-bloating NIF from 
completely overwhelming the rest ofthe 
nuclear weapons program. . 

Los Alamos, Sandia and Livermore are 
the nation's three nuclear weapons labs, 
whose mission has shifted since the Cold 
War from designing and engineering neW 
nuclear warheads to maintaining the na-

tion's nuclear arsenal through DOE's sci
ence-based Stockpile Stewardship and 
Maintenance Program . 
. Each has a billion-dollar-plUs annual 
budget, and each haS significant pieces of 
the stockpile stewardship puzzle. Although 
all three weapons labs directors officially 
supported NIP in a "white paper," several 
oftheir own nuclear weapons scientists 
have raised. serious technical and fiscal 
foncerns about the project. 
I Last year,. when Sandia officials openly 
Criticized NIF and suggested reducing its 
design and cost to protect other nuclear 
weapons program components, they were 
promptly chastised by then-Secretary of 
Energy Bill Richardson, a New Mexican 
expected to run for governor. 

Richardson, who originally was outraged 
when NIP' scost overnms and delays be
came known two years ago, later surprised 
New MexiC9 mterests when he became one 
of NIP's most ardent supporters, insisting it 
remains crucial to maintaining the nation's 
nuclear weapons arsenal. 

NIF was a prominent topic at last year's 
nuclear weapons fofum, also in Albu
querque. At it, Sandia President C. Paul 
Robinson openly slarnti1ed NIF, perhaps 
setting the stage for the confrontation with 
Richardson. 

Asked then why Sandia was not pushing 
its highly successful Z-accelerator fusion 
technology as a far cheaper al~ernative to 
NIF, Robinson confessed Congress ''would 
never believe the second liar." 

Several senators last year fired shots 
across Livermore's bow over NIF, and crit
ics - from anti-nuclear groups to tax ac
countability organizations - are pressing 
Congress more than ever to blow taps for 
the troubled project. 

On Saturday; the DOE is to send Con
gress a mandated report on NIF' s status, in
cluding: a certification that it can get the . 

Pierlse see LASER/C4 
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project back on track; reassurances 
that NIF can achieve its technical 
promises; and an assessment ofNIF 
alternatives, such as slashing its de
sign from 192 beams to 48 or even 
a single module of eight beams. 

more and the DOE are clinging to 
NIF at all costs, because without it, 
Livermore's mission - as the third 
nuclear weapons lab with declining 
responsibility for existing warheads 
- becomes highly questionable. 

The project, which rose out ofthe 
DOE's still partly classified mili- , 
tary - or "inertial confmement" -
fusion program, has become far ; 
more thana nuclear weapons plum. 
It is seen as having significant im
plications for all science, for fuMe 
research funding and even for Liv
ermore's prestige and life'; , 

"A lot is riding on this," says nu-
clear weapons program analyst ' 
Christopher Paine, of the Natural 
Resources Defense Council in 
Washington, D.C. 

The cO)lllcil has it pending lawsuit 
against the DOE that returned to the 
U.s. DistrictCourt in Washington 
this week. It seeks to bar the DOE 
from uSing two expert reports in 
justifYingNIF to Congress. 

critic Marylia Kelly, of the Liver
more watchdog group Tri-Valley 
Cares, believes NIF is ''tarnishing'' 
all science with overblown promises. The council and associated 

Others have argued that Liver-
---'--",-,' ------

says Paine. "They are going full 
'bore. 

"So are we," he adds, saying that 
a favomble courtrul41g helps, but 
ultimately the battle will be won or 

. , lost in Congress. 
Mascheroni agrees, saying Con

gress needs to hold "a full-blown 
hearing" on NlF to obtain indepen
dent expert perspectives. 

Then, he reasons, it should order 
'", the National Academy of Sciences 

to conduct 'a chartered, open, fair 
and comprehensive review, not 
only ofNlF l:!ut of the entire mili
tary fusion program and the ~st 
technical alternatives for the tax
payers dollar. 

Livermore and DOE officials 
have repeatedly said that NIF, while 

. ,groups, such as Kelly's and the Los 

troubled, has 'suryived numerous 
and continuing scientific and tech
nical reviews that warmnt its full 
support and continuation. 

DOE officials declined to discuss 
specifics of the upcoming NIF re
port. But they say it will comply 
with all congressional require- _ 

, ments, including assessing various 
permutations ofNlF and other tech
nical alternatives. They insist it has 
not been produced in violation of 
the Fedeml Advisory Committee 
Act. 

Headquarters, however, is con
cerned about the implications of 
Hoya backing out of the NIF glass 
contract, although a quick analysis 
suggests other vendors, using the 
same techniques, could fill the void. 

Alamos Study Group, argue both 
NIP review panels violated the pub
lic aspects of the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act and were funda
mentally biased. 

"Once again, and there is history 
" of this, they w~re loaded with paid 

outside Livermore consultants," ac
cording to Paine. "You couldn't eX:

, ,pect them to be objective, and Con
gress needs to see that." 
, But even in the procedUral as

pects mandated by the act, KeUy 
says, "POE has not complied with. 

,any aspect," refusing to allow even 
public involvement or overview. 

Paine and Kelly believe the 
DOE's report to Congress is pre~' 
didable. 

"I'don't think there is any give,"_ 

Reportedly, one-third ofthe unique 
glass NlF needs already has been 
delivered to Livermore. 

A Government Accounting Of
fice report last year was highly criti
cal ofNlF, and that agency report
edly is doing a follow-up report 
which it intends to submit to Con
gress shortly. 

Despite congressional efforts to 
revamp DOE defense programs and 
get stmight answers about NlF, 
Kelly predicts the DOE's new Na
tional Nuclear Security Agency will 
send Congress a report "repeating 
all the sins of the past." 

"I expect a whitewash," she says. 
"Unless Congress is prepared to 
turn over the national treasury to 
Livermore, NlF must die." 
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A quiet war over the nation's biggest and most controversial science project, the giant, $3.6 billion National Ignition 
Facility fusion laser, moves back into the open battlefield this week in Washington. 

The project, several years late and a couple of billion dollars over budget -- depending on who's counting -- is under 
construction at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, east of San Francisco.The laser was also being challenged 
this week in a federal court hearing in the capital. 

It undoubtedly will be a hot topic of conversation as well this week in Albuquerque, N.M., at the Nuclear Weapons and 
Materials Monitor's Second Annual Nuclear Security Decision-maker's Forum. 

Meanwhile, Hoya, the Japanese lens company responsible for making half the special glass needed in the laser, has 
suspended shipments to Livermore and is reassessing its role in the project. 

The project is getting heat from some Japanese critics and officials, who see it as a facility for continuing the 
development of nuclear weapons. 

In short, the laser's mission is to generate tiny thermonuclear bomb blasts in the laboratory. Using the force of laser 
beams from every direction, it aims to compress a fusion fuel pellet to generate fusion-energy bursts. 

The Energy Department and its nuclear weapons labs see the laser project as critical in replacing the traditional tool of 
testing -- underground nuclear bomb explosions, now banned. 

Critics, like Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe, N.M., see it as a design tool for the next 
generation of nuclear bombs. 

Longtime critic Leo Mascheroni, an independent Los Alamos fusion physicist, insists that the laser "will not work," 
that it actually represents a threat to national security and that it has been a costly diversion in the 50-year quest for a 
fusion energy power plant. 

Author: LAWRENCE SPOHN, SCRIPPS HOWARD NEWS SERVICE 
Section: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
Page: A-7 
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froposed 
~udget ' 
"~'" ' 

Protested 
· Dornenici Vows 
,'i. .... 

· To Up Lab Funds 
.~Y JENNIFER MC~E, 41c 0/0 •. 

Journal StajfWritef . . 

.' .. Tl).e White House's proPosedfed~ 
· ¢r.a1 budget. iguitt}.d both,. head 
scratChing and criticism it.l north, 
'em'l{ew'Mexici> on Monday as Qffi

,:~i~~;: ~4 iitctivlsts waded' through" 
/;ulM'6m.e to see what President Bush .' wants fO·spendon fe'deraI.projects 
~ ·h~r~.. ..' . .... . .' ',' 
. . :.;.i_~:rhe budget 'request is wholly 
Ai!Ut9~at¢/' said·sen. Pete. Dorrieru,
'<~ff~'!" :<R~l'tM., <;. ... ... ' '. 
··~i'efei::rmg to a: ; More' '. . 

·>biif:.iii' fun~g' ~'. or:lesS 
. :':(6r ..plutonium. . 
,~l1jts;,' at ·.Los Presiqent 
· ·Alamos Nation- Bush's. 

~ :t~~bi::~ru1 . :!':rtl~:;et 
rl1:wbrk t(> see propOsal has . 
tktj{does' iiot SOIlW pos'itlves. 

· st~d. Xt simply "apd negatives" 
doesndtcOme forNew Mexico· 
crose. to . ~up~ . A.·1. AS 
i?9rting the ':. ~ 
requirements. . 
for pIt production and certification', 
work at LANL.'~ . . . ' .. 
: DomeUicf ~stimated the, program: , 

ne~ds anOth.er .$150 iI].illi6n ab6ve. 
· the BushadminiStrati.on's proposaL 

Bush sent his $1.% trillion Qudget 
spending plarit()Congresso.n Mon
day. The gocument outlines his 
administration~s proposed spel1diilg 
foreveiy federa:I~gency. Inn'ort,h- <. 

ern New Mexico; that means fwid
ing for eyeiything from the Santa . 
Fe Jndian SchoOlto Los Alamos lab .. 

The dQCumeritis far from written 
in stone. Both houses <>.f Congres$ 

· Will likely produce' cQmproIirlse' 
· bu~get resolutions after t~e spriilg 

recess. ..':. 
Nonetheless; Bush'l!. plan attract

ed much attention in northern New 
Mexico. . , . . 
. .Ou the less' cqntehtious' side, the 
plan ca:Ils for $4.5 million for. the' 
Institute of American Iridian Arts in 
Santa Fe; $375;060. more than last 
year. The plan. also alloCates money 
to purchase 860 acres on th~ Taos 

Budget 
Draws 
Protests 

· . . 

from PAGE 1 

. Valley Overlook' ~s part of th~ 
~~~u of Lalld Management's $4 
milll?~ Land Acquisition Program. 
. "!ts)aies $23.2 million for th~ first 
pha~e,ofre~uilding th\.'l SaPt.a Fe 
Ind,l&n SChool, a boarding and . day 

. ~c~lfor a~ut1,OOO Native Amer
leal} .sttlden~s nm oy the BUl,'Cau of 
IIidl~ Affrurs.· The' plat). a:Iso ca:Ils 
fo~ transferring the ,existing school . 

· -';~ ~ ~mattering of' historic adobe 
9uild4lgs.on CeITillos Road"":' tothe 

· 19 Pueplos of New Mexico accord~ 
~~.to Ha:I Schultz,assistartt super: 
rutendent of the'Indian schOOl. 
. All: indePe~dent study finished 

· ·.la~fsI?ring~h~wed $at fixing up 
th~afPIlg b.~ding w.~uld .cost more .. 
than $~ million, .while building the 
.camp~ . anew would cost roughly . 
$38 million. .' .'. .' . . 

· : Bush's prOPo~ed spenditii fot the 
·sc~ool.falls far· short of tl).at, but 
acco:dmg t<! Domenici, this is only . 
th~ fIrst phase'!>f rebuilding;: ' 

.' :'W~'v~'built plentY'Of ~cho'ol~ for 
, this kind of money and they're pret~ 
1!'gdod scho.ols;"· ~d N¢dra Dar-
ling, a BIA spokeswoman. . . . 

rerhaps the 1110~t heat~d part of 
the budget Wt:ls the.I)ePatfinent of 
Energy's roll·out. . . 
, . New Mexlco's senators' attacked 
theptoposru, which calls·foranesti
mated $312. million less 'Spendillg in 
New.Mexico Than last year and cuts. 

· . atvariQUS programs throughout the 
agen¢y. _ . ' .... 
· Sen. ~eff Bingaman, D-N:M., said 

· theb.udget "send~ a very disturbing 
. ~essageabout how the president 

VIeWS" thelabs: ... ' .. 

Domeni~i said the : budget has 
~'sonie s~rious def~c~encies':' artdhas 
alreadYcQ-sp6nsored two airtend~' 
n:ents to the Senate budget resolu
tlOn that would tack on aD. addition- . 
al $900 million for DOE defense 
progrCi!n spending and $469 milliori 
for..· SCIence res~rch at national 
labs. 

. The budget calls (or little over' 
· $1.4 ~ilUon for Los AlamQs lab a 
· dec~ease of $281 million froml~st 

year.-That number may be deceiv
!llg. The .budget a:I$O beefs upfund~ 
rug ofthe N&tionru Nuclear Security 
Administration by $281 million. The· 
administration is . a semiau~ 
tonomous arm of the DOE that now 
oversees some work at the Los 

· . Al~os lab. ". . .'. . 

Lab spokesman John Gustafson 
· said it's too. 'early in the budget 
process and too. soon after Bush's 
en0nri0us budget volume was 
re!eased to say exactly how .the tab 
nught end up finanCially' next year: 

. ,"There's a 16n~ Pi\)ces-s ~ead ~d 
ItS ·too·pre~ature to speculate on 

· any of that;" he said.. . . 
". . Activists didn't heSii:at~. . . 

According to Jay. Coghlan of 
Nucleru: Watch of New MexiCo, the' 
budge~ !Slong oQ.weapons and short 
on envrronmenta:I cleanup:. 
· . "It'$'basically a. 6udg~t fo~ the 
weaponeers .' of LOl! 'Alanios" he 
~aid, vOillting ouHhat DOE calls for 

'.spending aii extra $230 niillion 'for 
weapons w,jthalmost half oitiiatto 
.~e Spellt ~tLOs Al4IDos; while··the 
.1ab~s'_~I}~ontn,en¥ .cleanup budget' 

· was c~t ~y$lS rhilIio~!o lustQv~r 
:.~7S niillion,.ln ewlammg the cilt, . 
the . DOE'~budget reads, the "nef 
d~rease reflects'. a shift toward 
higher priority activities." . 

· '.'To me. that's weapons," Coghlan 
s.qJ.d.·· '. . • , . . .. 

J9ni Arends; waste program mail-' 
.ager for Conce!Iled Citizens for: 
. Nuclear Safety, also zeroed in on the 
.cleanup cuts: . 
. "For' every dollar increase in 

· stockpile stewardship, there should 
be. a si.mjlar dpllar for cleanup/' she 
SaId: "What. is npt~onalsecurity if 
we don't h~veourhea:Ith." . 

Similarly, Greg Melio of the Los 
. Alanios Study Group said the bud
get fcicuses sharply on weapons. 

"More weapons, less science" tie 
said. .'. ' . 



Watchdog gr:oup has its eye on Los AlamErs lab 
. . ,b. p~.l u I '2..00' 1>oJCT-"4t.\I~ fi~:{;cw.. . . . 

"A"ilm,.":~~!.jJW __ ,,\;1J!I~_iM!Ill!I_ . $150,000. . . 
;By KATE FERLIC 
The New Mexican, . "Despite the odds, LASG ccintimi.es sling

irig shots at the lahs via awareness' 
. campaigns. anddis.tributing aiarriiing infor

· It's a David-and-Goliath struggle: The1,&.§. J,t1ation about the environmental, cultural 
~AlanlOs StudY-~<i:rbtil?,a nonprofit orga'iliZa-' . and economic darigers of continuing to . 
· tion dedicated to the goal of nuclear disar- develop nuclear weapons. 

· maD+ent, facmg off against the Los Alamos In New Mexico areLANL, Sandia Nation- : 
· NationalLaporatory, the w()rld's leading. al Labor~tories and.Kirtland Air Force 
. nuciear,weapons lab. .' Base,one of the nation's biggest nuclear- . 

In te):Jris of resoUrces, LASe. is engaged . . weapons storage depots. 
· in: an uphill ba.ttle. Housed in a three-room .' . According to the Department of Energy's' : 
· office·on Marcy.Streetin Santa Fe,LASG .fiscaIyear 2001 budget request, federal 
has two.full·time employees; a handful of . spenditigoi:l nuclear-weapons research, . 

· . parHiine volunteers and four contract per~ 'development and production in New Mexico· 
sorinel to' do analysis work: . exceeds $2.5 billion. 

· :" ThirtY·five miles north on 27,800 acres:·of I38.seq:in Santa Fe, LASG'sproximity to 
.:. land, I;ANL boasts nearly 10,000 employees. these sites serves the organization's goal to 

.' '.' . : .• Jane E. Phillips/The Ne\YMexlcan , contained iri about 2000 buildings.. piaytl"ie role of'" watchdog" for LANVs 
Greg Mello, left,executlve.drector of the Los AI.amo~ Study LANL has.an intimiQ.ating annual $1.739 .' . 
Group, speaks wIth bOClrd m~mber David Baton on Friday:' .' "billion budget.coJripared toLASG'.s"· . . .'. . '. . . ." . ",..., . . . '. . 

.:' 

,'.; \: 

. Please see WATCHpOG~lage 4 
. . . . . 
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.' Contlnlledfrom.Page 1 . ;2S'people;'LAS(ifOr~~(fto'heip:Iiear:' 'inc6rnang f~xes'with bre~king news on a . . . . some of the scars the Atomic Age left Bush administration's deCision to nuc.lear activi.t~es, Calted the "thinking '. on Aril.¢rl.canc~lty.:te, "We..all :nanted an· i.iJ.crel~se nuclear spending. ·.antinuk~ group"'on tl~~'Hm, LA$~, , . , ,e~d to' th~ rnadx:e.ss we':ha~ grown ~'p.' '. Bush.proposed to,iticrease.t.he .: works toob.taw hard and faststiitlStlCS '. . wIth," Mello,srud .. ,"PeO'ple my age need;' Department of Energy's budget "for the ab{lUt detrJmeptal eft'e~ts ni.lc~ear :' . ., ed to.be free of the shadow o(the mush~. ': nucle:ar~weapons program by almost S . Weapons have onth~ environment and' room cloud ~md the nihilism that came: 'percE~nt, while cutting spendingf{)r 'S9Ciety .. · ~. . . . along with it.'.'.. :. , . ' environment8J. cleanup ?ndnonprol~fer-, '''Nuclea:r weapo.ns are a metaphor .':.:". The orgahiiationrecently' bought sJx' . . ation work.. ' .. ' '. . that integrates a lot of destructive·" billboards in Northern New Mexico at ',' Sen. Pete Domenici, R~N,M,; known in trends in6ur sOctety," Greg Mello said.' ,.$4:000 a month,.inte·nding topron;lOte its 'the LASG circle as the "patron saint 9f,' "They ·embody and: repres.~nt' a great :0 . ·anti~n).1f;e ·messa·ge. ·Orie.biIlboardbn . nuqlear weapons of mass'(j.estructlon," d~al Qf vio.lence and help legitimize '. Interstate,25 at Algo.dones reads,"Ne'w" is'poilsedto support an annual nuclear' ·lesser forms of violence. ".:. : ...... ' •. Mexico: #Un U1,lclear.w'eapons, #1 in .... ,weapo:qs. budget ·of almost $6 pillion. He . LASG also works to expose LANL pro- poverty; Coincidencer .':., .' , .is 'tht;) chairman of the' Energy and jeets to the public, such. as the lab's' The billboard'points out.the fact that . Water App,ropriations Subcommittee . ongoing Appaloosa project, a weapons" . while New Mexico receives the largest and tl;le chairman of the Senate Budget' .. test in a steel vessel that mimics afis- '. ·federal funding per capita Q?c8.use of.' . ,Committee. . .' . sion. explo~ion. LANL's :waste ·dumping. the lab,' the state slouches at the bottom . On Monday, the BUsh. administration provides yet another ground for .at~ack.. . in statistiCs including-per capita '. asked' for $5.3 billion; but Mello .' "Dtimping Is a perqiarientconsumption" income, educati0n ~md·heaith: ~are, " . suspects the $~riate will-b~mp tip spend-of lap-ct," Mello said. "The s~fety over' . Another b'illboard;::shoViing·a.W(jm~·. ing by $800liii,llion,'f.or' improvements in the long run is unlmowri."· .. '. ..... wearing a, lab ¢oatwith the not0:t:ious" '.' infr~structti~e for housirig weapons. . Mello 'identifieq the organization's atomic mushroom cio1,ld b~hind, reads. : Wftth,the:Bus'h a9.ministratiol1;, LASG short-term goal as improving the quali-' "Nucle,ar Sdenc6?-4 mlr),d.is a,'ter.'rible· "will b~ln 9verdrive,contin~ing to cam-ty of awareness on'a 'day-tq-day basis., .' :thing to w~ste~",TJ:J;e'billb,oard ~s meant pai&n for· disarmari:l:~nt .' , F.br the future, howev.er,-LASG hopes to . to deter·young sci~lllti~ts from taking'. .. . For: anyone who wquldlike to get . help facilitate a, large declmes in. jobs at the -lab.·, .....:':.... :." .iriv:o:lved in a nu~lear-we~pons debatt:l, .. miclear~we(fpons.ar:seTlals, a,s well as . . . I4ello identifi~s. iliis.as"one.of LASG's .. ' MelJ.o recommends writiriglettets to stO'p'pingthedevel6pment'oI newer' .' main objective~ .. To"dls,suadeyo~ sci-':- the',editor as an effeGtive:wayto . . ' weapons. Ultimately, Mello' saiq the . entists from workirig on. Weapons 6,[,'~ .,: .'. 'promote opInions. H.is call to !lims, how-organization would l~keto see 'theUnit~ " n1?,ss de's'ttuction~ -LASG me:mbers,dis-' eve!r, rests 'on the idea that "if we' are ed'States sign the Uniie.d N<ltiOri'S Com· . ,tribute leafl~tsoutsideofthe fabOi'ato~ .,\:' ;really ·awat.eof !in iilj:astice, then weare' ·preh~n~iv¢Test.Ban Tre.aty:::··· . ties'., . ".:' ,'. . :,' ..... '" .obli,gate~ to act.'" . . . '. : The treaty. obliga.-tes nations to ~oP" .' In' late J;i'e.brua~y, LASG, alo,ng..·With..~.· .,: .And.lf awareness ;spawns actions, . riucleart€;sting, th~sto¢kpiling of' .... other disarrp.a:D:i.ep:torgalliz;atibns; .. ' ~"';"'. inaction cr¢ates·a lackof awareness; weapons and the dev€lloprnent o{new '.' issued a public challenge to all·Seien,.: ". MeU6explained,.· . :.... ..' ... nucle,ar weapons. . '.' . tistsand engineerS to.:take a stand.' .. ' ." '~We arejitt out there to change peo-. Mello 'emphasized' hiS .. think-globally; . against nuclear\y¢apOns. bY'si~iriga: . pIe's opiniolls. We want.towork to pave act-locally mentality,' "Community pledge n,0Vel"tO'work on-them. ' .' th~; way for educated opinions, so that awareriess alone will he politically.po}:V- . . As of Tuesday, LASGha,s ),s6 .signa. people 'c~nb-e po)iticallyeffective and erful," he said. "We always havEj social tures," ". . :'. .' '. . sodiaUy transfbrm<;l.tive... .' . transformation in mind." '. { . ··.On. theafternoon:of AprilS, MeIlo'jug- For more inforniationon LASG, go to Born from an.adhoc.group of apout gfed a slew of phone ~,alls, while re'7ding. . w',l;~w.lasg;org . 
..... 
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'Low:..yield'nuclear weapons might help 
. deter attacks from rogue nations, 
but they require new strategic thinking 

. . . . , ,.' Courtesy Sandia 'National laboratories 

A B-1B bomber drops a mock ve~ion of the B61-11 earth-penetrating nuclear Yiamead duriitg a 1997 low-altitude "Iay-down" test at Sandia's 
Tonopah Test Range in the Nevada desert. The bombing approach, in Which the weapon detonation Is delayed, allows the aircraft to.escape the 
nuclear blast that aims to destroy unde~ound bunkers. . 



it I [I {or' 
THE . . I' By C. Paul R~binson 

t'il~~NiilUC.iIJ1£,fll:i.R1l~ i ith every new presidential ad-
DEBATE . . . i.: ~stral tiohn'da strategl

l
'? review 

i IS usua Iy el to reca Ibtate 
TODAY'S ARTICLE is an i the content and direction of U.S. niili-

abridged yersion .of a i . tary strategy and policies. With the end 
paper and speech .1.' oftbe Cold War in 1991, there was con-
delivered by Robinson at . d bl nfus . . 
the Nuclear Weapons '1 Sl era e co ion as to what our na-
DecisiOnmakers' forum ,·tion'sriuclearposture should be.' .' 
last niqhth at th~ Hyatt I There were mimy schools of thought 
Regenw Hotel i.n ! as to what should happen with the large . 
Albuquerque. "",:.1.' arsenal of nuclear weapons b:uilt upby . 

Sponsored by the both the United States and the former 
· Ni.JclearWeaponsand· Soviet Union. . 

Materials Monitor - a ! There was widespread agreeinent that 
riewsletter that closely ./ substantial reductions couldbe .. 

=~~en~:;'s I. =v=~:::ti:a"i!J~~:~~gan 

TODAY;SBYUNE, . 
C. Paul Robinson is president of Sandia 

National laboratOries, one of three U.S, 
I)uclear weapons labs. . 

He formerlY directed the nuClear weajx)lls 
program at Los Alamos' . 
National·t.$oratory and 
also $etVed as an arms 

gao to worry that Ixxause there were 
few public statements by U.S. officials 
inreaffirming the unique role which nu. 
clear weapons play llJ ensuiing U.S. and 
world seclUity, f:lf too many people (in
c1udingmany in OurOWll armed forces) 

'. were beginning to believe that perhaps . 
nuclear weapons no longer had value. 

It seemed to me that it waS time for : corrtrol adviser and as 
the. U.S, amtJassador to . 
the Joint Verification . 
Experiment' . 

In f!1e 1988JVE, the 
United St~es and the 
forffier SoViet Union 

someone to step forward and articulate 
· the other side of these issUes for the pub
'. lic:' first; that nuclear weapons remain of 
· viiaI imp6rtince to the security of the 

obseNiid the detonation of nuclear 
warheads' at each other's test sites for tfeaty . 

. enf~nt purposes. That ~nt' 
paved the ~for Senate ~'ofthe 
1'hreshoId Test Ban Treaty and the Peaceful 

United States and to our allies.and 
friends today and for the nearrufure' and 
second, that nuclear weapons will likely 
have an enduring role in preserving the 

· peace and preventirig world wars for the 
foreseeable future: weapons complex - the· i ealize I . 

meetlngwasatteridectby' ! tor thatgoa.However,the 
some 2OO.ofthe coUliUy's I process is curr'entlypausedat START II, . 

· top nuclear SCientist? and "~I which would set a liniit of3,OOO t() .~--;--. --.----. . Nuclear'Weapons role . . 

NUclear EXplosi0'1 Treaty. . . 

officiais; . . - 3,500 deployed strategic warheads, with clearwe3ponsto compensate.foritslim- The col111113lider"in-chief offue Strate:' 
ON THURSOI\Y, The ' i agreement of orilya frartleworlc for a . . . ited cO!lventioDa1 capabilities to deal .' gicComffiahd, Admira1Rich Mes, suc-

· Trtb!.lnewil/ publish a' . . ,i follow:on START ru (2,00010 2;50() . . With. hostilities that appear to beinyreas- . ciJictly refleetedthe. c'urrentU.S, deter-
tQr)tfast/ng view to . - warheads on deployed strategic lilUnch- ing along its borders. It.seeffis iri". . '. rent policyJast year intestimony to the 
:~'~i~~:~fr:~'O, '/ ers), . . lIed d d escapable thatthe United States must .~. U.S. Se~te: '. .. 

'~~~:nn:!~Group .. ",.!·.,:II":_ ea!e~~~~CY;~~hic~!~~!f;~be- . :re~~u~:~~:~~d' . st~~~~ti~:f=~~~;'~~ 
'. watctJdOg group based in States wou1~atteinpt to lead the way to fivrnothercomers of the world, iIiclud-. and Strategic nuclearJorCesserVe as the 

Sahta Fe. ' .' much smaller nuclear arsenals, as we '. ing the role that nuclear wC(!pQllS inight .most·ViSlble ru:l(i most llnportant element· 
To.comme.nt, write to. sought to eugageRuSsia and the othet: . serve in detening these threats from ever 'of our conimitinent ... (further) deter-

115M Letters to the edrtor, Ii (nucl~t) inheritorstates in more ~- . teaching ~~ aggresSions, . renee of JruUor military attack on the .. 
The Albuquerque Tribune, ,. tive intematioriaJ. relatjons, while at the . . . United Smtes and its allieS, p3rticularly 
P.O. Drawer T,' '. ~ same tim6 sustaining the o'ption to . Nuctear·weapoh$ future attacks involving weapo!JS of mass de-
Albuquerque, N.M. I reann,shoul~ ~ be a revanehist. '.. I perso: nally seethe abolition'ofriu~ stniction, reffiainsopr highest defense 
87103. Ourfax number ., .movement WIthin these states to nuSe' . pn·.on·ty .. " .. . . 
is 823-3689' . '. . c1~weapOns as aniiupracti<:al dream . 

. Our e-mail ~ is . the thrt)atlevd.agains.. .~ the. United S~tes .. "in any foreseeable future. I came to this While the application ofthispollcy' 
lett ~"'ib' . view from several directions. The first is seeined clear-perhapS we could have 

'. ers=""'1
U

, .<;001, } . How many; hOw few? . . . the ~bility of ever''uninventing' .' said even "$lightforward," during the 
1 TlXIay,theh,s. and RusSian strategic or ei-asing'from the human mind the Cold War- application of that policY 
'dialci~ no longer focuses oil the ques- 1olowledge of how to bUild ~ch • . becomes m,ore complicated ifwe con-' , 

; :tion of how many weapons are enough. . WeapoIis. While the sudden IIppeal:lUlce sider applying itto any nation other-than 
'J' But each has.shifted to a more cautipus' pf a rewteiJS of J,luclearweapons: Gauses . RuSsia: . .' . 

stance in COQSidering the flip side of the . only asma1l stiriri a world whefe Sever- . Let me first sti'ess thatriuclear anus 
! . question,"How few are enough?" At the aI tho~ of such weapons alrCady· must never be thought of as a sinile . 
" ... ,1 same time;·tens of thousands of other e~ their apPearance in'a world with7 "cure-a!!" for security concerns; For the 

nuclC(lf weapons ~ theso-cllled ''Don-' .. " . out nuclear w~ns would p~ce' past 20 years, only 10 percent i;lf the' 
. strategic".devices iritended for use ill huge effectS. '. .... '. {j,S. defense budget has been spent on ' 

...1 theater,or tactiCal conflicts - remain The impact of the first two weapOns in nuclearJorces .. The 'other 90 percent is . 
i . outside of the stART frameworkS. ending World War II should be a suffi~ for "war'fighting" capabilities. Indeed, 

.. !

'. . ConSequently; the United States and . cierit eXlimple. I ~lieve that .the worQs corijlicts have contiimed to break; out' 
Russia no longer appear to place nuclear . of Winston Chtirchill, as quoted by Mar-" e;veiy few years in various regions of the 

, ~ liniitations althe top Of their priori- '. gatet Thatcher to a special joint session' gloPe, and these no!lUll9tear capabilities 
I ty Iists,mo~ ~likely because of-an' . of the U.S. Con~ onFebruary 20,' have ~ regularly employed. ..... 

.. !
',,'. fu~ingly sha,rt:d view that; war be-- '1985, reri1airi convincing: "Be careful '. By contrast, we have not Used nuclear . 

. tween th.etwo is far less likely thandur- . . above all thjngsnotto letj~o of the weapons in conflict since World W MIl. 
ing the Cold War era. The U,S; riationaJ. atoinic weapon ililtil you are sure, and . This is an important distinction for us to . 

j security adViser,o,ndi Rice, recen~y more sure than Sure, thatotherineans of emphasi?;e as an element of U.S. deferise I stated that "American security is threat- .. preservmg·the peace are in yourhroxls." policy, and one not well underStood by 
, e!led less by Russia's strength than by its . Sihlliarly, itiS:my sinceie.View that 'the publi9 atlarge, . 
I weakness.and incoherence." Each side ,the majority of the nations that h<J.ve ' .... • Nuclear weapons must never be 
... :1 . now devotes mqre effort to seddrig . now acquired arsenals of nuclear . . ' considered as war fighting tools. Rathei: 
. ways iriwhich tliey might move!o a .' weapons believe them to be suchp6tent· we sho(Jlg rely onthecatastrophicna-
; new relationship as "strategic partners" ,tools for deterring conflicts that they tureofmiclear weapons to achieve war I Russia has already be'guil to empha:' . would never surrender them. 

size the importance of its arsenal ofriti- Against this backdrop, I recently be-
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prevention, to prevent a conflict from 
escalating (to the use of weapons cif 
mass 
destruction), or to help achieve war 
tennination when it cannot be 
achieved by other means, if the ene- . 
my has already escalated the conflict 
through the use of weapons of mass 

· destruction. 
Conventional armaments and 

forces Will remain the backbone of 
U.S. defense forces, but the inherent 

· thieat to escalate to nuclear use can 
help to prevent conflicts from ever 
starting, can prevent their- escalation, . 
as wellas bring these collflicts to a' 
swift and certain end. '.. 

. In contrast to the sihlatlOl:l facing 
Russia, I believe we cannot place an' 
ov'er~reliance on nuclear weaponS, 
but that we must maintain adequate 
conventional capabilities to nnanage 
regional conflicts in any part of the 
world Noting that the United States 

· has always considered nuclear 
weaponS as "weapons oflast resort," 
we need to give constant attention to 
improving conventional munitions in 
order to raiSe the threshold for which 
we would ever 'consider nuclear use .. 
It is just as important for our policy
makers to Understand these interfaces· 
as it is for our cornri1anders. . 

'. An enduring strategic tOol . 
. Let me then stite my most imporc 
tant COnClusion directly: I believe nu
clear weapons must have an abidllg 

· place in the international scene for 
the foreseeable future. I believe that . 
the wOrld, in fact, would become· 
more dangerous, not less dangerous, 
were U.S. nuclear weapons to be aIr 
sent. . 

The most important role for our 
nuclear weapons is to serve as a 
"sobering force," one that can cap the 
level of destruction of military con· 
flicts and thus force all side§ to come 

to their senses. 
Nuclear deterrence becomes in my 

view a "counter'vailmg" force and, in 
fact, a potent antidote to rilllitary ag~ . 
gression on the part of nations: But to 
succeed in ham~ing this power, ef
fective nuclear weapons strategies . 
iuid policies are necessary ingredi
ents to help shape and maintain a' sta
ble and peaceful world. 

What I propose is stjll quite skele- . 
tal in nature, but it appears to have . 
some advantageous characteristics 
that can provide a new approach on 
the way to creating a comprehen
sive, post-Cold War nuclear . 
weapons policy .. 

Cet.ttral deterrence: 'CapOne' 
'In introducing t,his framework, I 

would begin with one critically im
portant observation: Russia t<;>day is . 
the only nation that we can conceive - . 
of with the potential to threaten the 

-u.S. national ~xistence . .It would be 
exceedingly foolish to allow our de- . 
terrent forces againSt RUssia to weak- . 
en as long as that pOtential exists.· 
. Therefote,in #le £).ear teim (say 10 

years or So) our'majorplans and 
force decisions will continue to be . 

. based on hedging against RusSia ... 
The strategy a¢ policy for continu
ing to deter RilSsiaJollows closely 
that which we developed during the 
Cold War. . 

The currenfwar-planning approach 
(known as theBIOP, for Single lute-

-:-gntted Operational Plan) and its con
figuration of forces have been in . 
transition sOmeWhat in recent years, 
but are in S.U1Prisingly good sha~. 
We would continue to fOCus on 
treaty-limited strategic weapons in 

. configurations that lead to stability 
against surprise attacks. 

Our future arms control efforts . 
withRuisiamtist endeavor to some-· 
how take account of the total nuclear 
arsenals. of each side, not just those 
Within the START framework. Each 
. side will want to evaluate carefully. 

its needs fOfnucleat forces beyond 
the mutual deterrence purposes and 
seek ways to harmonize its forces. 

As long as there are large destruc
tive forces in being, I believe that the 
deterrent policy and the force stiuc
ture created during the Co~d War 
. cannot be abandoned entirely. One 
can imagine a continuum of nuclear 
weapons capabilities which at the 
high end could be used to deter Rus-' 
sia and at the low end could be adapt
ed to det«r other states. How the fu
ture unfolds, particularly with respect 
to theater'nuclear planning, will de
tennine Whether and how such a pol
icy and its accompanying capabilities . 
would change overtime. . 

I expecttlie US.-Russiarelation
ship will change only slowly, al
though a warm1ng would be wel- . 
corned, perhaps making it possible 
someday to eliminate the need for the 
bigh end of our nuclear arsenal. That 
is provided of Course that allother p0-
tentially powerful nation - suCh as 
China ~ does.not arise to take Rus- . 
sia~s place. J will designate this capa- . 
bility as Capability One or "CapOne" 
- which riright also be thought of in 
the context of deterriI1g China as 
well. . 

. 'To whom it may C()Ucem' 
But I believe that nuclear weapons 

do have a place and purpose today in 
other than a Russian or Chinese COll
tex~. Rather th~ inflame 'debateS 



prema~elyas to who ~s or may be
come America's enenueS.or adver
saries I would call thy second force· 
capability the "Non-Russian Force," 
or simply "Cliptwo:" In my early 
thinking on this subject, I even re
ferred to this second force as the "To 
Whom It May Concern For~e.': 
..The whole questi9n of, "Agamst . 
whom would we [(;ally contemplate 
the use of nuclear weapons?" ~ an 

· urtportant political and int~rnattonal 
, issue. A direct response nught well 

be "Any nation pr targetable s~b-na
tional entity that, if not otherWIse de
terred, might be'tempted to eQlploy 

. . nuclear weapons, or other weapons 
of mass destruction, against the . 
United States, our forces, or our al~ 
lies." . 

We have adopted policies to dis
courage the proliferation of nuclear, 
chemical, :md biological weapons. 
We have also urged ¢.e accep~ce 

· of treaties that would globally ban . 
both biological and chemical . 
weapons, even though rrogre:ss ~as 

. been agonizingly slow m achievmg 
complete elimination of such . 

· weapons. 
In several crises"U.S. presidents 

have warned other nations that ''un
speakable deStruction" would be the 
result should they resort to attacks on 
the United States or its allies with 
such "weapons of mass destruction." 

Although the United States has 
been careful not to suggest that such' 
r~taliations would inevitably mean 

we would use nuclear weapons, we 
have'Ieft open the possibility for ag
gressor states to conclud~ for ~em- . 
selves that perhaps wenught II?-de~ 
use such weapons. We have'certam
ly wimted adve~es to think hard 

~laie our Cold War policies; that is, 
it should fOCus first on deterrence of 
conflict, escalation controland.war 
prevention, and contemplate nucle~
att;tcks only if deterrence should fail. 

about this possibility.. '. Civilian concerns 
" Unfortunately, we caonot enjoy Among the fundamentals of a P9,!i-

the ambiguity of such dyclarations . cy, the United States shoUld reem-::~;:, 
forever even though the decision to phasize th~ principle it has emb11l:c~(f,. 
'seriously Consider nuclear retaliati()n· for most of the Cold War, namely 
for uSe of less than nuclear weapons '. thai we will never directly or s?,s- ;:",t: 
would carry a heavy burden of tematically target civilians. ~s ... ,,,." 

'demonstrating "proportionality." principle has been a foun~tion of 
I believe we face an even greater our Russian deterrence polley as 

difficulty ifwe look at ~ow we have well, although far too few are even,.,:; 
been going about pla.ntllJ!g for poten- aware of it. ,. " . 
tial Theater Nuclear Options (or I believe 1 am safe in asserting tJ.iaf 
TNOs). There has,been no clear pol- ill considering nuclear deterrence m 
icy in place --:- I can even ~J: the:e a non~Russiati context, collateral';,,, 
has beena lack of clear thinking'm damage issues will be of even, :_-: 

. place ,-regarding "limi.ted nuclear greater importance than ever befot;Y..~. 
attacks." We have been reduced to . These' issues must be better tulder-" • 
contemplating within each potential . stood in ~ntemplating nuclear at"'. '~; 
theater, the particular targets that tacks against a North Korea, an ~l". 
should be held at risk and then ana- an Iraq, or even a Chiri.a. . __ '.' 
lyzing appropriate options for: attack- The fact that civilians in these n~~,.;:; 
ing them with vari?US nuclear. or . . tions have no voice in developing:,~ 
conventional weapons systems. " the policies of their government .,~ 

But, withoutawell-~erstood would make their slaughter 
and well~justified policy. m p~ac~, ¢.e '. abhorrent to Americans, as it wou1~ 
development ofTNOs IS oflumted beto imy well-meaning ~ples o~., _ 
value and might even appear to be the world. However; targeting the .. 
"nuclear waf fighting." I believe that . , .... :,": 
our policy in these caSes should em- Please see BANG/~j' 
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nuclear attack against any aggressor, 
. would be to threaten the survival of BANG frome3 

leadership, along with inili~ the regime leading that state. I do not . 
forces and military capabilities _ mean that the aggressor state would 
the very tools ofaggressiQu _ are cease to exist as a nation, but that 
the appropriate primary targets that governance under the existing na" 
should be held at risk under any U.S. tional government could no longer 
deterrent policy. . . be tolerated. Unless that state's lead-

IP examining the characteristics of ers are deterred from the acts we are·. 
post-Cold War deterrence, it appears seekipg to deter; our war aimS would 
Important to make our policy and' .' be too destroy that leadership. . 
plans both country and leadership The mos(difficult issue maybe 
specific. At the Same time, we the qjlestion of whether or not the 
should appropri!ltely keep our United States would attack a nation 
.th6ughts confidenti<:\l regarding . with nu~lear anils, if that nation Pos-
whom or how. If and when a future '. sessed bIOlogical or chemical . 
~liflict ~~ begins to unfold, that . . weapons but did not posseSs nuclear 
will be the time for'us to conununi- arms at the time and waS not allied to 
cate.....:- directly, but perhaps still not a nation thai h,adn~cl~ weapons. 
publicly _ what it is that we do not We ~~v~ some ~storical examples, 
want them to do; that is whiit we are. and It IS tmperative that theUriited . 

er) non-Russian context. For exam~ 
pIe, if our craft ormissiles had to fly 
near or through Russian borders 
Russia might wen believe that the 
United States was attacking them, 
and a retaliatory response could be 
triggered. Thus, it would appear that 
ballistic missiles may be oflesser 
utility in the second capability of our 
forces, if these would have to transit 
Russia in flying emoute to targ~ts in . 
the nations of concern. . 

Of COuTse; if future missiles can' 
~ave greatly increased ranges, allow~ 
mg them to fly over the South Pole 
or at other polar angles, thy difficulty 
of avoiding Russian overflight paths 
would be alleviated. Ballistic and 
cruiSe missile-carrying submarines 
inherently provide some relief 

trying to deter. That will also be ~tates must avoid being viewed ¥ a 
"yhen we cornmurlleate ourcapabiIi- global hegemorte." '.. 

· against these overflight problems, 
but their patrol areas would have to 

.be altered froDlwhatis currently the 

:ties to hold at risk what they value.' In spite of growi.b.g intemational 
and to protect what we value. pressures, we !lave attempted to pre-
. While we shou1d remain ambigu- vent our hands from beitig tied by 

ous about the details of What our . . ". such a constraint - prefeITing to . 
speci~c responses to their acts of ag- have the policy appear in executive 
gresslon would be, we must make orders and declaratory policies that 
abUndantly clear that our actions could be changed, rather than allow-. 

· would have terrible consequences . ~g treaty· provisions to govern this . 
. for them. . . . Issue. I believe this is the right . 

Finally, the most important foOO- course of action, Those who wouid 
<!ation for our policies and aetions, .advocate that We should not be al-
and ~e mostini.portant part of our lowed to consider deterring chemical 
comrnunications to the other side in or biological attacks with oUr nuclear 
ll11 impendjug crisis must be thai we .. '. arsenal must first show how such at
have the national will, as well as the· tacks mightbe deterred by other 
.means, to canyoui our policy. means. . 

· Adoptingsuch a policy will piace 
· enormous challenges'before the U.S. . '~pTwo' force' 

m.telligence COlDffiunlty ~to pro-' . In soine pak conflicts, such as·the· 
V1d~ the same detailed level of un-

· derstanding about potential aggres- bombing strike against Libya, and 
sors as was determined for the for _ .. during the planning stages of other 
mer Soviet Union during the Cold. contemplated attacks, overflight of 
Wat. This Understanding must in- noncombatant nations, by bombers 
clude elements of their cultUre their or cruise missiles, was a major con-
values, their leadership, as well as ~idenition in determining whether or 
operational, data regarding strategic how to undertake such attacks. Pene~ 
target coordinates and'characteris- tration"Ofthe air space of a sovereign 
. nation With bombers or cruise mis-

tIcs, '1 S1 es would be a violation of intema-
tionallaw;as would be the reentry o'f 
a ballistic warhead through such air .' 
space. 

u.s. declarationS of intent 
, I believe it will be important to . . 

mruse a pa~ of our declaratory policy 
that the U11lted States' ultimate in-' 
tent, should it ever have to unleash a 

Such concerns would multiply 
considerably,if we should contem
plate nuclear deterrence in a (broad-

· case. It should also be noted that 
.while it istheoretical1ypossible t() . 
reach any target on earth with . 
manned bombers, very significant 
tanker support would be required in 
many partS of the globe. 

Next, outside of some number of 
targets in China, there is little real 
utility or need in having any Multi
ple Independeht Reentry Vehicle 
.missileS iri CapTwo. I think we must 

, contemplate placing some number. 
of singlet reentry vehicles carrying 
low-yield weapons on submarine:. 
launched nUssiles. These, along with' 

· cruise missiles from both bombers 
and subinarines, are likely to be the 
most important weapons in CapTwo . 
because they also allow us to h<:\ve' 
"forward-basing" in a crisis, again 
without encountering majorover~ 
flight difficulties. 

Ina somewhatobvious way, aside 
from the still perplexing issues of 
how to hold at risk hardened or 
deeply buried underground targets, I 
believe that we would desire primar
ily low-yield weapons with highly 
accurate delivery systems for deter~ 

· renc~ in the non~Russian world. 
Here, I'm not talking about sub-kilo
ton weapons, or s()-{:alled "ruini
nukes," as some have advocated; but 
rather, devices in the low-kiloton 
regime, in order to contemplate the 
destruction of some buried or hidden' 



targets, while being mindful of the 
need to rninimiz~ collateral damage. 

I believe we can achieve the low~ 
yield levels that are likeiy to be most 
appropriate for deterring wider 
threats, particularly if we are unable 
to design and test new weapons 1.111-
der a nuclear testing moratoriun1, by 
depending on the features inherent in 
many current designs in the u.s. 
stockpile. 

An obvious and also very t<ffective 
approach to obtain low-yield devices 
would be to usedUl11my secondaries 
(the hydrogen or thermonuclear 
components). )his is quick way of 
achieving single-stage (basic atomic 
bomb) yields ~thout having to 
modifY the devices, or to repeat. 
flight tests for the deliverY systems 
or to conduct additional nuclear test
ing., . . .' 

There are many other aspects of 
· modernizing the wafheads' electron
ics as we brinK them into being un- . 
def CapTwo.We c.ould add the abili,. . 
ty to retain a much larger number of 

. pre-planned targets Within each de~ . 
livery system, either within the elec
troniC memories of each warhead or . 
within the fire control systems, as 
has been achieved in advanced con-

'. ventional systems. 
We will also want to consider pos

sibilitiesfor instantly determining 
impact.coordinatesand instant . 
Boinb Damage Assessment (BDA); 
throughalready-<leveloped technolo
gy, in conjunction with the existing 
satellite nuclear explosion detection 
system. 

Slloch a system would critically de-
. pend on the defense satellite COnStel

lationS still functioning during it con
flict in which only a limited number 
of nuclear weapons would be avail
able for use .. 

· During the ColI;! War, we had al
ways as~ed that; in any strategic 
riuclear conflict with Russia, the .. 

. satellite constellations would proba~ 
bly be severely damaged, Changing 
this assumption might open up even 
greater opportunities :for imagina
tion, for example,the ability to in, 

· elude Global Positing System (satel
lite) guidance for even greater target 
precision. . ~ 

Many of the improved guidance 

{,d,ll(:? I 
systems now.being incorporated into 
a variety of modem conventional 

· munitions could quite easily beap" 
plied to nuclear delivery vehicles. 

· Similarly, for the first time it should 
be posSible to .miriimize collateral 
damage - and insure against any 
compromise of design technology . 
~ by including techriology that 
could hannlessly destroy any U.S. 
warhead without giVing nuclear 
yield, for example, if it had flown off 
course to the extent that it would fall 
outside pre-plarined delivery coordi~ 
nates. . . 

· Anns control implications 

TIiepartitioning of oUr nuclear 
forces into two different capability 
sets,eachdesignedfor a different 
primary purpose, may also present . 
some opportunities for fresh think
ing in the area of aims control. . 

As the new administrationUIifolds . 
its arms control strategy it will he . 
timely to exa!11ine how the creation 
of two distinct policies, Strategies, 
and force capabilities might solve 
.some of the elassicproblems inher
ent m past agreements. For e){amp~e; 
the United States (and no doubt the 
Russians also) labored heavily in 
past anus control nego~ations t6 de
velop definitions that, while restrain
ing each side's ~tegic nuclear 
forceS in agreed ways, would not· 
also overly constrain the develop- . 

· mentof new delivery systems in-
· teiKled for·conventional payloads. 
Similar problems can be easily envi
sioned as we seek to continue the 
curren~ limitations on forces intend
edfor central deterrence, while also 
. devoting some of our huclear force 
to detening wider threats. . 
.' A second problem that must be 

considered in the arms cohtrol arena, 
as well as in defense planlling, is the 

. likely Continuing trenel of prolifera
tion of both nuclear and other de- ' 
striictive weaponS in rogue states. 
They could riot hope to directly de
feat the United States in a general 
conflict, but might very well be pre
pared toUse these weapons in an at- , 
tempt to deter the United States from 
intervening in what they perceive to 
be "their" region. 

So far the existing agreements . 
(the Nonproliferation Treaty, agree
ments to create nuclear weapon-free 
zones, or nuclear test ban treaties) . 
have had only marginal success. 
Eventual agreements for limiting 
CapTwo forces would need to be 
evaluated against the totality of po
tential threats. 

Justa stan 
As with any significant departure 

from the status quo, there iS'much 
more work to be done in evaluating 
the pros and cons of this duality 
framework -'- of reconciling the 

. needs for a contlnuingceritral deter
rence while also deterring wider 
threats .. 

DiViding the strategic world ahd 
the corresponding force capabilities. . 
into two distinct parts '-.:... CapOne 

. andCapTwo-opensupmanyav
enues for thougllt; and we should . 
thoroughly explore these "new teni
tories"· as weundettake the uPcom~ 
ing Nuclear Posture Review. Withih . 
our own staff at Sandia Natibna:! . 
Laboratories, in Albuquerque, each 
individual who has considered the 
possibilities '---'- which tpis approach . 
allows -leaps to additional ideas . 
. and opportunities for nuclear deter- .. 
rence in the future. 
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The' fireball from a low-yield i kiioton (:1,000 tons of TNT) 'boils out of its crater during 'the cod~amed "Ess" nuclear lximb test 
detonation on March 23,. :1.955, at the Nevada Test Site. That bonib was slightly smaller than those proposed by Sandia National laboratories 
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· Eu~iSIns hide rearlties 
.."~&llatera1dmnage'! is'ae~~ . .... . 

phemism for the ciVilian death and ,', 
. ' ~on attepdantu~tl a nlili~ , 

attack, In the case ofa nuClear·, . " '. 
weapon,'even: <I: sm~ilorie;Su~h'~cOi
.IateraldamageH Will be ext~ve.· '. 
, . \Veamns in th<,-.}ow kil6toniahge, , 

· as p,aw ~eStsmight'be approPri- .. 
,a~e,!()this "Capability Tw,?," equId . 
'~YcaUSt(hundre<Js; thousapds, or· 

· . evejiteriSof-thousarids of civilian" .: 
'.' '. deaths,depell<ijng upOn target loca~.· .. 
· ti6n.: _..J. ,. • , . 

". ' J'Q Ollf office we bayecill:CUlaied .' • 
· . the nillltiryefreCliv~'ofIow~ '; .. 
· yieldnuclear·y{~a'g~~\lf-.·· 
· rent and fQnneturi~giotindIraqi '. 
targets. EVeQusiiig 6Ptimisticas-; , . " 

· ~tionsaboUte..irth~~~trating , 
nucl~ ~eapons, rilodestly&ep . 
bunkers ru:e not destroyed . . 
, .. '. W~ have alSo ~lybegUn tOO" 
· process Of assessing the resulting 

civilian &aths from sUch an attack . 
:.; on~' same fu.rgets. ,'tix; reslIits are' 
.simply.horrendo\lSiU eviY WaY·ln- , 
· t~ air pla$1effeqts,eveU frOml.J:fr. 
· dei-grOund explosions/and, night.: '. 
. mare'leveIsof1ocilfaIloui Will kiiI 
. thOUsands of C~ViliaDS 'overa wide .:'. 
mOius in,moSt cases: . . . " . 

. - ~ingthe:0eld ofthe'w~ 
:to atte~destmction of a deep tar-. 
.getw6l)ld just kill inore Civilians> -
And What is perhaps most (elling is 
thafnoopecan ptedictwhere;or -." 

· :howinany, the:casUalti~s willbe. ' " 
-.Paul'sUseofthehopefuJ,pprase· ....• 
"~goollateril;ldanlagesH .. 
. doesn't come' tomos With these re~ 
alities.· '. 
;:~Paul's p~ans ~e.rhore tbrui 

•. j~inefIeCtive and UnniomI.1)ley .' . 
.. areillegaUn 1996, the Inieroatitmal' ' 
· Cot!rtot'JUSticeheaId a caSere-" " . 
.qu~ed:by fueGeneral ~blyof 
'. 'the United Nlitiortsregardiilidhele-' 
, ga4ty ofJhethreat otuseofnu\>lear.< ' .. 

'. wea~nS. Inbrief, the' court found 
·thatal1nucl~ weapon~ would De. 
illegal, except possibly in1he ex~ " 
tr.e~e case in whicQ the. "ery sur- . 
Vlval of a ooqptIy was at stake .. 

Clearly, this condition would nOt·· 
be met in.the case of-ahatlack on' '. ' . 

.•.. u.S. troops by weapoils of mass de-
• s1:niction,or byeven the detonation 
ofqne ~r tw<,> nuclear W~t1s on 
US. soil. Even in the 'C3Se of , 'Very 

· . Sin-vi-val," the U>.Urt.did'uot find for' . 
· leg;ldity,Qut sinipJY declilied to luI~: . 
· . FUrther;the·Co\ut.found that any ' .. 
· m~clear,~, wouldnee<i to oomply', . 
• \V,lth tb<r'aW$ of \V31,': ("lnuilaruWjan ; 
:I~w'TIn brief, :theselaws:- which . 

.. ~~Ught~eyerYD.S,offiCef.~· : 
.~ the awli<;atioo of milif?IY fofC{l , 

· w~~hcanriot~t¢betWeen'
,'CoPl\>atimi$, ~ oonCQtnbatantS,or' 
ootW~n: neutralaIKl:t>elligerent' '. '.' . 

···.COQIltries~Whicb~·OiSpropQrtionate 
, . to rati?-tlal nlllitary opj~Vell, or -

Which is~t ~y nlllitaiily:nec-' 
essary .. 

~~~=r$I~ 
.... PaUl p~.In fact,sucliuse" '.' 

~~W:~~~p=~~~ .: 
':web. :U~.eS4tbliShed prinCiples, of .• 
mterrurt.i.on.alhUjuanitariah law wiI1~· 

. nil igoo~.oi:blindobedien~ in' . 
sUchinatt~ dO ®tby'themselves, 

. ,Constitute a plausible defenSeagamst • 
,th~a$Si~t o(respOnsibilitY for . 
'cnme~camed 'out with such . 
:w~ns:-.--· .. · ': ." ..... 

, '.' -.ill other w~rds, Paul himself could.· 
. in thf;X>rybeliable to pro~tition, -
.' should the pOliCiei;he advocates be' 
'Put intq P1<\ctice, . . . 
- . N9t oilly istbC~Use of nuclear 
wea~, tOaI1tntents'andpurposes, 
banned bylayr,but the iinprove-' .• 
. ~entsthatPa~1.S'\lggCSts makhlg tp '. 
tlie weapo~ --,--.- aIld in fact their very 
po~S$lOnli1to the future ~ are ..' 
p6lkies that the United stateshasal~ 
read~ agreed toehd,in bip:qmg· •... 
treaties and in offiCial declarations . 
pursuant to those treaties. . 
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tic~.in. i996; it was ummi1n64SIY te" ter: Paul's ''widefdetefrenf' wotlI<f' , 
,bi .1968; theUriited SttteSsigrn;q ( jected The court instead ruled that: ' .. only be credible to' the extent that it ' 

. the Nuclear NonproPferation Treaty,. . .. ' "'Th~ree~:>ts anobligatibn topur~ were ~ not only ~ perception tmtin 

Nuclear havesvs.have-noJs 

OJ.: NPT.The esseneeofthistre.atJis SUe in good faith and bririgtoa con-' actuaUty.:-ma<;l·; .,. 
a deal betWeen the nuclear ~'haves " clusion riegotiatiQns l@dlng tq nll:~>" . Finally; any.useofa nuclear' . . 
like ~, who pronrised t6 get rid of . . cleardisannamerit in all its aspects .' weapOn, wl),etber inbattle()r in 
their arsenals someday, and the nu- Under strict.~effective'illtema:tion.,. ··.·teprisal, would ill itseIfcompnse a··.· 
clear ''have-nots,'' whopromised1n, ' at control." , . .' .......; . . ,.t~taldefeatforthe US. milit3J:X.fl,ijd .' 
retun;l never to aCquire nuClear" 'These~indingdisatmament Qbli,g.,. its ide:us. Itis for those ideals,ani.'· 
:weapons.]twas adea1the United'·. atiohS haye increased ill political im--: ...notfor a more pasSive concept of-

· 8fute$ ,strongly wanted then andstill 'portance ·sfuCe the end of the Cold . "SecUrity," still less forgIoQai '~.:. . 

. ~. ::~£gl?t~~~f~Z::,·. ·=~!~~~r:e!=~~~t' .. ~i~/;~~%~~~f~a:.t·{.; 
· '. Constitution calls the "supreme law . ··.reach~idter anall1light ~ion ill . qu4'es its dignity and itsrespectl¢. . , 
'oftbel::md" . . .. . ,May of2000, by 155 NPT si~t<r' society precisely becaUSe o{its~; , 
. :~me 182 C9UO,tri~hav~ agreCd , ries, includingthe U:S. ari~th~ other servience t9 law and to those id~. 

· ~ not to posse~ otheip deve)opnu~: ." . ' .. nilcleaiwelq>ons states; ~'. '. ...... '. then.and now. ~ is no do'9bt,~ , 
clear weapons und~ this treaty,aQd . . ... ~yagreoo;among otherpiomis~:.': Paul's p!an,e.vetiprior to a,cnwA\u'A< 

· the nopils jrestablishes'arevifully.·' '. ·.es, to: "i\nunequiv'oCal underlakiiig', . clear ~',:W0u1d corrode.~1Qt~, 
impoiiallt, even without a direct: .'. 'py the huclear weapon states toac-,the milftarY and evenfor the Ut1!t~;.· . 
rnechanisnHoremotcement Our •. , ·...·,coip.plish:thet6tue~tioii of' ...• States Itself. ' ' .••.. " .' " , .. ' .. 
,nuclear disa1matnent 'oomlnitment is : their nu~l$ atsenais leading to'nu~ , If Some l¢OO6tor grouirSQughtiJO. . 
speIltxIout in ArtiCle VI, which .. ' . deardisan)lament to which iill' "piing'about tl)e dOwnfall of the tfiU,t,:, 

· teadSinfulk ,. ..' stateS and parties a!ecolfuruttedun~eq States~fuirdly a~el,' p1~: . • r 

'. . "Each'Dfllie Parti~ t6.tlie Treaty .' ,der Article ve' . could be foundtharttcflUtesotne,' , ' 

~r:~~:~~~~!=:"·'o:~~~J:~:::u~e.~~~e!:!~,:~=,:~~!U¥W~'i 
lating to cessati9Pofiliefluclear ·.:c6nnni,tments and their replaCement .. lllaityrthe;enemy;, provt¥ a,potHnL, 

· armsTace at an~lyaate andto\ . . . with quite different nOnl1s; ones' :. '. focus .for s1Illlll,~nnKanti-lJ.S;,~'c:· '" 
, complete fllicleardisarniament, arid .. ' Which willrilalce tMwoI'kofhislalr '. ~ntmep.tsarOlmd theWorld,j1J#ify.~ 
· on a treaty fo~ genera1andwmplete 'ofatorie~expresslYlegit1tn~te;. " .' mg th~ useofweapo~of1l1aSs,~e .. :' 
; disanriainent under strict and effec- .. '. Sho~ld iliat bappen,''the nuClear non- .~cnon by O\ll' et1enues;.touc~·,?'if~ 
.tive internationalcontrol.'; ." .' ", proliferation, regime establiShed by" 8lobalscramble for~ose~~IJS,>' 

'rhi~ u-eatyestabUshes .illl~w two the NPT will unquestionably unrilv~,," .~dth~ m~()f t,herrdelivelJi: . 
,important norinS:' DO·not improve '. eLPam ~y be ab)~ to foolmost of'.' break apart ~t? a1li~~~n whio]:C. 

· nuclear weaponS; arid db n{)t possess the ~pleinost Of the time; but he ' ,we depend, ~berate~lIldi~dmil:ailP . 
. them ~ whetllij iris ¢ontinuous .' . ". will not fool the nations whose secu":' '.' ' organizedvlOlynce lnQUr,o'I-'IA ~t-
non~pOssessiol1 by most coUntries,' ,·rityis ilireatenedby his ideaS; .ety.ltalso W9uld de-legitimiiyo)# . 
,and/or event$l nonpossession by . .' . .' ." government ill the eyesof its ~itV 
fuefivecoimtrlesreeogirized runlu- US ~at stake' zens. .... .. 

· clear w¢aPonstatesin the treaty. It '.' Indeed,itwoUld bean~ritlaw;ay~ 
cannot be overempbasizedthat th.ese . For al1th~ reaSons' and mo~; the .' it Would be Wi<;lelX recogD1zeda.s" r 

· nonhS were spollSQred, advanced; " deterrent Paul propoSes would J)Ot be . such;' and it would make of thiS .• ',,' 
· and ratifie?by the full gO'verrurumt credible. TheI:Cfore it would not de-' country an outl~w nation;.' .. 
of the United States, and continue to 
be 1}dvapced and suppOrted in each 
aIfd every intemationalgathermg're-
vieW41g the'operationofthis treaty: 

'. It could be 'argued thatto fulfill 
· this commitment we have only to 
ny, not necessarily to succeed; to 
end the arms race and to disarm. The 
United states used that argument be
fore the Intematiorial Court of Jus-



Billboards blast· 
bomb industries 

Tourists driving 1-25 between 
Albuquerque and Santa Fe expect to see 
billboards extolling ski resortS, restaurants 
and casinos, but may be surprised by a 

. series of evocative ads that question the 
nuclear-weapons industry in New Mexico. 

The Los Alamos Study Group, a non
profit, research-oriented, nuclear disar
mament organization in Santa Fe, has 
placed five billboards with an anti
nuclear weapons theme along that stretch 
of highway. 

The billboards' messages: "Welcome to 
New Mexico, America's waste colony"; "New 
Mexico world center of weapons of mass 
destruction"; "New Mexico #1 in nuclear 
weapons, #1 in poverty, COINCIDENCE?"; 
and" 'Nuclear weapons are incompatible 
with the peace . 

we seek for the 21st Century' - the 
Vatican." 

The billboards highlight the fact that 
more federal funds ($1.8 billion) are spent 
per year in New Mexico on nuclear
weapons research and production than any 
other state, and that the state is home to 

. over 2,500 nuclear warheads. This booming . 
nuclear industry is contrasted with the 
state's high poverty rates and nuclear
waste problems (Los Alamos Lab's Area G 
alone contains 7 million cubic-feet of 
radioactive and chemical waste). 

You can reach the Los Alamos Study 
Group at 212 K Marcy~t:reet, Suite 10, 
Santa Fe, NM 87501, call 5051982-7747, e
mail info@lasg.org, or check out the group's 
Web site, www.1asg.org. - John Rosapepe 



Sen. Seeks To Restore 
Funding for Nuke Pits 

. ~zA{ol . .. 
~y JENNIFER MCKEE several years ago ·of builcijng 
Journal Staff Writer r.ep14cement pits in small.quallti

ties. 
The Bush administration's feder; LOs Alamos National Lab was des-

al.budget will leave our country out ignated the nation's new pit produc-· 
of pits, not in the pits, according to tion facility.. . 
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M. So far, scientists at the ·lab have 

And that's a bad thing. 
A pit, in this case, is the Softball. _ yetto build it certified pit, one that 

passes rigorous standards and can 
sized plutonium orb inside every 1:>e placed in an existing weapon . 

. nuclear· weapon in the nation's Thanks to. cuts in the latest DOE 
stockpile. Pits cause a m"clear . 
explosion; without them, no nuclear ~~et, Dome~ci Sai~ the lab never 
weapon would work. . 

The United Stat~has not built a "This budget puts off. the certifi-
new pit since 1989,.and some scien- ca!ion and· "elivety of a pit: to the 
tists fear the' aging pits may not military indefinitely," the senatQr 
work as planned. Th ensure the reli-, said last week. . 
ability.of nuClear weapons as well . The proposed DOE budgetclJts . 
. as mamtafu a work force with the funding for pit production at LOs 
knowledge to build a pit, the Energy .A1amos to $129 mill.1on, down frQm 
Departlnent launched. a campaign . . See DOMENICI on PAGE 3 

, Domenici .Urges Funding for Nuke Pits 

from PAGE 1 

.. $145 miliion this fiscal year. 
Energy SeCretary Spencer Abra

ham, during a visit to the lab last 
week, said the cuts Will not throw 
the department off its goal of build
ing a certifiable pit by 2003, DOE's 
self-impo.sed pit deadline. _ 

According to Domenic~ .there's. a 
difference between a "certifiable 
pit," one that is built and could be 
certified, and a "certified pit," or 
one that.is ready to be delivered to 

. the military and placed into a 

menton certification." 
He estimates Congress Illust add 

another $148 million to the pit bud
get if DOE expects to have a certi
fied; ready-to-use pit delivered to 
the military by 2009. 

Abraham said during his LOs 
Alamos visit last week that he takes 
seriously the importance of pit pro
duction, but added that while 

. Domen~ci was one of his best 
friends when the two served in the 
Senate together, Domenici "needs 
to give us a little time" to figure out 
the Energy Department ropes. 

nuclear weapon. 
. While the department may pro

duce a certifia1:>le pit by 2003, the 
DOE's propOsed bUQget cuts render 
any real-life usable pits a pipe 
di-eam for the-foreseeable future. 
'~The budget request is totally 

inadequate," the senator said; 
uUnd~r an ~lier plan, ~ new, certi
fied pit was to' be delivered to the 
qillitary in 2001." . 

That obviously' didn't happen, aDd 
. according to Domenic~ the DOE's 
proposed. budget, released earlier 
this month,. "includes no commit-

Domenici is already pushing to 
eXpand the DOE budget:; by almost 
$1.4 billion. . .. 

Some say DOE doesn't need all 
that money to make a pit. Greg Mel-. 
10, of the Los Alamos·Study Group, 
a lab watchdog organization based 

. in Santa Fe, said· many countries 
routinely crank out pits for a frac
tion of what the United States has· 
aiready spent with little result. 

"Ask the North Koreans," Mello 
said, referring to that )1ation's 
young nuclear weapons program. "I 
bet they can make a pit." 



Critics Question 
LA LCerro 
Grande Funds . . . 

· Some are conce'med about the 
. ~.:!t\ ~ 

::J ~. 

A year ago this month the 
Cerro Grande Fire was started: 
at Bandelier National Morm
men!: The blaze ultimately 
swept.' . ." 

· millions in federal dollars the lab has 
received to repair the fire's damage -
and how they're being spent 

..,! • 

~: 
.. \; . 

through Los 
. Alam()s, 
. destroying 
the homes of 
more than 

.f/b/ot 
By JENNIFER MCKEE 

'. Journal StajfWriter 

· LOS AlAMOS - The Cerro' 
. Grande Wildfire of a year 

. ago blackened parts of Los . 
. Alamos National Laborato-

ry. Now. the' fire is bringing in 
something green ,a large wind-
fall of federal money. . . 

Ashes still w(,!re smoking around 
the laboratory last summer when 
lab managers began adding up. 
their losses:. 
. • 29 destroyed trailers that had 
been temporary9ffi~ space. . . . 

• 20 computers burned entirely, . 
many more damaged by smoke . 

• ' Miles of destroyed power 
lines. : . 

'c, • More than 100 storag.e sheds 
burnedtoihe gl-ound, including .' . 
one which held millions of dollars 
in scientific equipment that melted 
into a puddle of aluminum, 

· Congress gave the lab and the 
Department of Energy, which ' 
oversees it,almost $342 million to 
dean up and repair from last . 
May's Cerro Grande. wildfire. 
. A critic says the sum,almost-$90 
million more than the cost of the 
Big I construction in Albuquerque, . 
is another example of the lab and 
DOE spending huge amounts of tax 
money just because they can. 

Others, like Everett Trollinger, of 
the DOE's Los Alamos office, ' 
which oversees lab spending, said 
Congress and the government are 
scrutinizing how every penny of 
the LANL's fire money is being 
used. 

"They've got a lot of people 
breathing down their throat;". 
Trollinger said. 

So far, the lab and DOE have 
spent $84 million, or about 25 per
cent, of the fire mOIi.ey. 

:,. )0$13 STfOPHENSQNi ~9JjRNAl.: 

CONTROVERSIAL. ,,·stkuCTURE:' 
. Los Alamos National Lclboratory 
. and the Department' of --Energy 
already have spent $84 million on 
post-fire cleitnup and r~coverj, 
including $8 million for this dam in 
Pajarito Canyon designed to pro..' 
tect lab facilities downstream. 

About $8.million went to the 
Army Corps of Engineers to build 
a dam in Pajarito Canyon, designed 
to prevent a flood from washing 
over sensitive lab buildings there. 
The fire left hillsides around Los 
Alamos denUded of vegetation, 
raising the possibility of flooding 
or mudslides from heavy rains'; 

Millions more went into cleaning 
up, clearing outaild otherwise 
preparing the lab to reopen after it 
was evacuat~d along with the rest 
of Los Alamos on May 7, 2000. 

Almost $92 million more is allo
cated for big-ticket items, some 
controversial, such as two new 

ti: . 400 families 
and individu
·als. Th mark 
the first 
anniversary 

:: : 

:: 

of the fire; the Journal is taking 
a look at its lingering effects .. 

-.' ThesertestJegan AprU29 and 
Continues through Monday .. 

office buildings at $S million a 
piece, a new emergency operations 
center at a cost pf $20 million;and 
$2SffiilliQiJ. to partiaIlyrebuild the. 
lab's electronic fire alarm system. 

Fire as an excuse? 
Not everyone is pleased with 

explanations for the big-ticket . 
. itt~ins:Although public criticsare 
few other government agericies:'
behind the sceries - have ques-

. tioned the amount doled out to the 
lab. 

See, CRITICS on PAGE, 8 
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Critics Question 
. . 

Lab'S. Fire Funds 
from PAGE 1 

"It doesn't take a very sensitive 
nose to smell a rat here," said 
Greg Mello, of the Los Alamos 
Study Group, a Santa Fe-based 
lab watchdog group. 

Mello questions mqch of Cerro 
Grande spendmg, arguing that it's 
a way for the lab to pay for things 
it should have bought a long time 
ago - but didn't in favor of 
spending for its nuclear weapon 
programs. . 

He points to the two office . 
b~il?ings the lab will build, at $5 . 
millIon each, with fire money. 

, The lab is using the fire as an 
excuse, he said, to pay for what if 
should be buying routinely:- . 
suitable office space for workers. 
. The lab gets more. than a billion 
dollars every year. This year the. 
lab's budget was $1.46 billion; 
excluding millions spent on con-. 
struction. That's just shy of the 
budget for the state of North 
,Dakota. . . 
· . Mello wants to kiiow why the 
lab can't build office buildings 
with money in its annual budget. 
. "What has happened to the lab's' 
ability to manage money?" he 
aSked. 

One vexing problem for LANL 
is how to fireproof the 46,000 
drums of sfored nuclear waste 
and aliquid radioactive waste 
treatment plant. The litb has $29.1 
million budgeted to deal With . . 
those problems, and lab budget 
experts said last week they still 
don't know exactly how they'll 
spend it. . . 

Cleaning up 
. Before the lab could reopen 

· af~er the fire, said Jim Holt, 
LANL's program director for 
,J)ujldings and construction, crews 
l.I.<.\9to survey all 8 million square 

· feet of lab office and work space. 
. "Everything was dirty inside" 

said Ming Moy, deputy directo; of 
the lab's Cerro Grande Rehabili- . 
tiltiort Project, which is plannihg 
the rebuilding efforts. 

~rews sha~pooed rugs, cleaned 
wmdows andm some cases . 

. scrubbed the walls, said James 
Rickman, a lab spokesman.Com~ 
puters had to be cleaned. Hun-

· d~eds of airJilters were clogged 
WIth ash, and some, like those 
that s~t tiny particles of Plutoni- . 
urn from the air, don't come 
cheap, Holt said, ' 
. In all, the lab has allocated 

about $100 pllllion overtwo years 
to build the dam, repair buildings 
~d prevent erosion. Of-that, $48' 
millIon has been spent. . 
:According to StephenMee one 

of the project managers for the . . 
, . lab's rehab, that money bought a .. 

· lot of work. Last year alone, . 
crews tor.e down 63 old buildings 
nO longer used and at risk to burn' 

· inotherfircs and stacked 2(),OOO 
~dbags and 38,000 straw bales 
and wattles to stop erosion and 
control potential flooding. 

The lab also had acres of forest 
- some of it burned - to deal 
\\rjth, It spent several' millIon dol
lars last year sawing down 20 000 
!'>urned trees; raking 200 acre~ of . 
soil baked by the fire into a glaze 
that would repel water unless 
manually broken apart, and 

. spreading 10 tons of seed. 
· The cost of some of the other 

plans for the Cerro Grande mil- . 
lions has raised questions - espe
cially when compared to the 
~periding of other agencies with 
similar projects. . 
~k~ ~he lab's forest-thinning 

proJect. The lab wants to thin out 
trees: on 10,000 acres, much ofit 
near areas where scientists con
duct high explosives eicperi~ . 

· ments. Mee expects the project to 
· cost between $6 million and $9 . 
million, to be paid by Cerro 
Grande Fire money. 

Compare that to the Santa Fe 
National Forest's thinning pro
jects. A typiCal 8,OOO-acre thin
Iling project runs 'about $2.5 mil
lion, said .SusanBruin, of the San~ 
ta Fe NatIOnal Forest. The deli
cate and expensive Santa Fe 
!Vatershed Thinning Project will 
cost around $5 million, she said, 
far and away the most costly and 
p~fully orchestrated thinning 
project on the forest. 

But even that is cheaper than 
the lab's thinning estimates, 

The difference, Mee said is the 
complicated web of securitY reg
ulations DOE and the lab must 

Greg Mello, of the Los 
Alamos Study Group, a 
Santa 'Fe-based lab 
watchdog group, questions 
much of Cerro Grande. 
spending, arguing thaUt's 
a ;way for the lab to pay for 
thi"ngs it should have 
bought alon,g time ago-. 
but didn't infavor of 
spendingfor its nuclear 
weapon programs. 

follow to do anything - from' 
workihg with plutonium to cut - . 
ting trees - on lab property. . 

. Because the thinning crews 
don:t have special security clear"· 
ances, they'll need t9 be escorted 
by someone whQ does. The nile is 
one escort for every six non-
. cleared workers. Additionally, the 
escorts must run through cum
bersome security regulations 
every timethe work crews enter 
and leave the lab. 

Security delays I 

. All that takes tinle. Mee esti
mates DOE work crews'lose 
ab6ut31f2 hours of every 8-hour 
work day going through security. 

To make up forthe delays, Mee 
plans on working the crews over
time, andthafs expensive, he 
said. He also has to pay the 
escorts .. 



Furtl~ercomplicating tlihigs isa 
DOE-wide ban on, openburriing. ' 

That'means crews' can't: pile and 
burnitees culled from DOE lands 
like they can on the Forest Ser- ' 
vice. Mee ,said heplims to get rid 
of some Of the trees as firewOod 
to the publ~c and saw logs for 
localltJ.mber mills. But that ruso , 
costs time and m!>ney. 

Because every single person 
who wanted a cord of lab pifion 
would have togo through hours of 
security procedures to fetch it, 
'Mee·said lie plCll,ls OIl hiring other 
crews tohiindle up an~ move the , 
fireWood to.an accessible place, ' ' 
further driving upcosts. , ' 
, The lab's propoSed $25 million 

fire alarm system also raisedeyec 
browS. Trollinger exPlained the ' 
cost by sayingthe lab is buying 
more than standard office build" , 
ing fire alarms. LANL will use 

,specialized co91puter panels, 
installed in each 1;milding . 
designed to transmit news of a 
fire and any otheremergepcy to a 
centr~ command. " , ' , 

Critic Mello also questions an 
,-effort to Ciltalo~(archaeological 

Sites, that is to be financed With 
Cerro Grande fullds. " 

"Takell as awhole, they cou.ldn't 
, justify this much money any oth- . '. 

er way," he said. 

" 

. ' 

.... 
'.' 

Mello said the lab is spemling , 
as much 'cleaning up from the fire 

, -one that burned hardly any , 
p~rmanent stiuctures'>'- as it did ", 
in a whole y~ durjrig the Man- , " 

" ruittaI1 Project days: Andth~t's in 
dollars adjusted for today!s m(la-

, lioo. ' '." """ '. 
,'" "Whatthls.saysisspending . " 
,money' att,os Alamos is, consid- , 
, ered to be an absolute good by 

Sen. ·Pete Domeri,ici and lab lead
ership," lw said. ':What thiSlil?,u- , 
ey actually buys IS ~econdary. , " , 

Lab officials haVe said they 
weren't compensated at all fot " 
one costly loss fromthe fire-' , 

: dai'nage:tores~chthat occurred 
because the lab had to shut down 
duririg :the fire or when,ccimputer 
records burned.., " 
, Domenici's office is satisfied ,: 

'willi the:spending. Every month, ; 
bOE officers in Los Alamos send'. 

, detail~d reportl>.to the appropria-
, tions committ,eeS of both th,e U .S~ 
House and Seoate. Domenici is ' 
chairman of the Senate Budget 
Cominittee. "" ' i ' • ' 

The lab first requested $408 
million for cleanup, slj.idClay Sell, ' 
a Domenici aide. Congresswhi~
tIed it down from there and has '., 

. regUlar ovetsight over w~ereall 
the money is going: . .. 

"It's. appropriate for us. to m~ke 
sure th,emoney is being spent m . 
~he way Congress intended,"h~ 

. ·smd. "It all looks square." 



DOE budget 
cuts·curblocal . 
• · .. :EFlprojects S-/13(Oi 

, " " By ROGE;R SNODGRASS living near-these sites. Thequestio\1 
,Monitor Assistant Editor " ,is this: do we follow that course or 

The fallout from 'Department of seek change? I seek change. And 
"Energy, budget' cuts, has become that begins; with some very serious 

more visibl~l1ndmore particular in, study:" , 
the lasffew weeks as the prefer~ Meanwhile, the next phase of the 
ences:of the, new aclministfatipD, "bLidgetbattles gear up, as Sen. Pete 
have been made inore explicit, "Domenici;R-N.M., chairman of the 

While citizens' , groups ha'v~ , powerfulSenate Budget Committee 
expressed 'concern for the risks of said on Friday that increasing fund
delaying environmentai 'cleanup,ing 'for the Department of Energy 
and ehvironmentalists insist that next year is "not only appropriate, 
funding' is not the real problem, but urgently needed." 
Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham As reduced funding targets for 
emphasized his intention 'to DOE's environmental management 
"rethink a host of programs while (EM) budget for next year became 
we craft the Bush Administration's evident to the, Albuquerque Opera
policy," tions office, said Ted Taylor, 

In, presenting the details of the DOE's project manager for envi
$18.1 billion budget on Wednesday, ronmental rehabilitation, the cen
Abraham argued for a pause to find tral office had to defer or cut pro
new approaches. gram elements planned for next 

"When I assumed this office," he year from activities that were in the 
said,!'I was told that the schedule works this year. 
calls, tor the remaining cleanup to , The president's'budget, said Tay-

'take some 70 years at a cost of $300 lor, set a figure of $39 million for' 
billion. ThiH' 'is not good enough. next fiscal year for environmental 
And I share the frustration of those (Please see, BUDGET, PageA-12) 
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management a(Los Alamos Nation
al Laboratory, a reduction of about 
$15 million from the adjusted budg
et for this year, and provided strict 
guidelines on how to spen:d the 
funds. Top priorities were assigned 
to groundwater studies andinvesti
gating the most complex cleanup 
problems, those that may be the 
most difficult to manage. 

As local officials weighed 
LANL's baseline activities on the 
new scales, many individual envi
ron men tal programs had to be pared 
away and deferred in order to meet 
the new requirements. 

Among them were: 
• Delays in cleanup of hazardous 

waste at LANL by as much as 19 
years, from 2013 to 2032 

• Delays in investigating environ
mental impacts on San IIdefonso 
tribal lands and assessing risks of 
hazardous material in the Native 
American environment 

• Delays in 'deploying high per
formance teams to accelerate the 
investigation and cleanup of high
level waste disposal areas 

• Delays in investigation and 

clean-up of Technical Area 21, an 
important parcel in the planned land 
transfer from DOE to Los Alamos 
County 

• Reductions in force of as many 
as 5S environmental workers, a third 
of the current workforce, and 

• Delays in cleanup of Acid 
Canyon "hot spots" 

The Acid Canyon problems, 
which were reported' to the Los 
Alamos County Council last month, 
were the subject of an April 24 rec
ommendation by the Northern New 
Mexico Citizen's Advisory Board 
(CAB) to the DOE-Los Alamos 
Area 'Office. 

Citing 20 years of exposure to 
radioactively contaminated waste
water from laboratory buildings and 
a liquid-waste treatment plan, CAB 
Chair Menice Santistevan-Man
zanares requested removal of an' 
additional 228 cubic yards of rela
tively high levels of radioactive 
contaminants that were detected on 
the Los Alamos County land in 
1999. 

The recommendation was the' 
third most costly among four 
options, ranging from doing nothing 

... -~""---:-"-:-:-:'::''''"~'-"'-:;:''~':'''''";':-:-' 

LosAlamos,Monitot . , ....:.~ 

~.c:" 

. .: . ..:. ." .. ;. "':." .: " ' .. ' ", .... .~ 
to removing 880 cubic yards, or vir- Environmental Restonition' (ER) department revie'>y.s would "provide easily be made up ,from the' speCi~ 
tually all the plutonium contaminat- commitiee, helped form'ulate the iliiaance'to' correCt what I perceive supplemental appropriation LA~ 
ed sediments. recommendations. She called the as ,a'ilU)'llber :of extremely, unfortu- received after the ,Cerro Grarid~ 

In a revealing response to the cuts, "PellQY wise,and pound fool- riate issues within the proposed Fire. ,'" "", ' ,~ 

';r~B D~: ~ect;~:~tt ~;~~e~~1~~" iSh;~iing:~)'llO;ey: •• away from' enV!- '~~jr~~:,;tigJ~r~~~l:t~t~¥.~~{t~o • the!;} en:¢lb'~r~Tl<~~~~~~~et~o:~l~:~:~' " 
DOE concurs in your recommen-ronmental'restoniiion adds totheEiietgY"iiliaNatuiar'Resb'i'i~ce*'com-<~ shdlfi'fal1s~j'nthtbudg~t/'hes::ii~ 
dation;' and will take steps to pre- total costs. "It is rnore expensive in , minee, Domenici emphasized stock- noting that money for ,the LANB! 
pare a cleanup plan by August of the.]ong run, not only, from' infla- piie 'stc:Y'aroship, the, aging infra- ,and county's joillt ~ewernergend~ 
this year. tion," she said, "but also froin adged "., strij,~tu,r~ of the weapons' latJ~, and operati,o!)s; fenic::, cO,lJ,ld rn,oretl;iarii 

But, he notes, "Preliminary:, ris\<."/ " ".,,' ':,thO;,$l~'mUlion {eduction iriblOn~'coY~)6'e ;\:ua~nt :i$'hortfall/"'he; 
information shows, that the ER<Hrhe:10ngt!r~':r:idi6aciiy~,sburdis "~~~l~fef~~ioriRprbgf~fTI~;::: :,' '~i\i~g:;~:,:;:i' '}'y ,., } 
Project budget will not support the left in place, the more expensive it is'Bu1 he, also criticized cuts in envi- "They are bellyaching and gold*' 
Acid Canyon cleanup in FY' to make sure it is,n't migrating, and,ronrnentalmanagerylent: plating to,s,uck as much inbneybut; 
2002." " ,theharderto clean it llP ifit'ls, she, ;:'~En:-:i,i9nmei1t;tI, ,:liIlan~ge))1ent of Congress as ihey can," ,saidMel~! 

His letter holds out the possibilitY addec!." , " ' • ptogt'iii'is)iife:setlQuslyteduc2d,!'he 10. "Iaoh;t thi,nk the emergency: 
that funding levels might change as (The ER Committee is meeting at said, With, the proposed budget,' it operatio~s center is needed; 1 don't; 
Congress completes the appropriac,5:30p.m. Monday; at ElJller,L6dge;~.iI!,¥:,igfp,~s§,i~le:~9meetkeY~ile-, think it's right to fund new bUild{: 
tion process, and if they do, "DOE .to discuss plans for a workshop on':S'toO'es lit ',s~veraI :[aciliiies. 'The iogs with fire money, or d<f, 
will reevaluate the schedule for the, ~at~rial Di~posal Areas,am<l!i,$ tlle.P'u~g,~I)\',iJI res,qlti;nJ'!i.Jure t~ ,S01J.)- upgrades to capital plant with emeri;, 
Acid Canyon cleanup," perhapsby'inost com'pllcatedofthe coriiarninai-pl§:witn ,'jeglil,t111inaatesat' several-: genc), checks from Congress .... IW 
early fall. ed, sites' at LANL There are 26siie~.~~, "", ," is in the l<ib:,s interest.froma publid 

The letter does say that DOE is; MPA'sat:LM<'L, where waste has, ," .j}i~ggM<;jJ0'l)f;the 1,0sAlamos relations perspective to pull,out thel 
working with the New Mexico Envi- 'been dep~sited, intenii6riiiliy cir S,tIJil}> 'Group; a p~tsistent'critic of stops and get the place cleaned up;,i 
ronment Department and Los Alam- accidentally, either above ground or (h~ 'laboratorY"said" he didn't see to remove the legacyofthe pasno': 
os County to post information signs below. the surface in pits, trenches, "Why: sucll, a~elatively small cut for the extent possible; and to, stop; 
in the Acid Canyon area this sume ,sllafts,o,r cavities;) ", ,,',' , ' ':. ": :. e.ilYir~nrrief1tatJesionitiot1 :touldn't dumping." ", " 
mer and plans a public meeting on, Iri'Wa~hlngi~n,witll:~lle'passage !" 

May 23 in Los Alamos to discuss of next yeai's,bliqgetr~s6!uti6!i'our; 
this action. of the way, Domeoicis.~idhe~w.as, ' 

Fran Berting, chair of the CAB's, confident that Ener,gy and Defense', 



A new book says nuclear weapons aren't just morally wrong-they're illegal. 
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A30-year veteran of commercial litiga
tion, New York lawyer Charles Moxley 

'knows how to isolate an argument, hone 
in on its weaIcnesses .and blow it to 
pieces. His most recent target is the legal-
ity of nuclear weapons. ' 

His book, Nuclear Weapons and 
Intef7UWonal Law in the Post Cold W.ar 
World, has weapon policy wonIcs t3JIcing 
from coast to coasl.LocalIy. Greg Mello, . 
director of the LoS Alamos study Group is 
touting the book l)5 ·~rudite and accom-

· pJished" and has used it as a textbook in 
the group's internship pr<>giam. On the. 
other side of the country; Columbia taw 
School Dean David Leebron and former 
SecretarY of Defense Robert McNamara 

· have praised Moxley's worlc as wen. The 
author spoke this weele .. . 
on Talk ro AmeriCa, and 
r~ntly made a presen
tation to the United 
Nations. 

we pnly have statistical accuracy. I say it\; 
very unrealistic to do a legal evaluation of 
the situation in a laboratory. environment 
The circumstances un<!er which we 
would use nuclear weapons would be 
extremely dangerous and unpredictable. 

Do you think nuclear weapons are legal 
under any circumstances? 
What it comes down to is this: What do 
'you say to fue state Ihat says we are 
Wonderful, w~ are the next Athens and 
the defense of our country· transcends all 

. oth·er values? This is the gOO<\ state that' 
thinks it can jeopardize the health of 
otl)ers to save itself. Can you threaten the 

. human future for the defense of one 
·nauon or regime? That's the basis of my 
argument, tharnostate can do that. 

What effect, ultimately. tip you hope your 
book will have on the World? . 

Myhope'kthatmYbook . 
will ('hange US policy. 
1'here's a Whole movement 
and directiOIJ of minimiz
ing these weapons, and! 

To the average citizen, don't think we even want 
· war may seem Iike.an them. ' .. 

, all-out barrage ofldlling. So the question becomes, . 
btlt numerous rules and .. hOw- do we step down an<! 
laws aim to maleeit as . back away withoutloQking 
civilized as possible. In ' weale? mi interesting. and a 
the body o'f international· question I've faced. I do a 
law that governs war, the lot of presentations and 
legaIity of nuclear ' people makeC'!mn1ents , .' .. 
weapons is unsettled saying that I'm too ide~tiC 
The United Nations' InternationalCourtof . and that my theory is one of pacifism: lien ; 
'justice t()()k up the subject in 1996, but its them that it'sactuaIly the opposite.i teeag'-
decision ·was not conclusive.' Large-scaIe nize that we have enemies and JiC(!il t9 
nuclear W¢aponsare generaIiy illegal, it . defend ourselves, and I say. .~Why don't we 
said, put smaIl-scale nuclear weapOns do it witli. we;q>OIlS we can·actuaIlyuse?" 
rnightbe legal in some sitUations. .. . . 
, Moxley, who. also taught litigation sub-, Who's accountable qnde; your theory . 

jects such as~Yidence and professional that nuclear'weap0n,5 are illegal? 
responsib.iiity at St. John's Law School in When peopie talk about whether nuclear 
New Yorlc for about seven years, is not so· weapons are lawful or unlawful, people 
much a nuclear activist as he is a practic-· tend to look .at states, but I believe . 
ing lawyer who wants to end the threat of. ,individuals can also be held accountahle. 
nuclear wiufare, His boole, which took 19 . The Nuremberg principals apply to 
years to write, attempts to prove defini' individualS. as well. The military leader' 
tively that all nuclear weapons are illegal. ship, the civilian leadership, members of 

. The Reporter interviewed Moxley from the government, were all prosecuted. 
his office m Washington, DC. My point is that it's not only unlawful to 

Why do you believe nuclear weapons are . use nuclear weapons or to threaten to 
illegal. under m' 'tema· Ii'onal law'. use them, but it's also unlawful to 

manufacture them. Personal liability 
·1 say in myboole that I talee it rrom the bears into my analysis. 
US's own mouth. What I say is essentially 
that the US, in its own statements in the Are you saying that people who work at 
US military manuals, states that if you Los Alamos National Laboratory and 
can't control the effects of a we.apon it's . build nuclear weapons could somedai 
illegal to use it. . be prosecuted under internation'jllaw1 

In the case of smaller nuclear weapons, I thinlc that individuals that are working '. 
the lack 6fcontrol comes from the radia- . in preparation ofweapOils of mass . 
tion. I asstune if you have a certain blast destruction that they know to be the sub-
effect:you have a level of control over the ject of nuclear deterrence can be held 
blast, but with radiation, you can't control accountable. I think there's a genuine 
the effects, They are affected greatly by the issue as to their personal liability, 
weather and a ntunber of other factors. 

Also, when it COmes to accuracy, I thinlc 
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'los Alamos lab's tenacious foe 
Mello not mellow over New Mexico's proliferating nuclear facilities 
B)' Lawrence Spohn 
The Albuquerque Tribune 

SANTE FE - The sign on Greg 
.. Mello's door mockingly shouts, 
,!'FiiUoutSheiter." . 
, ~ ·On his. top shelf are "radioactive 
:ylants" - collected, he says, (rom 
~.ponuted lands ·35 nilles to the west. 
~.: .There, in the pict~sque Jeme.z 
;'Mountains, is ·the object of Mello's 
':jriIstration:' Los Alamos National 
:-Laboratory. 
/ \ 

wall. 
Still, the confrontation, like oth

ers. LASG has· forged, forced the 
lab and its proponents to at least 
engage in the debate .and defend 
their views. 

An ~r by training, Mello 
hasn't favored confrontation. He 
has taken an intense analytical ap
proach to assessing the lab's Pro
grams, plans and budgets - expos-

ing what be believes is a mentality' 
of "nukes forever" and "a ·CoI6'ssal 
waste of resources." 

Indeed, much of the. time, he 
sounds more like Don Quixote tban 
an ideological nuke-busler. 

"We are interested in social jus
tice, stewardship of the Earth, hu
man dignity and economic sustain
ability," he says of the study group, 

Those fundamental values, he 

" 
3U\. 

The atomic age 
began with this 
blast in the New . 
Mexico desert on 
July 16,1945, " . 
near what is now 
the los Alamos 
NationallabQra
tory. Greg M~P~ 
and his anti-Iab- . 
los Alamo's .~. 
Study Group ~ 
characterize New 
Mexico as 'A mer-

. iea's nuclear' 
weapons colo·ny.' 

NewYorltT.mes· 

!;ays, cannot be squared with the 
development, threat or use of nu· 
clear weapons. 

While he says he appreciates the 
need for the United States to safe- . 
guard and maintain its current nu
clear weapons. stockpile, he adds 
that he firmly believes it is a roie, 
which along with the stockpile it· 
self, that ultimately should end. 



~Birthplace of nuclear arms 

1> It is the birthplace of nuclear 
~:WeapoDs and still the world's pre
~ :ruier nuclear weapons lab - one of 
fthree administered by the Depart-
t)nent of Energy. . 
k Some 60 miles to the south, along 
pnterstate 2'5 and Albuquerque's 
•. ;Gibson Boulevard, thos~ frustra- . 
t.tions a~eexpres~ed for all to see. : 
~: ·Along these roads are several gi
~;aht billbOards, put together by Mel
f10, that display (at a cost of about: 
r~4;OOO a month) the infamous 
~,atomic mushroom cloud' and de
i:.;SCribe New Mexico as "America's 
t:nuclear weapons colony." r . "It's true," says Mello, executive' 
~,tJjrector. of. the Los Alamos Study 
~,~roup, which has be~n bird-<log· 

. t€mgthe LQs Alamos lab since 1989. 
.. ;. ·New· Mexico,he points out, is, 
~;-easily', the nation's top' nuclear: 

}'weapoPl! state, with installatioD'$. 
{,'that i.iJclude Los Alamos and San
t:ara .. National' Laboratories, the: 
~;DOE'sAlbuquerque Operations Of· 
tfi~.{\il~ .one of the nation's biggest 
'::nuclearw~apons storage depots on 
t.Kirtlarid: Air Force Base, , 
::New Mexico as colony 

. ~ . 

.: While lab defenders and propo-: 
:nents point to the billions of federal" 
~ dollars those facilitieS bring annu
:ally ihto the state, Mello and the 
.-Los· Alamos Study 'Group counter' 
:that New Mexico fits the classic 
;definition of'a colony - in which 
>.imperialist capital is invested to 
; extract. a local resource at the ex· 
:'penseof the colony's .overall 
.·health, economy and social Well-
~being, .. :.' .' 
:' He argues that it is no coiI)ci- : 
.dence that New Mexico, even duro 
ting the greatest eConomic expan-: 
Esion in U.s. history; continues to 
~rank near the bottom in most eco
~nomic and social measurements, 
'-including per-capita income, edu

·:cation, child welfare and health 
.·care .. 

Ir- ~ The mild-mannered Mello says 
> that long after the Cold War has 
~waned, New Mexico's nuclear 
~ weapons culture continues "to hold 
tho$tllge.,!).PVjust the Congress and 
j, the people of the United States, but 
>the whole planet." 
~ The study group has been ardent 
;,- and audible - in its criticism of 
~Department of Energy plans to 
~ consolidate the nation's far-flung 
~ ~uclear weapons complex in a min
dature, virtually self-sufficient ver
'sion at Los Alamos. ,. 

t 'Not nuclear disarmament' 

:: Citing DOE plans to use the Los 
: Alamos lab, toproduce perhaps 
.' hundreds of plutOnium pits - the 
t atomic triggers for thermonuclear 
\. bombs - Mello says simply: "This 
; is not nuclear qisarmament." 
: Mello said he believes nuclear 
!. weapons, in and of themselves, are r as evil as the mass-murder tech- . 
,nology used by Nazi Germany and 
: should be .opposed by all people on· 
I fundamental humanitarian and en
i vironmental' grounds, 
i Still, Mcllois nota stereotypical 
: rabid,anti-nuclear,activist. 
;" Il)lMad, he ,ciJ.anenges Los Ala- , 
: mos with a growing portfolio- of 
i analyses,and argumepts that raise·: 
f questions .about 'whattbe lab is dO-
~ ing and where it is going. . . .' 

Long knoWn on the hill as the . 
~thihking . .anti,nuke group, LASG, ; 
~ quite naturally, isn't embraced by . 
Jthe lab, whicli is frequently bashed 
;: in· LASG news releases and be- I 
:' sieged by the group's Freedom of 
; Information Act requests, 
• . Officially, says Christina Armi· 
lio, Los Alamos Lab community re
f lations director, "the study group 
~has b~n.an important element in 
"advancing constructive dialogue.'~ 
~. ~hesaid the group's sCrutiny has 
~ stimulated "futerestin the diverse 
t opinions about· the laboratory's . 
~mission," , 
• "QUf. mutual interactions and di- . 
:alogue, despite ogr differing 
tstances. on the work that we do, ' 
i- have proven to, ~ ~ppreciatively . 
rrespectful and clvllm'nature over· 
~the years," Armijo adds. . 
~ Mello's group was reserved dur- . 
~iil( last y~ar'sCerro. Grande fire; 
.:durmg which' other envifOnmenial 
t,and anti-nuclear critics raised 
~ questions !lbout radioactive con
.taminants in the smoke'plume, 
: Stili, the study group has produc-
• ed its share of heat on the hill. '1 
~ Mello's group won a b~tUe with 
i- Los Alamos' Bradbury Science Mu-
> seum; which chronicles the nuclear 
:~ra iitthe lab, It got wall space to 
·.display an alterhative picture: the 
~!.lUman ra.vagesand devastation. 
~:endured by Japan's Hiroshima and' 
~.Naga'saki, the only cities bombed 
.::wi.th nJlclear weapons. 
• A Los. Alamos veterans and lab 
:retirees group countered with its 
town claim for mus~um space to 
;:p~esent a view of <j;'pre-war, bare 
'baric Japan. They got half of the 
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THE ENERGY Department says that unless it gets more money to renovate the nation's aging nUclear-weapons 
facilities, it may not be able to certifY the U.S. arsenal without resuming underground tests. 

W ASHINGTON--Although President Bush is promising deep cuts in the U.S. nuclear arsenal, his administration also 
is considering a six-year plan that could exceed $2 billion to renovate and improve the nation's aging nuclear-weapons 
laboratories, assembly plants and testing facilities. 

Officials who manage the Department of Energy's (DOE) Stockpile Stewardship Program, which maintains the 
country's estimated 10,500 nuclear weapons, say they need the money to fix crumbling buildings, install modern 
equipment and attract a new generation of nuclear scientists. 

Critics oppose the new spending, charging the program is bloated by mismanagement and cost overruns and is really 
intended to design new nuclear weapons. DOE and laboratory officials deny those allegations. 

Stockpile Stewardship uses computer simulation and other experimental methods to monitor nuclear weapons to make 
sure they remain safe and will still work as designed as they age. 

Warheads periodically are taken apart and checked for corrosion and other problems, and defective parts are replaced. 
U.S. nuclear warheads usually last about 18 years. The oldest is 30. 

Instead of underground testing 

The program is used in place of underground nuclear testing. The United States declared a moratorium on nuclear-test 
explosions in 1992. Every year since then, the DOE has certified the nuclear arsenal as reliable, but its managers say 
unless they get more money for renovations, they may not be able to continue certifYing the arsenal without resuming 
underground tests. 

"My confidence in our ability to maintain the reliability of the weapons in our stockpile without nuclear testing is 
being impacted by several trends that we see," John Browne, the director of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, told 
Congress in April. 

The weapons are "not aging gracefully," and the government doesn't have the modern facilities and equipment it needs 
to renovate them and make replacement parts, he said. 

DOE officials who oversee Stockpile Stewardship refused to reveal the overall cost of their six-year plan to renovate 
the nuclear-weapons complex, but they said it would cost $300 million the first year and $500 million a year for the 
last several years. 

It's costing $5 billion to maintain U.S. nuclear weapons this year, $1 billion more than originally estimated because of 
cost overruns and delays. The administration is seeking $5.3 billion for 2002. 

Mounting problems 

In congressional testimony and in interviews, DOE and laboratory officials said the stockpile program is threatened by 
mounting problems at three national laboratories, Los Alamos and Sandia in New Mexico and Lawrence Livermore in 
California. 

They also said the nation's underground nuclear-test site in Nevada and the four plants where U.S. nuclear warheads 
are assembled and serviced or components are made--Pantex near Amarillo, Texas; the Savannah River Site near 



Augusta, Ga.; the Kansas City Plant in Kansas City, Mo.; and the Y-12 plant at Oak Ridge, Tenn.--need to replace old 
buildings, unsafe work spaces and obsolete or inoperative equipment. 

For example: 

** At the Pantex Plant, where nuclear warheads are assembled and disassembled, leaks in roofs sometimes have forced 
technicians to stop work and cover some warheads with plastic bags, said Dennis Ruddy, president of BWXT Pantex, 
the contractor that runs the plant. 

** At the Y-12 plant, built during World War II as part of the Manhattan Project, which produced the world's first 
atomic bomb, chunks of roof fall out so often that workers wear hard hats, said John Mitchell of BWXT, which also 
runs the Tennessee plant. 

** At Los Alamos, the birthplace of the world's first nuclear weapons, radioactive waste pipes leak and must be 
wrapped in plastic to prevent spills and contamination, said Gen. John Gordon, the head of the National Nuclear 
Security Administration, the DOE agency that oversees U.S. nuclear-weapons programs. 

The United States already is spending more every year on average to maintain its nuclear arsenal than it did during the 
Cold War, according to a study by the Brookings Institution, an independent Washington think tank. 

The United States spent an average of $4 billion a year in 2001 dollars throughout the 50-year Cold War to build and 
maintain a much larger nuclear arsenal, according to the Brookings study, "Atomic Audit." 

Warheads contain as many as 6,000 patis--made of metal, plastic and other materials--and must be monitored for 
corrosion, decay and problems caused by age and exposure to radioactivity. 

Moreover, plutonium, the warheads' explosive fuel, grows brittle with age, raising concerns that aging explosive 
assemblies may not perfoDl1 as expected. 

Some experts, such as Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Project, a private group that monitors the nuclear
weapons programs, say plutonium remains effective for more than 100 years. Others say the DOE's own studies 
suggest it lasts for 60 to 100 years. 

The annual cost of the Stockpile Stewardship Program is probably twice what's needed, said Robert Civiak, a physicist 
who worked in the White House budget office for 10 years monitoring nuclear-weapons spending. 

"If you want to maintain existing weapons, then all you need to do is focus on the existing stockpile program, in which 
they take apart 1 0 to 12 weapons a year and fix problems that they find," Civiak said. "They are not focusing on their 
program. They are focusing on pushing the envelope on the development of nuclear weapons." 

Author: Jonathan S. Landay 
Section: News 
Page: A8 
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··GAO Critical. of Lab Purchases· 
. . . . .' " .".. : .' 

. '. . 

posV.PireBuying . ,Ldb()fficialScounteted . 
. Focus~ Was Local 'some of the criticism 

NdIjetheIess, . they found that 
. the lab took advantage of'dis

cou,nts on only five of the pi,ir
chases. In five other p1,lrchases, 
the lab paid roughly the same 
retail.priCes any,C~)I)sumer bUy- . 

.. :, :;"'" ('/6/61 ." . saying·thelab:trie'$ to 
· BYJENN1FERMc!<EE '. . spetuiasrnu9h -of. it~.·.· . 
· J~~PzarStaiWriter' .... . .. . . ,. . billion-dollai .. a-year .' 

Los Alamos Nationai Laborato- , .. ' ..,.,', .', .. 
ry paid tnore t.rumit shoUld'~ in budgetas, "p"ossible at ' 
some 'Cases more than the manu-
facture2;; Sl,Iggested retail·price . local stores .. 

'. ing asingIe'computer would pay; 
. hi two cases, the hdj'paidm,ore . 
. than retail prices; m'five other 

cases., the lab saved money: 

The tep6rtalso·' zeroed in On 
. .' several· potentially' tuOhey-wast

ing pui-Clli.ismg practice$ tlie lab; " 
generally uses; . 

· ..:...... forcOlnputerequipment ptir- . 
cha::;ed in the l).eadY'days after the 
Cerr,oGrandeFire, accbrding to a 
goverlliilent report: , . .' . , ',' As' art f' " A" tudi'; . f For one; LANL,in conttiist to 

'A . din" ; t h ". P .. 'oongvmg's es'o··. som"e' oth' er' "Dep"'""ment'of'E'n'er' -.' .'. 
ccot got e report· the lab's pOst-fife sP~ridtng,Cpn- au 

. released 'fuesday from the Gen- . al gy programs,. has' no niaxinltim·· .' 
eral Accounting Office, the inves- gressloq,. J,nyestigatorseXaft.J,- 'standardS. comp,uter equipment 
tigative:arm of Congress, the lab inedasniall'sample ofth~ lab's· must mElet. Jnst~d, JP,~ Jabh#s ... 
cotild have saved moiley, up to 25 . corriputetaridel~ctronicputchas~ IllinUnqnlstMdanis. In the,case .. , 
percent, if LA.NL pUrc.hase~shad '., '. es' ma~e . last' sum,mer:to' r~pl~ce. of the 17 .purch,ases ex;amin.ed fOf. 
boughtcomputersofi.:lilieotfrom equipm~ntruined. iti . the May. th~ report,.'everyone sui:pas~.~d; 
gOV((rnIl!en.t,.supp1i~~'.', '.' 2000 Cerro .Grimde ,Fjre .. ~Tpe . the niliiliri'u~tequfreri1~n.t~;Btif 

Lab officials cOUnteredsoni.!'i of . investigators loqked at jiist 17' . acc6rdiUgt'otliirepottiiliere w~s 
thecriticism.·s,ayingtlie,lal:itries . 'individual pUrchases, totaling . no way ,to··leU·lf ··the·"extras;' 
to spend ,as much of l.tsbillidn~dol- $32,971, comparoo willi millions . iIicluded~ri. the equipment; which·. 
lar-a-Year bu4get as possible at ofdollar:s'spenttoreplace ruined alsoar~ve tip costs, were. Jiisti- . 
loc.;tl. stores; . . equipment after'tbefire. . .... sef.FEDS on PAGE 3 

. ,. "', . ~ 

.. .........L-. 
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Feds Critical ofLabC,on1puter Purchases 
from PAGE 1 

fied. 
In some cases, they clearly were 

not. The report cited one example 
- a printer used by one lab employ
ee and an assistant. The printer was 
a suped-up model with lots of mem
ory designed to be· used by many 
people in an offiCe. It cost more 
than $1,400. Neither of the two peo
ple using the printer had any need 
for the costly extras. Investigators 
said the lab could have bought a 
cheaper printer - costing between 
$280 and $700 --'- that would have 
worked just as well. 

Also, unlike other Department of 
Energy projects, the Los Alamos 
lab buys a hodge-podge of different 

btands of computers. This drives 
up maintenance costs, the report 
said, and makes it tougher to com
municate between computers.and 
share; files. The report estimated 
the lab could save up ,to. $10 million 
over 10 years buying the s'ame 
brand of computers; especially if . 
the lab set up some reliability stan
dards for the machines and bought 
them in bulk~ 

The report also questioned the . 
lab's policy of buying computers 
"justin time." That is a lab practice 
that lets individual lab employees 
buy supplies from pre-authorized 
local suppliers at a discounted' rate. 
The lab doesn't track "just in time" 
purchases of le.ss than $25,000. But 
according to. the -report, . t~e lab 

spent $46 million last fiscal year in 
such purchases, sonie of which 
were computers and other equip
ment that could have been bought 
online or in bulk. 

A Department of Energy 
spokesman. was unavailable for 
comment Thesday. 

Lab representative John 
Gustafson said some of the reasons 
the lab buys small and)ocaHy - not 
online or from government suppli
ers -' is because LANL wants to 
support the local economy. Ideally, 
Gustafson said; the lab tries to buy 
equipment from northern New 
Mexico companies, excluding Albu
querque. 

Accor.ding to the. report, the lab 
defended some of its purchases 

saying that after the rire the goal 
was to replace thy equipment that 
was destroyed, not necessarily to 
find a cheaper deal or replace the 
ruined computers with something 
iess. Lab officials also pointed out 
to the investigators that the pur
chases were made at an unusually 
stressful time for the lab- just 
days after the Cerro Grande Fire 
scorched the place and left some 
lab employees homeless. 

David Bacon, a board member of 
the Los Alamos Study Group,' a lab 
watchdog organization, also ques
tioned the lab's spending. 

"It's a strange way to run a rail
road," Bacon said. "Why. do they 
buy retail?" . 
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Ex-DOE' 
Head 'Joins 
. .Anti-Nuke 
Trustees 
B JENNIFER MCKEE . ~ '10 J .' Albui .. ' Met~ ". '".' .• " '. :... . 

. y . . 'rick :tom.tililrucatioriS, 4itector:~for ~oumalStaffWriter ; the ,I Defense Coililb~said'Jl:lo~e . 
~l~ W~!irr~~~~:~~~e~::;~~ !,~J:rd~~~' ~ot~~tt~e~ '.a~~:~t 
~bassador to the United Nations I "Iiebr.mgs"thel7esp'ec(6f m~Y" 
and U.S. Energy secretary; has been i world leaderswho.arecdllcerrted 
elected to the trustees of an envi- i about·. clin13,te:; ch.ange .. and;global 
ronmental group that has rep~ted- ! warmmg',"; M~tdck .' s;ltd. . YHis 
ly suedthe Energy Department. taccessto a.largep(lI:tiQil'(ifthe glob-

Richardson was unanimously! at comnturu.t:ywillhe rea)lyb{mefi~ 
elected to' thebol:\rdof trustees on 1 cialJo bilrorganiZatioil;" • . . 

. Thursday ofthe National Resource . RichirrdsRn' joins: 41 other 
Defense Council, a 31-year-old envi- .' trustees, among them.',act~r '~obert 
ronmental and public health organi- • Redforci,Chief Operating Officer of, 
zation with 450;000. members Warner .,' Bros. Aian Horn;: and 
nationwide. GeorgeWoodwelljJhemail Wl10 

The' .. group opposes nuclear ,JirS(soun~ed analatmover global 
Weapons and works .to h<:jlt global warmirig. _ "'..; ',. '. ". 
warming, among other things. . Richardson is' the. first and 'dilly 

As head ·ofU.S. Energy Depart- trust~ to ever .head.acabinWIeve~ 
ment, ~chardson wa~ c~arged with .. goverrim~nt agenCy, Metr~gk.said; ....• 
overseemg the natIons weapons . ."Wethougbthe:wasi;lIleXceU~nt 
labs - including Los Alamos 'administtator",he said:of,Rich.ard-' 
National Laboratory - which :sori'sstmt as Energy secretatY.~!He 
invented, per-; tirings::.to the board>geogiaphic' 
fected and , dl:v:ersity, .. ethnic' diversity 'and a' 
maintains .gr,eatinte~ect. and drive':' ......... '.. .. 
America's ; ... Metrick said itwould,pe~'ll}app.r()- • 

. nuclear- :: priate~' to';disqulilifYRi¢b~q~on . 
weapoijs arse- • from the board of thedefeuse coUll, 
nal. . dl because Rlchardson's JjlrIi!er 

. Since retiring duties as top Caretaker of several ' 
with the end of thousruid' nuclear bombs and war-
the· Clinton" ! heads. . . ';". .., 
administration, '.' Trustees: whQ are not'paid; me~t 
Richardson' has four t.i~es a year W. set t:be qrgalll-
also joined the RICHARDSOt-l= 
boards of two Also on two oil See RICHAR050Non PAGE' 3 
Texas-based oil company boards 
companies: 



Richardson Joins Environmental Group's Board 
from PAGE 1 who often works on projects in New 

. Mexico, which includes pledging to 
zation's policy, . Metrick said. support .a variety of environmental 
Trustees serve two-year terms and . and health concerns such as nuc1ear • 
can only be re-elected by a vote of . proliferation and global warming. 
the entire organization. . . Paine and Greg Mello of the Santa 

. Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group, 
'They also must agree to the 'which has been a watchdog of the 

group's principles, said Christopher Los Alamos lab for years, said 
Paine,. a senior analyst. with NRDC Richardson's new role as a trustee 

bodes well for New Mexico, espe
cially since Richardson seems to be 
headed for a race for governor. 

"His decision to put his counter 
down on the side of the environment 
and go with that is great," Mello said. 
"If this· means he's attaching more 
importance to the environment and 
recognizing how threatened it is, 
both in New Mexico and worldwide, 

lean only say it's a good thing." 

Richardson was trave1,ing Mon~ 
day and could not be reached for 
comment. Karen Golembeski, 
RiChardson's spokesperson, said ~ 
Richardson joined ,"the superb ~ 
international. organization primari-' ~ 
ly for its work on global climate 

. change." 



Katharine KimballfThe New Mexican 

Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group, listens during a press conference launching the group's 'CAN-paign'· pro
gram inside the state Capitol Rotunda on Thursday. The CAN-paign.plans to send cans of food labeled with a letter addressed 
to Gov. Gary Johnson requesting that the disposal of nuclear-waste stop in the.l-os Alamos National Laboratory Area G landfill. 

Visualize Whirled Peas 
i.J . . ,2. i/o \ . .' 

Group using canned foods to p~otestnuclear-waste dump 
By KRISTEN DAVENPORT 

The New Mexican 

Perhaps someday it will 
be legend in these part!,: 
how thousands of cans of 
Del Monte peas stopped a 
nuclear-waste dump. 

Greg Mello, director of a 
Los Alamos National Labo
ratory watchdog group, is 
trying to convince citizens 
to buy 45,000 cans of food -
from peas to pork-n-beans - . 
dressed uP to look like 
drums of nuclear waste and 
then mail the cans to Gov. 
Gary Johnson. 

The labels will also ask 
Johnson to convince his 
staff to shut down AreaG: 
the laboratory's personal 
nuclear dump where about 
45,000 dr.urns of waste are 
buried each year .. 

A study several years ago 
showed so much waste was 

Greg Mello said his "CAN-paign' is 
intended to shut down the art-site 

dump so that Los Alamos lab is forced 
to pay more attention to how much 

radioactive waste it generates during 
,i its nUdear-weapons work. 

going to Area G that it con
tained more than the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant, the 
nation's official repository 
for nuclear waste in south
eastern New Mexico, ever 
will. 

The 100-acre site on a 
mesa top in Los Alamos con
tains about 10 million cubic 
feet of low-level radioactive 
and chemical waste. The 
dump - with its .sprawling 
white tents that protect 
unburied waste from the 

elements '- is visible from 
high-elevation roads as far 
away as Truchas. 

Mello drew' a parallel 
between his campaign and 
two common bumper stick
ers - the first asks drivers 
.to "Visualize World Peace." 
A I;umper sticker, apparent
ly created in response, says: 
"Visualize Whirled Peas." 

Mello says the Los Alamos . 
Study Group is taking those 
messages to heart. 

"We have to go a lot far-

ther than: visualizing 
whirled peas," he. said .. "So 
as it turns out, we're selling . 
them." 

The jab is proposing fur, 
ther t:;xpansion of the Area 
G dump, possibly to accept 
waste cr:!ilted by a proposed 
pit-production facility and a 

. new plutonium facility. 
Los Alamos is the national 

laboratory that is slated to 
be in charge of producing 
the nation's pits, the fission
ing core of a nuclear bomb, 
which contain plutonium-239 
and toxic metals· such as 
beryllium. . 

The new facilities could 
. create thousan!is more 
pounds of nuclear waste 
each year, Mello said. 

At a press conference 
Thursday, Mello said his 
"CAN-paign" is intended to 
shut down the on-si.te dump 

Please see PEAS, Page 8-4. 



PEAS 
Continued from Page B~l before they are allowed to' said. 

so that Los Alamos lab is 
forced to pay D;lore attention 
to ,how much radioactive 
waste it generates during its 

build. Shari Kulanu, project coor
, "We want to send themes- dinator for the canned-food 
sage: No new toys until you campaign, said she is loqking 
clean up your mess," for businesses willing to sell 

Mello said. the canned "waste" in their 
nUclear-weapons work.' , Al h 'd th ' so, e Sal, e cans 

Instead, Mello said he' come with information about 
hopes the governor and the how much waste the lab gen
state environment depart- erCl.tes.", 
ment force LANL to come up "Not many people knc;:>w we 
with plans for minimizing are dumpirig that much in 
their; creation of waste Northern New Mexico," he 

stores. 
The cans are selling'indi

'vi dually for $3 each; in bulk, 
they can be purchased for $2 
each. ' 

The cans each have a space 
for a stamp; the U.S: Postal 

Service ,has confirmed it, will 
mail ,the'" ~ans for, $3.50 
postage. The study group is 
asking that the ,governor 
eventually turn' over the 
canned food to a food'bank. 

Diane Kinderwater, John
son's spokeswoman, did not 
return a telephone message 
left Thursday seeking com
ment on what .the governor's 

, office will do with that much 
canned food. 

€', 
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Activists Fighting Nuke Waste With Food 
Canned-Good Protest 
Targets LANL Dump 

" 6/· 
By JENNIFER McKEE (2.?/tJ) 
Journal Staff Writer 

A local anti-nukes group plans to 
amass 45,000 cans of pork and 
beans, sweet peas and other water
packed delectables to be ,used as 
ideological weapons' against what 
they claim is an illegal nuclear 
waste dump at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, . , . . 

"Not that many people know that 
, 'we have a nuclear waste disposal" 

just 19 miles from th~ Santa Fe 
Plaza, said.GregMeUQ..~ 
os Study GrouE, a lab watchdog 
'~organization. " 

, The group announced their effort 
to close down the dump.Thursday at 
a news conference iIi' the Capitol 
rotunda. 

Mello daiIns New Mexico Gov. 
Gary Johnson could close down the 
dump, kllown as "Area G" tinder 
state environmental regulations. To 
spur Johnson to action, Mello's 
group intends to deliver 45,000 cans 
of food - each decorated to look 
like a 5S-ga]lon drum of nuclear 
waste - to Johnson's office' by 
year's end .. 

The Los Alamos lab generates 
45,000 drums of nuclear waste 
every year, Mello said. By dropping 
off an equal number of canned 
goods, Mello said he hopes to show 
Johnson the lab makes more of an 
environmental mess than it offsets 
with localjobs. 

Mello said he hopes Jqhnson will 
deliver the cans to a local food bank 

. tohelpthe people who have not ben-. 
efited from the more than $1 billion 
in federal dollars spent at the lab 

, every year. ' 
"If we can stop nuclear waste dis

posal, our political leaders will be 
forced to come up with real eco-
nomic policies," Mello said. . . . 

The weapons lab, while a steady 
employer for 50 years, has failed to 
lift New Mexico ftom among the 
poorest, most violent states in 
Aineriea,he said. 

"We need economic policies that 
are realistically based," he said, 
"not fantasies based on dog-and
POllY shows for politicians." .' 

Area G,Mello said, is the burial 
. ground for' a mixture of low level 
and transuranic nuclear waste at 
the lab since the 1950s. "Transuran
ic" is the technical word for plutoni- . 
um and othe.r heavy, radioactive 
elements. . 

See LANL on PAGE 2 

JOURNAL FILE 

LANL WASTE: Barrels of nuclear waste are 
stacked in .Area G from generations of work in 
nuclear weapons at Los Alamos. National Labo
ratory. 



LANL Nuke Waste Targeted 
from PAGE 1 

Today, Mello said, Area G holds 
the equivalent of more than 1.4 mil
lion drums of such waste, although 
not all of it is stored in drums. Some 
was dumped pell-mell into pits, he 
said. . 

Mello said he wants the lab to 
clean up the site and stop generat
ing .new nuclear waste. 

"It's been said before, 'No new 
toys until you clean up your mess,' " 
Mello said, arguing that the lab 
should clear out the nuclear waste it 
has before building new plants that 
will generate even more. . . 

So far, Mello saia, the group has 
purchased and decorated 1,600 cans 
of Del Monte string beans, mixed 
vegetables, sweet peas, corn and 
pork and beans,. The drum-looking 
label peels off and Shari Kulanu 
said the decorations· are designed to 

"If we can stop' nuclear wastedisposal,our political 
leaders will' be forced to.come up with real economic 
policies." " 

move the several thousand barr:els 
of . transuranic waste currently 
stored at the site to the Waste Isola
tion Pilot Plant near Carlsbad. Los 
Aiamos,' however, isn't the only 
Energy Department site with waste 
stored and waiting for shipment to 

G.REG MELLO. OF Tl'IE LO~ALAMcj.S STUDY GROUP 

be removed before delivering to the 
hungry. 

The mock"waste labels' are also 
printed with some Qrief informa
tion about N~w Mexico rates ofvid
lence, rape and poverty; as well as 
some facts aboutArea G. ;The label 
also contains a letter. to Johnson, 
asking him to close the du~p, as 
well as the governor's mailing 
address. 

"You can actually mail it," Kulanu 
said. . . 

The cans will be on sale this sum
mer for $3 a piece at local stores, 

WIPP sothe lab must wait its turn. 
. she said. '. Rickman also defended the lab's 

A spokeswoman fotJohnson did economic impacts. '. . 
not return phone calls. . .. ' "Los Alamos National Lab's ~und-

A lab spokesman defended Area ing and procurement is a major eco
Gas a necessary part of the lab's nomic driver in the state and has 
work.. . .' been for SO years," Rickman said. 

"As long as wehilVe a mission and He cited a University of New Mexi" 
a mandate from Congress to do .our co economic study that showed the 
vetyimportant Security work, some lab' is responsible for 4 percent of .' 
amount of waste will be generated," the state employment picture. In 
said . James Rickman, lab' the three counties surrounding the 
spokc::sman. "Y'e will, ~eed so~e·. lab - Los·Mamos, Rio Arriba and 
place to store It. A;rea G: IS a cru~~al Santa Fe - 30 percent of the people 
part of our operations rIght no,w. employed in that area can trace 

Rickman said the lab would like to their work to the lab somehow .. 

~. 
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, , Katharine Kimball/The New Mexican 

Greg Mello, director ofthe Los Alamos Study Group, listens !luring a press conference launching the group's 'CAN-paign',pro
gram inside the state Capitol Rotunda on Thursday. The CAN-paign plans to send cans of food labeled with a letter addressed 
to Gov. Gary Johnson requesting that the disposal of nuclear-waste stop In that-os Alamos National Laboratory Area G landfill. 

Visualize Whirled Peas . ' 

i'2. ~!." \ , 
Group using canned foods to p~otestnuclear-wastedump 

By KRISTEN DAVENPORT 
The New Mexican 

Perhaps someday it will 
be legend in these parts: 
how thousands of cans of 
Del Monte peas stopped a 
nuclear-waste dump. 

Greg Mello, director of a 
Los Alamos National Labo
ratory watchdog group, is 
trying to convince citizens 
to buy 45,000 cans of food -
from peas to pork-n-beans
dressed up to look like 
drums of nuclear waste and 
then mail the cans to Gov. 
Gary Johnson. 

The labels will also ask 
Johnson to coilVince his 
staff to shut down Area G,' 
the laboratory's personal 
nuclear dump where about 
45,000 drums of waste are 
buried each year. 

A study several years ago 
showed so much waste was 

Greg Mello said his lICAN-paign' is 
intended to shut down the on-site 

dump so that Los Alamos labis'forced 
to pay more attention to how,much 

rad.ioactive waste it generates during 
:' its nUclear-weapons work. 

going to Area G that it con
tained more than the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant, the 
nation's official repository 
for nuclear waste in south
eastern New Mexico', ever 
will. 

The 100-acre site on a 
mesa top in Los Alamos con
tains about 10 million cubic 
feet of low-level radioactive 
and chemical waste. The 
dump - with its ,sprawling 
white tents that protect 
unburied waste from the 

elements '- is visible from, 
high-elevation roads as far 
away as Truchas. 

Mello drew' a parallel 
between his campaign and 
two common bumper stick
ers - the first asks drivers 
,to "Visualize World Peace." 
A bumper sticker, apparent
ly created in response, says: 
"Visualize Whirled Peas." 

Mello says the Los Alamos . 
Study Group is taking those 
messages to heart. 

"We have to go a lot far-

ther than' visualizing 
whirled peas," he, said. ,"So 
as it turns out,'we;re'selling 
them." 

The lab is proposing fur, 
ther ~x'pansion of the Area 
G dump, possibly to accept 
waste cr~ated by a proposed 
pit-production facility and a 
new plutonium facility. 

Los Alamos is the national 
laboratory that is slated to 
be in charge of producing 
the nation's pits, the fission
ing core of a nuclear bomb, 
which contain plutonium-239 
and toxic metals such as 
beryllium. ' 

The new facilities could 
create thousands more 
pounds' of nuclear waste 
each year, Mello said. 

At a press conference 
Thursday, Mello said his 
"CAN-paign" is intended to 
shut down theon-site dump 

Please see PEAS, Page B-4. 
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build .. 
so that Los Alamos lab is . "We want to send themes
forced to pay :q1ore a~tent~on sage: No new toys until you 
to how much radIOactIve clean up your mess," 
waste it generates during its Mello said. 
nUclear-weapons work. Als h 'd th . 0, e sal, e· cans 

Instead, Mello said he'" come with information about 
hopes the governor and the how much waste the lab gen
state environment depart- erates .. ' 
ment force LANL to'come up "Not many people lqlQw we 
with plans for minimizing are dumping that much in 
their; . creation .. of waste Northern New Mexico," 1 he 

said. 
Shari Kulanu, project coor

dinator for the· canned-food 
campaign, ~aid she i~'loqking 
. for businesses willill.g to sell . 
the canned "waste" in' their 
stores. . , 

The cans are selling'indi
vidually for $3 each; in bulk, 
they can be purchased for $2 
each .. '. 

The cans each llave a space 
.for a stamp; the U.S: Postal . 

Service.h~s confirmed it will. 
mail . the - ~ans fo~. $3.50 
postage .. The study group is 
asking that the' . governor 
.eyentually turn' . over the 
canned food to a food bank. 

. Diane Kinderwater, John
son's spokeswoman, did not 
return a telephone message 
left Thursday seeking com
ment 011 what .the governor's 
office will do. with that much 
cannedJood .. 
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Visualize Whirled Peas 
How Thousands of Cans of Del Monte Peas May Stop a 
Nuclear-Waste Dump 
by Kristen Davenport 

Greg Mello, director of a Los Alamos National Laboratory watchdog group, is trying to 
convince citizens to buy 45,000 cans of food - from peas to pork-n-beans - dressed up to 
look like drums of nuclear waste and then mail the cans to Gov. Gary Johnson. 

The labels will also ask Johnson to convince his staff to shut down Area G, the 
laboratory's personal nuclear dump where about 45,000 drums of waste are buried each 
year. 

A study several years ago showed so much waste was going to Area G that it contained 
more than the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the nation's official repository for nuclear waste 
in southeastern New Mexico, ever will. 

The 100-acre site on a mesa top in Los Alamos contains about 10 million cubic feet of 
low-level radioactive and chemical waste. The dump - with its sprawling white tents that 
protect unburied waste from the elements - is visible from high-elevation roads as far 
away as Truchas. 

Mello drew a parallel between his campaign and two common bumper stickers - the first 
asks drivers to "Visualize World Peace." A bumper sticker, apparently created in 
response, says: "Visualize Whirled Peas." 

Mello says the Los Alamos Study Group is taking those messages to heart. 

"We have to go a lot farther than visualizing whirled peas," he said. "So as it turns out, 
we're selling them." 

The lab is proposing further expansion of the Area G dump, possibly to accept waste 
created by a proposed pit-production facility and a new plutonium facility. 

Los Alamos is the national laboratory that is slated to be in charge of producing the 
nation's pits, the fissioning core of a nuclear bomb, which contain plutonium-239 and toxic 
metals such as beryllium. 

The new facilities could create thousands more pounds of nuclear waste each year, Mello 
said. 

At a press conference Thursday, Mello said his "CAN-paign" is intended to shut down the 
on-site dump so that Los Alamos lab is forced to pay more attention to how much 
radioactive waste it generates during its nuclear-weapons work. 

7/3/01 8:07 AM 
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Glz{{io I 
Instead, Mello said he hopes the governor and the state environment department force 
LANL to come up with plans for minimizing their creation of waste before they are allowed 
to build. 

"We want to send the message: No new toys until you clean up your mess," Mello said. 

Also, he said, the cans come with information about how much waste the lab generates. 

"Not many people know we are dumping that much in Northern New Mexico," he said. 

Shari Kulanu, project coordinator for the canned-food campaign, said she is looking for 
businesses willing to sell the canned "waste" in their stores. 

The cans are selling individually for $3 each; in bulk, they can be purchased for $2 each. 

The cans each have a space for a stamp; the U.S. Postal Service has confirmed it will 
mail the cans for $3.50 postage. The study group is asking that the governor eventually 
turn over the canned food to a food bank. 

Diane Kinderwater, Johnson's spokeswoman, did not return a telephone message left 
Thursday seeking comment on what the governor's office will do with that much canned 
food. 

Copyright 2001 Santa Fe New Mexican 
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Activists Fighting Nuke Waste With Food 
Canned-Good Protest . The Los Alamos lab generates 

45,000 drums of nuclear waste 
Targets LANL Dump every year, Mello said. By dropping 

% 
off' an . equal number of canned 

Ql goods, Mello~aid he hopes to show 
. By JENNIFER McKEE ~tltJjJohnson the lab makes more of an 

Journal StajfWriter environmental mess than it offsets 
A local anti-nukes group plans: to With local jobs. . . 

arilass 45,000 cans of pork and Mello said he hopes Johfison will 
beans, sweet peas and other water- deliver the cans to a local food bank 
packed delectables to be used as . to helpthe peopie who have not ben
ideological weapons· agamst what. efited from the more than $1 billion 
they claim' is an illegal nuclear . in federal dollars spent at the lab 
waste dump at Los Alamos National . ,every year. . . 
Laboratory, . _ . '.. . "If We can stop nuclear waste dis-

"Not that many people know that posal, our political leaders Will be 
'we have a nuclear waste disposal" forced to come up with real eco-
jUst 19 miles from the Santa Fe Iiomicpolicles,"Mello said. '.' 

'Plaza, said Greg Mello, of Los Alam- The weapons lab, while a steady 
os Study Group, a lab' watchdog employer for 50 years, has [ailed to 
organization. lift New Mexico from among the 
. The group announced their.effort poorest, most violent states in 

to close down the dump Thursday at ·.Arilerica,he said . 
. a news conference iIi' the Capitol "We need economic policies that 
rotunda. . . are realistically based,'" he said, 

Mello Clainis New Mexico' Gov. "not fantasies based on dog-and
Gary Johnson cQuld close down the' pony: shows for politicians." 
dump, known' as "Area G" tinder . Area G, 'Mello said, is the burial 
state environmental regulatjons. To ,ground for" a mixture of low level 
spur Johnson to action, Mello's and transuranic. n.uclear waste at 
group intends to deliver45,OOO cans . the lab since the 1950s. "Transuran
of food- each decorated to look ic" is the technical word for plutoni
like a 55-gallon drum of nuclear. urn and. oth~r heavy, radioactive 
waste ~ to Johnson's bi(ice' by . elements. 
year's end .. 

See LANL on PAGE 2 . 

JOURNAL FILE 

LANL WASTE: Barrels of nuclear waste are 
stacked in,Area"G from generations of work in 
nuclear we,apons at los Alamos. National Labo
ratory. 
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LANL Nuke Waste Targeted 
from PAGE 1 

Today, Mello s~d, Area Gholds 
the equivalent of more than 1.4 mil~ , 
lion drums of such waste, although 
not all of it is' stored in drums. Some 
was dumped pell-mell into pits, he 
said. , 

Mello said he wants the lab to 
clean up the site and stop generat
ing ,new nuclear waste. 

"It's been s'aid' before, 'No new 
toys Until you clean up your mess,' " 
Mello said, arguing that the ,lab 
should clear out the nuclear waste it 
has before building new plants that 
will generate even more. 

So far, Mello said, the group has 
purchased and decorated 1,600 cans 
of Del Monte string beans, mixed 
vegetables,swe'et peas, corn and 
pork and beans" The drum-looking 
label peels off' and Shari Kulanu 
said the decorations, are designed to , 

"If we cansto~ nuclear waste 'disposezZ, our political', ' 
leaders will·beJorce¢to.come up with real economic' 
policies." 

, move the several thousand barr.els 
of 'transuranicwaste cUrrently 
stored at the site to the Waste Isola
tion Pilot Plant near Carlsbad.:Los 
Mamos, however, isn't the 'only 
Energy Departm~nt site with waste 
stored and waiting for shipinent to 

G,REG MELLO OF T.HELO$AL,AMOS,STUDY GROUP 

be removed before delivering to the, 
hungry. ": '.. " 

The mock"waste labels: ar~ al~o 
printed with some J:lrief infor.ma-
tion about N~w Mexico rates ofvio
lence, rape and poverty, as well as 
some factsaboutArea G. ;The label 
also contains a letter. to 'Jphnson, 
asking him to close the dump, as 
well as the governor's mailing 
address. 

"You can actually mail it," Kulanu 
said;' " 

The cans will be on sale this sume 

mer for $3 a piece at locai stores, 

WIPP so the lab must wait its turn . . she said. ' , .. ' . Rickman also defended the lab's A spokeswoman for Johnson did economic impacts. " . not returnphotJ.,e calls., " ,'. "Los Alamos National Lab's fund- . A lab spokesman defended Area ing and procurement is a inajor ecoG :as a necessary part of the lab's nomic driver in the state and has work. , " been for SO years," Ricman said. "As long aswehave a mission and He cited a University of New Mexia mandate, from Congress to do .our co economic study that showed the veryim:portimt security work,some lab is responsible for 4 percent of' amount of w~ste will be generated," the ·stateemployment picture. In said; James Rickman" lab 'the three counties surrounding the spOkesman.' ''We will. needs0I?-e. lab. - LOs ;Alamos, Rio Arriba and piace'to stpreit. A!ea ~ is a cru~:al Santa Fe -30 percent of the people part of our operations nght no:". employed in that area' can trace Rickman said ,the lab would like to their work to the lab somehow. ' 



", . " .. : . 

·q~~I,J~~ •. "I~"!l.~~es .fC!~2'!~e~'lr~ 
• Watchdog hopes .', . £ d >£""d &"ks 'd' hI." 

~~~f5*~~fJ*fa6 ·~~~!~~~f£::I~ 
vrq,ste:#s!(!ll:a-:f!,R " ' ·iulclca;tw.il$tt'l . dispps~l> an~·. 

focused~Qil two main '9Pj~cts 
the waste/to zero;buradrnit~_, the ;e.ipansi on ofdn-site 
that willbedifficuit. ' ,,' '.. '. . ., "'nudeafMi{lsie4i~Pb§-C}1tAreaG 

: L<\SGcalls its,c4.m.paign a. GAAYWARli£N)Moili
t
6r;at T~chdi~alArea 54)' ahd:the 

"can -palgn:' ..,>hecause . it· Lds AlamosSludyGroupis: ':Jab'~ri\a'j~r:h~W rolJ ii(~~()
inv6Jv~s,9rdiriatYtinn~d"food sellrng~ansjo~ali ·at~enticitr Jo.' •. dtiCi118 plutoniym"pjts" · .•• ·.:tb,e 
cans ftprrithe.'grocetystore'.· permanimt lovdevelwast~dis- igiUti6ntriggerSatthe'cor¢of 

~~~:~~~~i~~;~;· ·;:~;·~:::·~:::';~r.$3 by ••••• ·::~~~~tlhl:Jt~~~;., 
sees as . the. .' discrepancy sponsoringbtiSinessesi,nS~I1~ mf1ptJ9tc;ontIp:lle40pe,r~g?n : 
between the"]ayishfluiding for ta Fe and hoithern New' Mexi,- " ohthe }:,o~ '.'. }\lamos " Na~l()i){il. , 
nuclear wea))onsprogtam.s ' co Witlitheideathatthey.are Labor~t6ty· from .. 'Janu!;l[Y" 
and the, perenniaI~con6rnic, supposed to he. delivered JQ<-19~9(Gr:¢gg M~nQofL.As.G, i 

distress of the population as a GoV'. Gary Johnson with th~' Plea,sesee STORY, 8 . .. I 
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F:rom Page 1 
said Thesday that the lab has 
mapped out two new plots, 
Zone 4 and Zone 6, northwest 
of Area G, which would add 
another 70 acres to the current 
63 acres used for the indefinite 
storage of plutonium waste. 
Zone 4, according to a lab doc
ument, contains a number of 
Native American ruins. 

be permanently disposed by 
the laboratory. 

1Wo more expansion areas 
have been identified in the 
document as the North Site, 
just north of the western end 
of Area G, bordering an area 
that is deSignated sacred land 
for San Ildefonso Pueblo; and 
another very large area in TA-
67, located about two miles 
due south of the administra
tion complex, half-way to the 
edge of Bandelier National 
Monument. 

sion of laboratory activities, 
from 9,130 cubic meters, per 
year, to 12,240 cubic meters 
per year, or 31,100 cubic 
meters over the ten years of 
the projection. Even that fig
ure, said Mello, is four times 
the amount of low-level 
radioactive waste that DOE 
estimated oJily four years ago. 

"., 

Some of the newly generat
ed waste, the transuranic 
waste, would eventually be, 
shipped to the Waste Isolation 
Project Plant in Carlsbad, but 
some of it would not have 
enough plutonium content to 
qualify for WIPE and would 
most likely be buried at Area 
G, said Mello. 

James Rickman, a laborato
ry spokesman said, "The ruins 
won't be effected. We've had a 
very productive relationship 
with San Ildefonso Pueblo in 
our planning efforts. Sacred 
areas won't be effected." 

Ray Hahn, the lab's solid 
waste group leader said the 
SWEIS had estimated "a worst 
case scenario," and that in fact, 
far less waste is being generat
ed than anticipated. At cur
rent levels, which he said were 
about 2,000 cubic meters per 
year, Area G could be used for 
another five years without .. 
expanding. ' 

There is currently no long
range plan for the final clean
up and disposal for the nuclear 
waste buried at Area G. Waste 
buried there is considered to 

Mello pointed out that the 
SWEIS estimates about a one
third increase of low-level 
radioactive waste from expan-

"The original environmen- ' 
tal impact statement Was 
based on the assumption that 
we needed additional disposal 
space quickly, because dispos-

al efficiency was at about 25 
percent," said Hahn. ,"Since 
then, programs have been put 
in place to increase efficiency 
up to 50-60 percent. At the 
current rate, the proposed 
expansionary areas would last 
another 50-60 years." 

Disposal efficiency is based 
on oncentrating the volume. 
"The total amount of radioac
tivity is not changing," said 
Hahn. 

IASG hopes their campaign 
will lead to new public hear
ings on the relationship 
between the state of New Mex
ico and lANL. State interven
tion at the laboratory might 
take the form of seeking to 

, enforce the state Hazardrous 
Waste Act or invoking the fed
eral Resource Conservation 
qnd Recovery Act. 

The lab's goal, admittedly 
unattainable, is zero waste. "As 

long as we are mandated to do 
our national security work, we 
will generate a certain amount 
of waste," said Rickman. 

"We're always going to have 
some," added Hahn, "but the 
less waste that we generate, 
the better off everybody is." 

IASG wants future policies 
to be based on a full disclosure 
of the environmental and 
political costs of expanded 
plutonium pit production, 
which the group considers 
unnecessary in the current 
post cold-war climate. In an 
era of reduced tensions, said 
Mello, the nuclear stockpile 
should be reduced. 

The Bush administration 
has indicated an interest in 
reducing the number of 
nuclear weapons unilaterally, 
as well as the number of 
weapon systems, but these 
policy changes have yet not 

reduced LANL's activities in 
designing and testing weapons 
components. 

Seeking to connect with lab
dependent residents of Los 
Alamos, Mello said that the 
incremental increase of per
manent nuclear waste on lab 
property would inevitably 
have an impact on any future 
economic activity in Los Alam
os, whether as a retirement 
community or as a location for 
new high-tech companies. 
Additional waste disposal 
activities of IANL detract from 
any economic development 
based on healthy environmen
tal amenities. 

lANL sees its future in min
imizing the expansion of low 
level nuclear waste disposal. 

lASG is looking to see lANL 
achieve its goal by ending new 
waste generation altogether. 
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Groups ·reCidy to· fightdumppropo~al 
~ 'Triassic Park' 
east of Roswell 
would be state's 
first hazardous 
waste dump, 
but activists 
say New Mexico 
has enough 
toxic waste. ' 

By KRISTEN ,DAVENPORT 
The New 'Mexican 

the petroleum industry. The site also because no aquifer exists there and 
would accept waste from American com~ thick layer's of rock would hold disposal 
panies working in countries south of the biIis in place and,keep them from leak-
border. , ing., ' , , . 

Santa Fe environmental groups are The dump would not be allowed to' But some environmentalists - both in 
gearing up to fight a propos~d haz- accept radioactive, contamination, how- southeastern , New Mexico and Santa Fe 
ardous-waste dump 40 miles east of ever. If approved by the New "Mexico , ......: say the state shouldn't approve the 
Roswell that has been dubb¢.ct "Triassic Epvironment 'Department, the disposal disposal site because New Mexico ,has 

, Park." area would be the first hazardous~waste enough toxic waste already, including 
Gandy-Marley Inc., a corripanybased 'dump in New Mexico: Hundreds exist in the Waste Isolation Ppot .Plant not far 

in Texas and southeastern New Mexico ' otherstates. from the proposed TrIassIc Park. WIPP 
is proposing' to 'build a disposal anctThe proposed faciUty would be buried accepts only defense-related radioactive 
treatment facility over ,a square mile in rock beds formed during the Triassic, waste. 
that would ac<;ept hazardous materials perio'd, about 210 million years ago. Also, environmentalists say, allowing 
from across the nation -:-PCBs, lead, 'Gandy-Marley officials say the area is ' 

Please see DUMP, Page 8-4 mercury, strychnine and byproctucts of good' f9r a hazardous-waste dump 



DUMP ---------------.-.-.---_ ...... 
Continued from Page 8·1 

the hazardous-waste dump 
could open the 'site to possi
bly accepting low-level 
radioactive waste when the 
nation desperately needs a 
place to put spent nuclear 
fuel from nuclear-power 
plants, 

"That whole corner of the 
state, we're calling it the 
toxic mall," said Joni Arends, 
director of Concerned Citi
zens for Nuclear Safety, a 
Santa Fe environmental 
group. "They're calling it Tri-, 
as sic Park, but this is a toxic 
dump, not an amusement 
park." , 

The Santa Fe environmen
tal groups, including CCNS, 
Los Alamos Study Group and 
Citizens for Alternatives to 
Radioactive Dumping, are 
working with one of the only 
environmental organizations, 
Conservative Use ',of' 

ResouI;ces and Environment, across the ground and micro
,in the southeastern part of organisms are encouraged to 
New Mexico to fight' the break down the toxic chern i-
dump. cals. 

Deborah Reade, with Steve Pullen, with the state 
CARD in Santa Fe, said the Environment Department's 
groups are worded the dump hazardous-waste bureau, is in 
will adversely ,affect the charge of issuing draft per~ 
lifestyle of' ranchers and mits for Triassic Park. Pullen 
farmers in the area. Also, she said the site would be permit
said, the Audobon Society has ted to accept "a very, long list 
come forward to, complain of chemicals ancl. com
the area is habitat for the pounds." 

, lesser prairie chicken, a bird Largely, he said, the waste 
with, declining populations would come from the petrole
that has nesting areas on the urn industry and high-tech 
site. industry in New Mexico and 

"They said, 'Don't worry. elsewhere. Also, waste would 
We're going to buildin (pro-coJ.tle from environmental 
tection),', but this is a lot of cleanup operations in New 
noise, and noxious who- Mexico. 
knows-what. It's a big pro- The Environment- Depart-
posed facility," Reade said. ment's responsibilitY"he said, 

Gandy-Marley already is to make sure Gandy-Mar-
r~ns two petroleum lan,d- ley obeys New Mexico" haz
farms at the site. Alandfarm ,fJ.rdous-waste regulations. 
,is a site ,where petroJel,upor , " "Webave to, make si.ire the 
other to,xic;sl:i!.d'g,ei,'i:'s>sprea'd, "appli2ant (Gandy-Marley) 

I, •... ,.,' ,'I .,"" _. ", '.. . 
• " '.0", "-.' .•. : .. ~. "' ... __ •• ~ ~ •••• , •• ,. ~" •• :_, •.•.• __ " •••..•. __ ... " .•••• ",.""".,",:., •••• : •••••• -- • 

addresses all those regula
tions '..,- how they are going to 
handle the waste, what will 
happen when the facility clos
es, plus hydrology and geolo
gy issues," Pullen said. 

Pullen said the Environ
ment Department had draft
ed a permit; now, the dump 
proposal must go before the 
public. Environment Secre
tary Pete Maggiore will make 
the final decision. 

Pullen said the disposal site 
probably would not open New 
Mexico to having another 
area that would accept 
radioactive, and nuclear 
wastes, as environmentalists 
fear. However, he said, the 
federal government decides 
what happens' to radioactive 
wastes, not the state. 

And, he said, the public 

should know that Triassic Park 
, would be different from any 
old dump on the edge of town. 

"They are storing contami
nated waste and treating it, 
as well as disposing of it," he 
said. "I think the public is 
generally unaware of how 
comprehensive New Mexi-
co's hazardous-waste regula
tions are. It is in my opinion 
the ... most protective set of 
regulations anywhere in the ~ 
world. People think it's like ~ 
the county dump on the edge ~ 
of town, but it's far more con- S 
trolled thanthat." 

The first public-information 
meeting will take place in 
Santa Fe at 6:30 p.m~ Monday 
at the state land office. More 
meetings will be held in 
Roswell, Tatum and Hager
man next week. 
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i ·PEACE 

Activists take annuli·. message to 

PEACE BRIGADE Top, protesters banded together 
at Los Alamos National laboratory to demonstrate 
their opposition to nuclear weapons Monday after~ 
noon. Right, demonstrators chant and jeer, as Rev. 
David McGown, of santa ·fe, below, is asked to leave 
by security. McGown was carried from the proper
ty, but released later,· along wittr about 15 others . 
who committed acts of passive reslst"nce.. . 
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message to the lab 
+ Their numbers 
may be declining, 
but demonstrators 
remain enthusiastic 
in ritual protest 

By ROGER SNODGRASS . 
lamonitor~lamonltor.com 
Monitor AssIstant Edltw 

About 150 anti-nuclear 
demonstrators marched 
through town Monday on their 
way to Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. Some 15 were 
detained briefly after trespass
ing over a line on lab property, 
but all were released by the 
end of the day. 

For. the world's premier. 
nuclear weapons laboratory' 
protest comes with the job and 
is an exercise in volatile crowd 
containment. For the protest
ers, the annual peace march at 
Los Alamos is an act of com
munion and of conscience. 

No matter how insulting the 
anger; the lab has learned how 
to overlook it. while channel
ing the venom into a relatively 
safe box of ritual. No matter 
howgingerly.th~ actj.vi~.t.s w.~re . 
handled, many of them felt the . 
need t~ be seen and heard, 
which meant being strident 
and, at times, provocative. 

. . This year's march on MQfi-
day, the anniversary of the first ., .. ~,. 

. nuclear test explosion at'Iiinl-
'ty Site in southern New Mexi-
co, was not on the usual date 
for the occasion. For about ten 
years the march has been held 
on Aug. 9, the date in 1945 
when the Japanese city of 

the second 
l,r,,()bj.t~G1ilVe. ,."J .. )f.· ·au' at6tftfc, " .. 
• Wea,PPn, .' .. '. days after 

Hiroshima Was the flfSt 
For the last four years, the 

rally' has been sponsored by 
Peace Action of Santa Fe. 

This year another group, the 
Los Alamos Education Group, 
which defends the use of the 
atomic bombs for hastening 
the end of World War II, pre
empted both bombing dates, 
forcing Peace Action to hold 
their demonstration some 
three weeks earlier than usual. 

Greg Mello, ~ecutive direc
tor of the Santa Fe-based Los 
Alamos Study Group, comple
mented the Los Alamos Edu
cation Group for their tactical 
victory in beating out the 
marchers for the commemora
tive d~tes in AUgust. 

"It's something I would have . 

Please see MARCH, 3 
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MARCH Activists reunited from around the country to focus attention on weapons of mass destruction 
From Page 1 

.·done myself," he said. 
While fewer in number 

than in past years, the 
marchers were no less hostile 
to the "bomb factory," as one 
placard called it. 

"The numbers are not as 
important as the act of 
expressing 'the conscience of 
humankind,''' said Mello, 
who added that his message 
was not to place blame, but to 
ask people "not to accept 
uncritically the technologies 
of power." 

un's sad and outrageous 
that we're still spending such 
great sums on weaponry," 
said Charles Powell of Albu
querque, a postal worker and 
an officer of the New Mexico 
Labor Party. "The money 
could do so much good for 
the country and the world." 

The protesters gathered at 
Ashley Pond shortly after 
noon. They listened to folk 
singers, poets, and speakers 
who typically condemned the 
laboratory for it existence and 
commanded that it disap
pear. 

There were young and old, 
men, women and children. 
They were from near and far, 
and a carnival-like atmos
phere prevailed. Some men 
dressed in women's garb, 
making a statement about 
perversity. Other men and 
women wore ghoulish face 

paint. A red devil played the blat, who worked on the 
trumpet in the band. bomb at Los Alamos 'and the 

Bishop Tom Gumbleton of University of Uverpool, 
Detroit, who spoke at previ- before dedicating his life to 
ous rallies, advocated non- peaceful pursuits. Rotblat 
violence. was awarded the Nobel Prize 

Bruce Gagnon, from Flori.- for Peace in 1995. 
da, who heads the Global Gene Tucker, the lab's secu
Network Against Weapons rity chief, backed by several 
and Nuclear Power in Space, echelons of security guards, 
demanded to know, "Who the glared across the barricades, 
hell do we think we are to explaining that he just want
move the arms race into ed to make sure they did what 
space? To take our bad seed they said they would do. 
up into the heavens is pure "The visit was pre-coordi-
insanity." nated," he said. "We estab-
. With banging drums and lished the groundruIes." 

clanging cymbals and a blar- Those rules prohibited 
ing parody of a marching climbing over the fences. A 
band, the group circled a few single point with a big sign 
times, gathering momentum. designated the "gate," 
They picked up their pickets, through which those who 
banners, puppets and hand Wished to commit civil obedi
floats and made their way up ence were allowed to exit one 
Diamond Drive, across at a time. 
Omega Bridge and turned on Laboratory workers looked 
West Jemez. down from the comfort of the 

They funneled into the cafeteria, or stood in front of 
parking lot at the administra- the building. . 
tive area, where a single "We should have our own 
entrance and exit had been sign," one woman said: 
established. "Bombs Are Us." 

Andrew Toupadakis, a .Several public affairS repre-
chemist who left the lab threesentatives were also on hand. 
years ago, gave animpas- Rev. David McGown of San
sioned speech, as he ta Fe, alone of the protesters. 
implore.d laboratoiyworkers sat down in the street outside 
over a portable loudspeaker . the barricade ori Casa Grande 
to join him in rejecting Drive for about fifteen min
weapons work. He invoked utes before four guards gently 
the memory of Polish experi- hauled him off. 
mental physicist. Joseph Rot- Tucker said those who 

MARCHERS From Ashley Pond, the marchers organized into a long line and marched to the labo
ratory to demonstrate their opposition to nuclear weapons work. 

crossed the line were risking they were violating federal 
fine or incarceration. but that law and that there were U.S. 
they would be detained more marshals on hand to enforce 
or less depending. on their it if necessary. 
behavior. "Their disposition The lab reported afterward 
will be based on their disposi- that about fifteen people 
tion," he said. noting that were detained, but all were 

released. 
'~It's only three forty-five." 

said Tucker with some relief, 
as the last protestor came 
through the gate. and the oth
ers began heading back to 
town. 


